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TO LET.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
GRAND INTER-STATE

A

“Go-as-You-Please” Match
•
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BETWEEN

yon
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you
show it to
et
can
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me

Team,

“Bean Pot’*

will

begin at

TO LET

LANCASTER HALL, JUNE 16TH,
at 7 o’clock, and continue during the week. Tickets 25 Cents.
jnel2eodGt

SATURDAY,

SEEN

IV. W. CARR.

jne20dtf

Professionals from Massachusetts and the Maine

12

you

YOU

HAVE

the best eleven dollar rents
find, call at 197 Newbury street, and
of

one

HOUSE AND OFFICES
HOUSE No. 784 Congress Street, corner
Munroe Place, with 12 pleasant Rooms, Bath
loom with hot and cold water. Just put in compete order. Pleasant western view. Price $350.

OUR NEW STYLES

BRICK

—ALSO—

Grand Annual Excursion.

pleasant and sunny Lawyer’s offices with reiring rooms, corner of Middle and Temple Streets,
; iebago water. All in complete order. Will be let
easonable if applied for soon to
N. S. GARDINER. It. E. Agent,
No. 93 Exchange Street.
jel9eod2\v
Two

The Ancient Order of Hibernians will hold their
Annual Picnic at

Pownal, Wednesday,
Amusements

as

5-5,

June

’79.

follows:

TO BE LET.

Ladies’ Archery, prize—1 pair Vases.
Sack Race, prize—a Walking Cane.
Foot Race, prize—pair of Indian Clubs.
Target Practice, prize—§2 for 1st, if 1 for 2d.
Jumping Match, prize—a Gold Ring.

Foot Ball, Swings, &c.
Music by Chandler. Water abundantly furTrains will leave Grand
nished on the grounds.
Trunk depot at 3 and 10.30 A. M. and 12.25 and
1.30 P. M. Returning from Pownal at 11.25 A. M.
and 2.25, 5.12 and 0 P. M.
Tickets—Adults 50
cts.; Children 25 cts. The Committee will exert
themselves to secure the comfort of all who may
attend.
jnel9dlw

18 Tyne Street.

jnel8

TO

dlw

store 132 Middle
family of two.

St.,

M. G. PALMER.

my3eodtf

Opportunity.

AT 417 CONGRESS STREET.
T>DAOTfm>

ir

CALLED AT 3
Admission 25 cts. Ladies free.

and Post Office, Two Large
he 1st Floor. Have just been put
St>\>n
*rd«r. Can
uomI nil a suite. large
;o water and water closet on same floor; gas. if detired. Will be let to responsible parties only, and
references will be required. Apply on the premises.

O’CLOCK.

TO

—

Music and*

>ilot. Apply to D. H. BURNS, on
>f Yacht Alarm, or at DYER &

Readings.

Commercial Street, Portland, Me.

Tickets 25 cents; to be had of Hoyt, Fogg & Donham and at the door.
Doors open 7, concert at 8
eodtd
o’clock P. M.

Presumpscot Park Association

A

;ity.
je7

to receive but one premium. Entrance fee
10 per cent of purse, which must accompany nomination. Entries to close at Preble House MONDAY, June 30th, at 10 A. M., and should be addressed
J. C. SMALL, Secretary,
Portland, Me.
jelOdtd

thereof,

COPARTNERSHIP.
We, the undersigned, have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name and style of

BACON,

and have taken the premises lately occupied by
Cummings, Leavitt & Widber, where we
shall continue the Lumber business in all its
branches; will keep on hand a large and varied assortment of

rooms, with modat 93 Pleasant

A

NICE

A

NICE and very pleasant house
at 106

on

Thomas St.,
families.

one or two
12 a. m

Pine St. from 8 to

je5dtf

WHITE

LoMen’s Christian Association.
cation good for Dressmaker, Dentist, or any light business. For
terms enquire of
GEO. H. CUSHMAN,
No. 4S6 Congress Street.
dtf
my26

PLEASANT

ROOMS

TO

VESTS

agents for the celebrated BROWNVILLE SLATE QUARRIES, and are prepared to
furnish either their slate or those of the MONSON
QUARRIES, at any time in quantities as desired.
dtf
myS
also

LAKE

With Board.—No. 35 High St.
dtf

my26

Congress flails^

Dances, Parties, Lectures, &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 161 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHIToc7dtf
NEY, 178 Middle St.

To Let.

Co,

Children’s Flannel Sailor Suits $1.38.
OTHER STYLES FROM $2.00 TO $4.00.

with eight rooms, near
on the easterly part of

bouse

Enquire

ray2dtf

rooms on

second

of

Families and Offices.

for

1.25
1.75
2.25

taking Ice at any time
and delivery will be continued until
at
the
office.
is
received
stop

Customers

can commence

desire,
they
notice to

20 cents per h undred

Under Preble House,

“

25

“

single hundred.
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i THE GOSPEL OF JQY !
Just out.
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Well

g

We

are now

prepared

exhibited by

*'XSHINING
| Very

RIVER !

35

Best Song collection.

*5

CLUSTER OF GEMS !

£

GEMS OF THE DANCE !

©

£
m

J*g
a

82 5o.

(§1.50).

a

Also a brick bouse on Fremont Place containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
Apply to E. Ponce, at bis new cigar store, No. 127
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap26tf

Musical Record (§2.00.) Good reading; once
of music.
week, all the news, and fine selection
nf almnat all

published. Very

Music Books that are
for reference. 1800 books.

valuable

Any book mailed, for retail price.

us.

their

or

cod&wly

figures

We

SEASON OF 1879.

TIVOLI

MANUFACTURER,

492 & 494, New No., Congress St.

smells as sweet as a rose. The verdict is unanimous
that this is the finest ever brought from the West.
Sold in barrels and bottles, at the Sole Agency, Joy’s
Building, 209 Washington St., Boston, by

largest and best stock in Maine to select
from, and a nice hard-wood, first class refrigerator
for the same or less money that the cheap pine,
dead air are selling for.
This refrigerator is fully
established and they give universal satisfaction. It
will be for the interest of all to see them before
buying. Refrigerators exchanged and second-hand
ones for sale.

MERRILL,
and

Proprietor
NO. 60
my 19

Manufacturer,

CROSS ST.. PORTLAND, ME.

tltjyl

CARRIAGES!
New aiul Second-hand,
—FOR

bear this in

511

1-2

RUSSELL,

Congress Street.

For Sale

as

and Pensions
arrears
or

discharge or
and Fathers are

entitled from date
pendent Mothers
of discharge or death.
My lone service of fifteen years in the Claim busiof all

claims

care.

Suspended or rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prosecuted.

NO

DBUIttlttOND,

88 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND.

fe5

Fine

quality

mind,

of

material, trimmings

cannot be

Clothing

Workmanship.

surpassed.

and also the fact that

selling

we are

and work

Customers will
all

please

our

Above.

__d&wtf

LIUE A\D€Em\T
Land and Calcined Plaster for sale by
A. D. WHIDDEN & CO.,
19 Uai.it Wharf
apldflm

Mountain

To this assortment

we

invite your earliest

FROM

Best

inspection.

THE

AT

Je7cod3w

FOR BALTIMORE.
SCH. E. G. KNIGHT, Capt.
Prati. For Freight apply to
JT. NICKERSON ft SON,
No

a

the

His name is Ingraham, and he is a Greenback orator down on the Kennebef. At last
accounts he was outside of the lunatic asylum, but this which he said in a recent
speech is certainly an appeal to be taken
in:
“The heroic opportunity still remains lor
the heroic sons of the Dirigo State to give this
financial liydra-headed anaconda (which is

wreathing

its fatal coils around the sons of
God wro are earning their bread according to
His mmificent decree), a telling blow upon his
head of gold—a blow which shall show the hollowness of his tail no more to draw down or
blot out the very stars of Heaven.”

131 Commercial Street.

__je!9d3t

REMOVAL.
ESd JhJL
IMEi ^
j
Office and Residence, 609 Congress Street. PortMe.
Office
Hours:
9
to 11 A. M., 2to 4 and
land,
6Va to 7Vz P. M.
1nel7dlw
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Army bill, ingloriously failed. After
two days and nights session,
they unconditionally surrendered aud agreed that
the Republicans should have all the time to
debase the bill they wanted.
Tub Rockland Opinion which flies Joseph
L. Smith’s name at the head of its columns
is working up a “boom” for Hon. Samuel
Watts of Thomaston for Democratic candidate for Gbvernor. It hears that Mr. Watts
is developing great strength in every part of
the State.

The matter is that the Ary us doesn’t read
the Press.

allen
229 Middle and (>
my 31

&

Company,

Temple Sts., Portland, Me.

The

i

common

Importers, Jobbers and Retailers

Places in Portland.

Messrs.

properties.

locality

Any

will confirm the
above statement. For Lame Back, Rheumatism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and Neglected Colds and Coughs, Diseased Kidneys.
Whooping Cough, Affections of the Heart, and
all ills for which porous plasters are
used, it is
simply the best kuown remedy. Ask for Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster and take no other.
Sold by all
Price 25 cents. Sent
on receipt of price, by Seaburv &
Johnson, 21
Platt Street, New York.
jne4W,S&wim
own

Druggists.

g

One of the Oldest and Best Business

it and the
acting porous plaster. It is in ev-

Physician in your

dtf

JS ALE.

comparison between

strengthening and.curative

HAYE§ & DOiGLA^,
242 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

FOR

no

slow

REMEDY.

other external remeand the so-called electrical appliances. It contains new medicinal
elements which in combination with rubber,
possess the most extraordinary pain relieving,

and Glassware.

my21_

WONDERFUL

to all
superior
liniments

large acquaintance

Offer for sale their entire stock, consisting of Stoves
Ranges and Furnaces, and such other goods as aro
usually kept in a first-class stove and kitchen furn-

PURE 1C !

ishing

Burnham &

store.

OBJECT OF SELLING—The managing partner,

Mr. Ames, intends going West.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND, RE.

myjj&tf

Dyer,

T5 and J9 CROSS STREET,
Having stored

New York, through the liberality of a
citizen, has secured the grand obelisk now
standing at Alexandria, Egypt. This obelisk is the companion of the monolith recently removed to England.
“The hermaphrodite abortion gold frame
and silver covered kite with a greenback tail”
is ('last's Chronicle's name for the Portland

at

Bangor—has shut up. The conscientious
stockholders evidently thought they, were
getting rich too fast.
Lamar

doughface
of his

Full

Stock of PURE ICE, will
furnish

interest in

took

Mr.

for

Conkling

a

he made the most serious mistake

life._

Under this head the Argus copies what it
calls a “concise statement” from tiio National
Tribune in regard to the appropriations of 1875
and 1169 as follows:
Am’t appropropriateil by State for 1378, $1,295,658
Amount hired.
150,001
Deficiency on bindiug and stitching_
5,50C
State in

'78 under Republican

for 1879.
Deduct the am't to pay tlie temporary loan made in 1878,. .$150 000
Interest on same.
1,530
Deficiency in bindiug and stitching, 5,500
Dxpenses of State in
Expenses hi
Exxienses for 1879,. 1 172,246

1,329,282

157,031

1879.§1,172,241
1878,.$1,451,153

Amount saved,
$278,907
It will bo observed that tlie temporary loan
is both added to the appropriations of 1878 and
deducted from those of 1879 which anyone whe
intends to he fair will see is incorrect. We ad
mit that it is correct to deduct the amount
from the appropriations of 1879 to get at tin
expenses of that year, hut any one who know:
anything about State finances can readily sc<
that the amount of the temporary loan ha:
nothing whatever to do with the appropriatioi
bill of 1878. Tlie State tax for the year 1877
3 mills on the dollar, was not largo enough b;
§100,000 to provide the funds necessary to pa;
the appropriations of 1878, lienee the loan. I
is well enough to hear in mind that the Trca?
ury when if passed into the hands of tin
Democracy had cash enough on hand to pa;
this amount, but it had to be put into thi
appropriation hill before it could be drawi ;
out of the Treasury. They also make a de
ficioncy of §3,500 on binding and stitching di 1
double duty in the same way. The matter o
appropriating for deficiency is not an uncommoi
thing. To oif-set this item thero was at leas
three times that amount unexpended in vari
ous appropriations for tlio year 1878.
The statement then should he as follows:
Am’t of appropriations for 1878,
$1,295,631

162 Commercial St.

appropriations of 1879 less
temporary loan anil interest. 1,178,04'

Leaving the

Families,

Stores and Vessels

Anjt desired quantity,

BBNemoi 1899.
febis

nt the

lowest price..

Customer. Nolicited.

tf aai

changed

as

well as

jests

are

like

the last decade of the month. It comes
earlier now, usually between the fifteenth
and the twentieth. He looked forward to it
with impatient expectation, and if the magazine was delayed beyond its wonted time he
felt sure that the universe had gone wrong
and happiness fled the earth. The day has

difference between tin1

$117,00
appropriations of 1878 anil 1879,..
Strike a difference between this and $27£
907, and you have $101,309 as the size of thi
fusion lie. Very clumsily done, gentlemen
try again.—Somerset Reporter.

—Harper’s is the best of indexes to the
development of American periodical literature as it is the most conspicuous illustration of that development. The July number, just from the press, is a model magaIn outward appearance it is not unlike the earlier numbers. The pages are
wider, the type larger and fairer, the illustrations the perfection of wood engraving;
but the plan is the same, the identity lias
zine.

preserved. On the cover the boy that
globe, blowing his bubbles, keeps
his youth, but is fairer to look upon. That
missing toe, the absense of which was
mourned by a correspondent of the Easy
been

strides the

Chair so many years ago, has been restored.
The contents are in the same line. A serial

English novelist is drawcompletion. The historical article is The Stonning of Stony Point. It has
a portrait of Wayne.
If one wishes to get
story by

ing

an

favorite

a

toward

idea of the marvelous progress of wood-

engraving let him compare this portrait with
that printed in the earlier numbers. For
biography we have Whipple’s Recollections
of Charles Sumner.

Travel

have

are

Narragansett

graced the pages of Harper’s,
The Diary of a Mail of Fifty, by Henry
James. Jr. Fifty Years of American Art is
the first of a series of papers by S. G. W.
Benjamin. One ought to compare the illustrations of it with, say, the wood-cuts in
Jacob Abbott’s Holy Land, in order to unever

suffered the usual fate of the

derstand

of

magazine
century. Indeed

prized things
coming now he can

our youth.
For its
patiently wait, and is not in the least vexed
when it is overdue, though its absense
would be seriously felt. Yet to this day of

he cannot

June

hear

the

announcement

“Harper’s is out,” without a quickening of
the pulse and a desire to sieze upon the buff
and bulky pamphlet.
For Harper’s was the only magazine he
knew in those youthful days.
He was
brought up on that. It was a part of his
education, and he verily believes that he
learned more from it than from any other
text-book that figured in that limited curriculum. Its coming was watched for with intense eagerness, its contents were ravenously devoured, and then the period of impatience set in

again. The
magazine lie

first

twenty vol-

now and
how certain papers, that strongly attracted his fancy, looked on certain pages,
and where their position was. Since then
other magazines have risen, admirable magazines ; but though his judgment may approve them as highly, they can never hold
the place in his affections Harper’s did". Indeed Harper’s, though so much better in all
respects than its own self, cannot, in its maturity command the affection he gave to it

umes

of that

can see

can see

in his and its

the progress made in the art of
illustration within a quarter of a

look at the magazine ten

a

years ago or even five will show wonderful

The Easy Chair discourses wisely
and charmingly in its old gentle vein of
Carlyle and Scott, of Cowardly Good Humor,
of the Revival of the Royal Prerogative in
England, and of the Snobbery of “FirstClass” Americans.
This is the bill of fare Harper’s for July

progress.

offers:

Narragansett Pier—Prof. Charles Carroll.
The Owl Critic. A Poem—James T. Fields.
The Land o’ Burns.—William H. Rideing.
The Mowing. A Poem.—S. H. M. Byers.
A Peninsular Canaan. III. Delaware.—
Howard Pyle.
The Happy Island. A Story.—Edward Everett Hale.
A Romance of Eastliampton.—A. A. Hayes,
Jr.
The Storming of Stony Point.—H. P. Johnston.
Fifty Years of American Art. I.—S. G. W.

Benjamin.

Young Mrs. Jardine. Dinah M. Craik.
Recollections of Charles Sumner.—E.

Whipple.
The Diary of a Man
Henry James, Jr.
Editor’s Easy Chair.
Editor’s
Editor’s
Editor’s
Editor’s

youth.

of

Fifty.

P.

Story.—

A

Scientific Record.
Historical Record.
Drawer.

Recent Publications.

first made Yorick acquainted with Thackeray, and Dickens and
Bulwer and Lever and Charles Reade. He
can never forget that farrago of fables with
which the Newcomes opened—how it puzzled
him, how lie hastened on to the story, hoWfor a
time he thought Thackeray was like the needy
knife-grinder, and how after a while he got
interested in the fortunes of Ethel and Clive
and the misfortunes of that finest of all
heroes of romance, Colonel Thomas Newcome.
The introduction to Dickens was
not

so

it

fortunate,

toon

place

in liluaK

and did little more than set him to

House,
reading other stories by Dickens which were,
people said, and rightly said, better. But
Tom-All-Alone’3 is a place he wants to see,
ana lie wants to visit an English eatinghouse, where the waiter will bring in a pyr-

amid of dishes like that set before the young
man by the name of Guppy, and his friends.

He is firmly resolved too, that his estate
shall not go into

chancery.

The acquaintance of Charles Lever was
made while that merry author was masquerading as Maurice Tiernay, the Soldier of
Fortune, and Yorick believes, though the
common sentiment of mankind is
against
him, that Maurice Tiernay is the best of
Lever’s stories. Nothing can be stronger or
those sketches of
picturesque
the Revolution and the French army. Bulwer’s ‘‘My Novel” was published in the earlier numbers and made the readers of Harper's acquainted with that innocent disciple
of Machiavelli, Doctor Riccabocca (is that
the way it is spelled?) and Parson
Dale, and
Burly and his whimsical pursuit of the oneeyed perch. The intercalary chapters concerning the Caxtons puzzled Yorick greatly.
He didn’t know the Caxtons
then, and as
they got in the way of the story, just to let
the reader know it was only a
story, he grew
to hate the whole family, and
especially the
old man who talked like the List of Words
and Phrases from Foreign
Languages in the
last pages of the dictionary. Charles Reade’s
appearance in Harper’s was in a short story,
Jack At All Trades, from which Yorick
learned that the elephant is treacherous and
the hyena cowardly—and that’s about all he
remembers of it.
than

more

But the novels were scanty part of those
The gossipy
delightful twenty volumes.

historical papers, like the Personal Memoirs
of the House of Romanoff, Abbott’s Palaces

France, Lossing’s Sketches of
Anthony Wayne, appealed very strongly to a boy. They told
him so much and told it so entertainingly
John Paul Jones and

that he wanted to know more. There was
a story called The Three Visitors of Bernardin de Saint Pierre. The visitors were Na-

poleon, Joseph, and Louis Bonaparte, and
they called to see the author of Paul et Virginie. Yorick knew the visitors but neither
the visited nor the book.
He could not rest
until he read Paul and Virginia. Another
paper was Private Life of Gabriel Honore
Riquetti, Comte de Mirabeau (fortunately it
was not a full account) which was liked benniion

^La

nnn>A

nrno

bhaL

..

--il. f..l

Abbott’s Napoleon, with its multitude of
pictures, was a delight. It made Yoriclc an
imperialist, and this day ui his heart of
hearts he mourns the death of Napoleon IV
as a loss to France.
Another feature of the
magazine was the travels. Yorick followed
with the iutensest eagerness Strain in his
Darien expedition, and later in his gallop
across the Pampas.
Ross Browne's charming Crusoe Island he reads whenever he can
put hands on the volume containing It.
Porte Crayon, too, in the Virginia Illustrated
and other papers, notably a Virginian Canaan, was the cause of great pleasure.
One

might go on indefinitely speaking ol
good things with which Harper’s is
crowded, of the stories like Yet’s Christmas
Box, Desmond the Speculator, The Burning
of Saltonc Villa, The Dragon-Fang of the
Conjuror Piou-lu, The Three Numbers
(whose motive is the motive of Monte Cristo'
the

and Little Brother, or of matter more solid
and not less entertaining. The best of eacl
number, The Easy Chair, the paper to whicl
most readers lirst open,
may be dismissed
with a mention. That fine wine needs nc
bush. \ orick’s youthful attention was firsi
attracted to it by The Bride of
Landeck, and
he distinctly remembers his bewildenneni
as he pursued that devious
story througl
number after number. He used to read toe
with delight the stories of the
present oceu
pant of the chair, Making Hay While tin
Sun Shines, Let Those
Laugh that Win, A1
Baggage at Risk of the Owner, written some
time in the fifties. He would like to
speal

tain

respectively

his papers

concerning

tha

British Throne, and the Prince Consort: tha
Cabinet, and Constitution; and personal and
literary notes, their dates ranging from 18i5-7fi,
upon the lives and writings of several noteworthy men. The quality of Mr. Gladstone’*
writing is particularly attractive; he inspire*
liking and trust at the outset, by his liberal,
frank and spirited manner; and the larga
and humane quality of his thought win*
continually upon the reader’s sympathy.
As a representative of progressive and enlightened British sentiment, his remarks upon the
government of his country have great weight,
and will be found exceedingly pleasant and instructive reading. It is of course, unnecessary
to note here his political attitude, which is so
well known and greatly respected. Among
the chapters of the volume containing paper*
of literary and biographical nature, most readwill turn first to the chapter upon Tennyson; and will not fail to be much interested in
the view that Mr. Gladstone took of the laureate and his verse, twenty years ago—a view
which the writer does not now wholly endorse,
he tells us in his footnotes; but which certainly
ers

contains some very strong and original thoughts.
It is needless to say that, with a few slight ex-

ceptions, Mr. Gladstone thoroughly admires
Mr. Tennyson’s poems. He comments finely
upon the skill with which the laureate ha*
adapted the Arthurian stories to his own
times; the fine tact, for example, with which by

slight

touches and omissions as slight he has reversed the degree of admiration in which ona
holds King Arthur and Sir Lancelot, according to Malory's chronicle—not lessening Lancelot’s praise but raising King Arthur to thu
stone is itot slow to note

Tennyson's

lous mosaic of words—wherein

marvel-

syllable

no

could be changed without marriug some delicate fitness of sound to sense; and he admires
the justness and beauty of his choice of ex-

pression. His higher qualities of literary and
moral conscience are likewise noted. "Maud"
and its delirious-tremendous hero receive soma
hard hits, for which Mr. Gladstone apologizes
in a contrite footnote of recent date, but which
he, as well as his readers, cannot fail to enjoy.
The truth is—as Mr. Gladstone evidently rec-

ognized

even when he liked
Maud less than
does now—that it accurately represents,
with much dramatic distinctness, a type of discontented Young England and of callow mis-

he

anthropy in general,

and Maud’s lover is no
to be confounded with Mr. Tennyson
than a dado of daisies on a fair gTeen ground is
to he labeled “Portrait of Mr. William Morris,
by himself.” In the essay upon Giacomo Leopardi—author of the superb ode so familiar to
all Italians and lovers of Italian liberty
“0 patria min, vedo le mure gli arcld”—
Mr. Gladstone evidences his sympathetic and

more

generous spirit,
with which his

by the force of the fidelity
thoroughly healthy mind follows the gloomy intricacies of the nature of
Leopardi, so strangely mixed of great poetic
passion and sickly, despondent fancy. In pitying and admiring Leopardi, the reader ndmire9
and envies Gladstone. Whatever may hava
been the faults of the Italian—and evidence
seems to show that his morbid soul exaggerated all the dark shades of his life whether of
fault or misfortune—they were bitterly expiated by his continual tortures; and his fina
traits of nature and his literary gift were strong
for Italy in her dark days. A man mnch to be
blamed, more to be pitied, was Leopardi; but
above whatever of soiled clay it may stand,
rises, like a marble image, his ode, the word of
his faith—Italia! Opposite from this picture

Literary Record.

These early pages

and Prisons of

Another national bank—The Farmer's

Amount of

a

tf

For Sale.
a good paying business.
For particulars inquire of D. S. WARREN,

ONE-HALF

virtually

has

..

Mutter Bros. & Co., 39 Market Sq„
mill 1

Texas

rule,.$1,451,158

ery way
dies including

with Foreign and Home
Manufactures gives superior facilities for selecting,
buying and selling at lowest prices. Moderate capital required. Eocatiou UusiirpnKKed. Enquire
at old stand.
Their

A

There is

DOUGLASS,

Chiua, Crockery

\

make so

Appropriations

"'t BENSON’S CAPCINE
*mP PORQUS PLASTER.

Owing to the death of the Senior Member, the ENTIRE BUSINESS IS NOW OFFERED FOR SALE
of the nld and well-known firm of

of

Legislature

Expenses of

A HARK HUMS MAM!

it wouldn’t

Facts for the People.

coatf

HAYES &

If it did

many blunders.

If

Whitney, NUTTER RROS.& Co.

PORTLAND, ME.
Send for Circular and Price List.

by

platform.

English, German and American Fabrics

FOR SALE RY

&

them

abolished the common-school system and
now the Governor has begun to pardon the
murderers under sentence. The Democracy
are under no restraint in the Lone Star
State.

IN OUR CUSTOM DEPARTMENT

ICE CREAM FREEZER.
Kendall

house had to be defended
police, after they had
threatened to kick the door in. To men in
this temper anybody is capable of a murder
or robbery, and has to keep a very civil
tongue in his head to escape being charged
with it,”

goods

VERY SMALL MARGIN OF PROFIT.

BUY THE

of

still U. S. Claim Agent,
their
I Pezuftons
under late law for soldiers
death. Widows, deheirs from date of

in which

The Press has not yet heard that Anson
P. Morrill is a candidate for the Republican
nomination for Governor. What’s the matter?— Argus

on a

mv6dtf

H.

our

OF

Also Second-hand Store Doors,
Window s, etc.

_

I>.

the

consistent with

SALE BY—

N. B.—REPAIRING in all its branches at
ap29d2m
reasonable prices.

settlement

we

REFRIGERATORS ! LOWEST PRICES!

2 & 3 Seat Platform Spring Democrat Wagons

ness enables
entrusted to my

earnest endeavor to

recognizing
for lower prices,
place our goods at

the

mySSM&W3m*

ALSO a general assortment of lower priced work
from “CELEBRATED NEW ENGLAND
MANUFACTURERS,” which must be sold.

to guarantee

our

M. ENGELHARDT & CO.

JOHN S.

me

made it

and

BEER GARMENTS MADE TO ORDER

Now ready and for sale a very fine assortment of
Carriages in ALL THE POPULAR AND
LEADING STYLES—the product of my own
factory—all of first-class material and workmanship.

and collect

prices,

to economize and the demand

in Detroit, at the famous Lion Brewery,
expressly for the Boston market. Its ingredients are
simple and without adulteration-only malt and hops.
It has vim sufficient, but is not heavy nor heady. It

J. F.

MSH HI,

AM

at first

agents,

confident that in

are

mansliip

Tlie

CARRIAGES.

Bounty

season

to show the handsomest line of Fine Clothing
Having obtained our material directly from the

Honest Material and

MERRILL’S LATESTjMPROVED DRY AIR.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
no24

lowest

light, pleasant, wholesome, Clean
Tasted, and Honest Beer.

Ib brewed

Lives of Beethoven, (§2.00), Mozart, (§1.75),
Schumann, (1.75) and others; most interesting,
also Bitter's History of Music, 2 vols. each

Z©

^

82.60.

Brilliant Waltzes, &c.

©

X

a

Capital Piano Pieces.

J

Saloon, Bowling Alleys and Billiard
Room; also a New Cottage containing 5 rooms
with 6 acres of good cultivating land.
The above
will be let together or separate to a responsible party.

A

L■ GEMS OF ENGLISH SONG!2 50

A

TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.

FOUND AT LAST!

beautiful songs.

a

have this

very desirable rooms will be vacated
in
days at the well-known boarding house
20 PARK STREET, corner of Gray (new No. 88.)
dtf
ap29

35 ct*

with which the

reporters now assault the house, the regular employes of the
daily papers being reinforced, and indeed
often swept away by bodies of private collectors, who gather up news on speculation
and sell it to the city editors. We know of

icmpi)

ssets.

known, always good.

ingly the reporter, if lie has any chance at
all, fastens it on a husband or wife or son.
One who has no experience of a calamity of

down’’ to tlicir already long list.

«itf

FINE CLOTHING !

or two
a few

Great favorite.

GOOD NEWS!

*

©

Congress Street,

To Let with Board.

ONE

mitted by some near and dear relative than
if committed by a total stranger, and accord-

the

general tendency

DINING

_dtf

ap2I

Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.

ju9

ever

Situated in the western central part of city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office.
dtf
jel2

ake

by the

RTHFRR f I

C. D. B. Fisk &

sun-

Stable To Let.
10 lbs. daily, per mouth,
“
“
“
15 “
“
“
“
20 “

most Varied

PRIP.FR I RWFR THAN Al I

one room on

Prices

Largest,

AND

nilR

is better news if com-

the murder

against

J. STERLING,
on the premises.

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.
of

Boys from 12 to 16 Years.

Styles the

floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished. manufacturers,
third floor. References exchanged.
Also

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

out to be the correct one, and in that case the

glory and profit of having first propounded
it will be very great. Should it prove incorrect, nothing worse will result than a certain
amount of suffering to some individual or
family. When somebody is murdered, of

a case

Our

the baneful influence of the dread

journalism. “This
passion,” says the Nation, “impels every
reporter to go straight to the most sensational view of every subject because it may turn

patience

A Good Substantial School Suit $2.50.
Our Stock is the

nobody.

any kind in his domestic circle which has a
“newsy” look, has no idea of the fierce im-

Children’s Shirt Waists 25c.
Size to fit

stock of

Tub Democrats must add another “back-

SMALL tenements from 5 to 9 dollars each,with
W. W. CARR.
Sebago. Apply to
197 Newbury St.
ap4tf

TWO-STORY

CENTS.

50

laughing

Apropos of the Hull murder the Nation dis-

course

To Let.

A
Evergreen Landing,
of
Peak’s Island.

COATS

one

dtf

my 2 2

3

$6.00,

WORKING SUITS
75 CENTS,

LET,

NICE
flight. A good place for an invalid that wants
Bunlight. 66 DANFORTH STREET, old number,

Building and Finishing Lumber
and Fancy Woods.
F. H. WlDBER,
H. E. Bacon.
Portland, April 28,1879.

$3.00,

SUITS

A large variety of Finer Grate at various prices.

To Iiet.
Rooms now occupied by Young

pleasant and sunny rent of 7 roons, up

and all kinds of

D. W. Clark &

WORKING

implored

not to become the laughing stock of the
world by trying to resume.
Nevertheless
we have resumed specie payments, have kept
jurselves ready to pay gold on demand and
the

have

things, but must make an end
sometime. So here it is. He verily believes
that he has learned more and got more entertainment from Harper'
lagazine than
and he knows
from any other printed thin
of nothing he would sooner see in the hands
of a boy in whose welfare he felt an interest.

In the way of Summer
Pier and a Peninick Idy tlie comlntc of Utc m&aazttvo.K
AT-v rrn
sula Canaan. The foreign paper is the
zine-Day was a red-letter day in his youth, a I richly illustrated Earn! U' Burns. Among
moveable feast, always falling however in the shorter stories is one of the best that

as

ire

trees so

observed with libations of tears, always with invocations to the manes.
These trite thoughts are suggested to Yor-

similar misstatements.
Mr. Kelley is the widest known of the soft
This whole speech of Nov.
money men.
15, 1877, was a labored argument to prove
He

it was in

nor

times

of “beats” in New York

•

je7dtf

To Let.
conveniently arranged for

stronger

having his speeches circulated filled, with

not resume.

blue,

complain

prove with age.

resumption of specie payments.”
And yet to-day any man who wants gold
'or paper can get it.
Nevertheless this gentleman tlius con-

courses on

$7.00 2

d2w*

To Let.

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS,

SEBAGO

03XT3L.Y

LINEN

FURNISHED LODGING ROOM, fronting
street on line of horse railroad; upper part of
For particulars enquire at THIS OFFICE.
dim

Apply

$10 to $14.

men’s pure blue Flannel suits

at
Cumberland st.
cor. Cumberland St.

Franklin,

OF

ASSORTMENT

BUSINESS SUITS AT FBOM

TOILET. Inquire

Nc. 210
130

To Let.
Sunny RENT of seven
ern improvements.
Apply
street, near High.

$250,

CONDITIONS x
Above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 5^ in harand
ness,
governed by tbe rules of the National Association. A horse distancing the field, or any part

are

Deering.

SPLENDID

so

as

oysters and do not imHolidaj'S certainly are not
what they were. The Fourth of July is a
time of noise and confusion, to be dreadod,
Fast-Day so many hours to be yawned
through, May-Day a mockery. One holiday
though has become to the old a holy day—
Thanksgiving—a blessed time of family reunion, a festival of the hearth stone, oftenpoor

Speaker, I tell the gentlemon they are
an impossibility.”
“Tlie
banks
rnderstaiiil all this. They know there can be no

:liat we could

123

To Eet.

beaten 3.00.

l«t $135, 3d $75, 3d $50.

WIDBER &

at his residence in

or

jell

Free for all Horses owned in Maine.

We

jelltf

HOUSE

l.t «rs, 3d 950, 3d 935.

PREMIUM

A

jelld4m

A

$150

never

LIGHT HKES8 SLITS $15, $18 and $20.

sky

green

those that eat them,—but changed for the
better. Many old boys, too old to take part
in field-sports, insist that base-ball is a poor
thing compared with the “game-ball” they
played in their youth. We all know circuses
are not so good as they used to be, the peanuts are not so toothsome, the lemonade is
thinner, the clown’s jests are really old—and

names.

s

board, formerly

BURNS5, No.

OF

the

Now strawberries

“Mr.

LINE

FULL

~~

Premiums $400!
PREMIUM

BAY,

House to Let at Woodford’s.
VERY pleasantly located and desirable rent on
Clifton st. containing 7 rooms, French Roof
with tower, thorough drainage, a good garden, 100
partis from the horse cars. Inquire of
WARREN SPARROW. 191 Middle St.,

4, 1879.

for Horses that have

YACHT

SCHOONER

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL

JULY

dlw*

having been thoroughly refurnished this
season, is now ready to accommodate
parties by the day or week at reasonable
ates under the charge of a careful man and good

consist of

A

TO

given in

lossible.” Here are some extracts:
P'J 9-—“I have conversed confidentially with
liany bankers anil If ye
not found one of
hem, when speaking Vmfidentially, who did
not admit that though the
Treasury, n y
resume specie payments on the 1st
of.larr.. j
1879, it connot maintain them for a v:eckf.
if
Mr.
Probably
Kelley was now called on
for names, they would turn out to be fiat

m

PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION!

ements
LET in rear house 169 Newbury street, near
Franklin street, Rent $10 and $11, including
W. O. PITCHER.
Jebago water.

TO LET.

Congress Hall, June 26, 1879,
to

Ten-

Convenient

Small

Two

jnel7

DIR. JOHN T. ALEXANDER,
will be

dlw*

jnel7

ju21-3t

BENEFIT CONCERT
—

liolf mill-

o

Booms on
into perfect

nor

so

Few of us care to tlrink that it is we, and
not the sky above us and the earth under
our feet, that are changed.
Someone told
Yorick the other day that lie didn’t think
strawberries were as good as they used to be.

Mr. Wm, D. Kelley as a Prophet.
In 1877, N ov.
15th, Mr. Kelley delivered
r speech which he
afterwards published
ivith the motto, “Gold payments are im-

Not content with this lie puts it
page 9 as follows:

youth,

wont to

are

leafy nor flowers so sweet. The poets have
helped the illusion by singing of beautiful
things seen through the distance of regret.

lone it!

ute’s walk of City Hall, Portland Thea-

tre

PRESUMPSCOT PARK,
Tuesday, June 34,1870.

GAME

Tirtfliin

Unll

their

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
vith a Card certificatesigned by Stanley T. Pullen,
Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
vill confer a favor upon usby demanding credentials
>f every person claiming to represent our journal.

ittempting

vs.

BROCKTON 8,

—Men growing old
that the grass is not

MORHNO. JUNE 21.

the exclusive
of irredeemable bank notes on tlie 1st of
lanuary, 1879, but you cannot resume gold
wyments.
Tliis is Kelley himself! and yet we have

AT

of many other

Yorick’s Drawer.

ise

EXHIBITION

AND

TO LET

RESOLUTES

AT

ON

NOW

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

21, 1879.

Here is anyther prophecy:
Pg 8.—“No, you can resort to

aublived 2

JUST

rooms over my
convenient for a

very

Men’s Summer Suits,
Young Men’s Summer Suits,
Children’s Summer Suits!

LET.

FLAT of 5

A

A Rare

Ball-

Base

ROOMS,

FIVE

JUNE

THE PRESS.

MISCELLANEOUS._

To Let.
want

MORNING,

SATURDAY

PORTLAND,

16.

the north from the south pole, is the brief
sketch of good Bishop Patterson, a brave man
as he was righteous.
The essay on Macaulay
is a brilliant example of the critic criticized,
as

Mr. Anthony Trollope’s volume concerning
Thackeray (Harper’s Series of Biographies of
English Men of Letters; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon) is an attractive, and in some
points an unique specimen of bookmaking. It
is less

a biography than a memoir; the facta
and events of Thackeray’s life present few salient opportunities for set history. Such
records as might remain after his life, Mr.
Thackeray desired should be destroyed; and
his wish was faithfully regarded by his daught<*ra.

Awmrodly tlvo groat novelist liad every
of his possessions of literary
and personal fame, as he had to bestow whatever property he had
in
monies or
estates; and though with some justice it may be
said that the public, by virtue of its interest
and pride in such a writer as was Mr. Thacker-

right to dispose

ay, has a claim to inheritance of knowledge of
the personal and social conditions under which
he worked—it is not less true that the works in
themselves may contain nearly all the evidences of an author’s gifts and experience that
he has cared to afford; and beyond this, interest should give place to respect of the reticence
that one looks for in the usual face-to-face ac-

quaintance with another, and should expect
not less in

literary communication. Such
biographical material as he had, Mr.
Trollope has arranged compactly in the first
chapter of his memoir; and having thus given
scant

the outlines of the life of his subject, he proceeds to develop carefully and minutely his
singularly appreciative knowledge of Mr.
Thackeray’s work and character. Mr. Anthony Trollope is not an emotional writer, but
he possesses a sturdy sense of justice, and
much

kindliness,

eve.i

partisanship

where he

thinks that it will be suitable. He roundly
denies that Thackeray was a cynic—a satirist
is the hardest term that he is willing to apply
the author of Vanity Fair and the Book of
Snobs. Not a little, indeed, of Mr. Trollope’s
effort is directed toward refuting, in semi-

to

apology, the various charges made against the
animus of Mr. Thackeray's pen. In writing
of the Snob papers,'“Mr. Trollope does some
remarkably good and suggestive work. He
concedes that Thackeray’s mind was overready
detect the faintest symptoms of snobbishness, until every manifestation of human na-

to

became, in his eyes, charged with the
petty meanness of that social failing. “In
fact”, Mr. Trollope is led to reflect, “the readture

with the sound sense and good feeling never
lacking to Mr. Gladstone’s work. Sketches
of Blanco White of Wedgwood, and Dr. NorMcLeod complete the interesting contents
of the volume. In reading these articles, exman

tending over a long period
in ntrnplr liv tlio etaoilv

time, the reader

of

crmwlti

nf

Ilia

talent, progressing without violent transitions,
but with wholesome and rich ripening to its
present power.

Color-Blindness, its Dangers and its Detection (Boston: Houghton & Osgood; Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon) is a volume upon
the curious optical defect, written by Dr. Jeffries, of Harvard University. Color-Blindness
total or as regards one or more of the primary
colors—is more

frequent than lias been suprather it should be said, that attention having been recently directed to the subject, many cases of it have been discovered.
Persons are often unaware of their defective
sight of color, for no man can describe to
another the splendor of scarlet or the cool
posed;

or

beauty

of blue, or the glories of gold and green
in fruit and leaf, so that the sensation is in the
least degree clear to him, who cannot see the
colors

with

stances

his own eyes. Dr. Jeffries inwhere some of the children,

family

a

being color-blind, never could find columbines
and strawberries—for their sight made no distinction or color between the green and red—
while their fortunate sisters filled their hands
with berries and flowers. But if the loss of
enjoyment

were

the worst

result from color-

blindness it would be a comparatively little
matter. The signals on railways, red and
green lights, are, of course, likely to be confounded by color-blind persons; and examination has proved that many such are employed
upon railway trains. Dr. Jeffries has written
this volume in the interests of railroads and of
the public, and it should be widely read. He
has made

eighteen

thousand examinations for
are thus very

color-blindness; and his theories

practically supported. The cover of the book
really deserves a word for itself; with ita
broad bands of red, green and purple—it is
bright enough to induce color-blindness in a
person of normal eyesight, and gives a very
lively and attractive appearance to the scientific pages which it binds.

is driven to tell himself that the meaning of
it all is that Adam’s family is from first to last
a family of snobs.”
“I fancy,” he resumes
later, “that a policeman considers that every
man
in
the street would be
properly
‘run in’ if only all the truth about the man
had been known.
The tinker thinks that

An Attic Philosopher in Paris, by Einile
Souvestre (Appleton’s Handy Volume Series;
Portland: Dresser & McLellan) is a good translation of a charming volume of delicate and
cheerful philosophy. One makes no apology

every pot is unsound. The cobbler doubts the
of every shoe. So at last it grew to be
the case with Thackeray.” And so on, in a

for the translator’s neat little pun in the title—
it was irresistible and pardonable. As to the
reflections upon daily life and scenes, of

keen,

passage too long for quotation, but notably
reasonable and well-expressed. Mr.
Trollope also considers that Thackeray, in his
attacks upon the forms of snobbishness

which
miliar

to

ness, the refined brilliance, softened by a
slight veil of genuine pathos, which characterize the writings of M. Souvestre.

er

stability

ble,

which
derided

certain
rather

their personnel
uiuiuto

ui

professions
the

than

their

ouuuuism.

are

professions
abstract

uiiu

iur.

liaand
pecu-

xruuupe

says on this subject, and much that he leaves
quite unsaid, will suggest to the reader that
such morbid sensitiveness of Mr. Thackeray’s
mind to every appearance of the trait he so

bitterly despised—betrayed
same

fault in itself.

and

No
assail

a

man

little taint of the
could so fiercely

a human error, not
continuously
tragic in its tendencies and usually even
amusing in its manifestations, unless he felt in
himself tho potential beginnings of the same
fault. “Above the condor soars tho caglo,”
and it may be that is a higher flight of snobbishness that hunts down, through heights of

very

air the lesser bird of similar feather. It is not
inconsistent either, with tho theory of possible

snobbishness

sternly

repressed, that Mr.
reluctant to loave behind
him any material for biography. A life so
worthily lived as his, needed no especial reserves. Thackeray had sown seeds of laugh"
ter in his day, and was unwilling to reap the
harvest. But it is not likely that the world,
which takes a very sincere interest in its great
Thackeray was

so

men, would have laughed at any details of the
novelist’s life. Such details would have commented upon his work, might have softened
the impression which certainly exists as to his

cynicism, and

drawn his readers
alliance of human feelings.

would have

closer in common
Not less successful in their way, are Mr. Trollope’s critical romarks upon Thackeray’s Novels, Lectures, Poems and his manner of work.
Tho memoir is remarkable for its brightness of
appreciation, clear and attractive style and tho
evident acquaintance which the author had
with tho subject of his work It gives a striking and consistent likeness of the great novelist, and increases the already considerable esteem for Mr. Trollope as a practical and an

effective writer.

l&Vols. I. and II. of Mr. Gladstone’s Gleanings
of Past Years (New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) con-

the book consists, they have the facheerfulgrace, the purity and

In Old Creole Days, a volume of stories of
the French Quarter of New Orleans (New

York; Scribners; Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon). Mr. George W. Cablo has made a
decided happy stroke. The stories have a distinct flavor of their own with much dramatic
power and a strong swift movement that carries the reader with it. They are so lifelike
that a person entirely unfamiliar with Creole
life would unhesitatingly declare them to be

pictures,jin the same instinctive way
in which one takes the similar quality of Gottschalk's Creole irmsir. Tt irncs unehallenired.

accurate

it is strange, but it certifies to itself. Mr.
Cable’s study of broken English, of Spanish
admixture, French accent or its local brogues
is admirable, as proved in the story, Cafe des
and is extremely close and effective in
imitation. Madame Delicieusc is a charming
story among others scarcely less in degree.

Exiles,

A

Rogue’s

Life

(Appleton’s Handy

Volume

Series; Portland: Dresser & McLcllan) is a
story by Wilkie Collins, who succeeds in making roguery only tolerably entertaining. The

plot

and construction generally are below the
author's standard. The story will serve to
pass away an hour, if one wishes so to spend
that

particular

hour.

Dournof is translated

from the French of

Henry Greville by Miss Marie Stewart, the
authorized adapter into English of Mme. Greville's stories.

The

novel itself

is

intensely

tragic; irreproachable in intention and detail,
and of powerful interest. The translation adheres once in a while too closely to actual verbal resemblance, as for example, "combattro
un souvenir” is rendered “combat a
souvenir,"
when tnemory was clearly the

English equiva-

lent needed. But Miss Stewart deserves much
praise for the fidelity and care of her

work,
which displays to advantage the novel of
Madame Greville, as she wrote
it, without
changes or omissions. Published by T. B.

SATURDAY, MORNING, JUNE 21.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Peterson, Philadelphia; Portland: Chisholm
Brothers.

Among the paper-covered novels lor this
week is Basildon, a pleasant story by Mrs.
Alfred W. Hunt, published in Messrs. Harper’s Franklin Square Library, and for sale by
Loring, Short & Harmon. From Loring of
Boston

MAINE.

_

come two volumes in similar

style,

noticeably clear, large type—suiting them
reading. They are written by Florence Marryatt and entitled A Star and a
Heart, and A Lucky Disappointment. They
with

Fire at Brewer.
Bangob, Juno 20.—A large carpenter shop
connected with Wyman’s Marine Hailway,

Brewer, owned hy Messrs. Geo. Stetson and
Chas. D. Bryant, of this city, was damaged hy
fire this afternoon to the amount of $30. No
insurance.

for railway

literary merit, but

have not much

are

fairly

entertaining.
The third volume of Green's History of the
English People is received, and will be warmly
welcomed by all who have read the two preceding volumes. The subject of this volume

England and The Revolution,
the time from 1G03 to 1G88, from the
death of Elizabeth till the Rye House Plot.
Green does not write so smoothly and luminis. Puritan

cov-

ering
ously

as
Macaulay, hut he infuses sufficient
life and light into his narrative to make the
reader wish thero were more of it, especially
on such
subjects as Milton and Puritans,

the ferocious Civil War, Cromwell, and the
times of the Merry Monarch. Maps are given

MASSACHUSETTS.
Suit Against the Eastern Railroad.
Boston, June 20.—In the Supreme Judicial
Court, the Eastern railroad applied for an injunction to restrain the Merchants’ National

Bank of Salem from prosecuting a suit against
the road in New Hampshire, where they have
attached all the property of the road.
A Noted Abortionist Arrested.
Mrs. McLane of Boston was arrested today
charged with abortion, and the officers now believe that she is the woman at whose house
abortion was performed on Jennie Clarke,
whoso mutilated remains, jammed into a
trunk, were some months ago found'at Saugus.
Suspicions were founded upon a report made
by the son of the woman McLane, who asserted that his mother was an abortionist, and who
had said to a companion that the old woman
could not afford to quarrel with him as he
might tell something about tlio Jennie Clarke
affair that she would not relish.

of America in 1040

(showing New Sweden in
Delaware Bay instead of Aroostook), of the
battles of Marston Moor and Naseby, and of
Europe from 1640 to 1700, showing France as it
was under Louis XXV.
(New York: Harpers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
s. n.
Geo. Henry Laiwes wrote a volume on the
Study of Psychology, which has been prepared
for the press by George Eliot, and issued in
this country by Houghton, Osgood & Co. (Port-

land; lairing. Short & Harmon). Mr. Lewes's
theory being that tliero was no immortal soul

spiritual body, he undertook to demonstrate
the action of what lie called his mind. The
writings of the old divines upon cause and ef-

or

fect

very dreary, but with all tlie interest
of immortality taken out of it tlio subject is
dreary indeed. If this is the reading which
the new philosophers are preparing for us, we
shall prefer to remain sunk in superstition and
ignorance. It is surprising that the author
should take so much pains to study the action
are

of what ho considers only a reflection of sensations from the spinal column, and it will be

surprising if he linds many readers
to follow him, but here it is, and, as the Connecticut man said about his dinner, “It’s good
enough what there is of it, and there is enough
still more

of it such

as

it is.”

s.

n.

Books Received.
Hetty’s Bonnier. A Novel. Taper, 2C7 pp., 50
cents. Boston: Loring. Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon.

By Alfred Tennyson. Cloth*
Houghton, Osgood & Co. Port-

The Lover’M Talc.
32 pp.

Boston:

land: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Euripides. By Vincent King Cooper, M. A.
Harper's Half-Hour Series. Paper,
130 pp., 25 cents.
New York: Harper & Broth-

Tales from

Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

ers.

Auniinl Record of Science and Industry
for 1878. Edited by Spencer F. Baird, with the
.assistance of eminent men of science. Cloth, 715
pp., $2. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Port,
land: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Farrar’s Illustrated Guide Book to the
Rnugeley Lakes. With Map. By Charles A
J. Farrar. Paper, illustrated, 210 pp., 50 cents.
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
Portland: Dresser, McLellan & Co.
The Zulus and the

By
Thomas J. Lucas, Captain of the late Cape
Mounted Rifles. Franklin Square Library. Paper
British

Frontiers.

stitched. 43 pp., 10 cents. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Popular Astronomy. By Simon Newcomb, LL.
1)., Professor U. S. Observatory, author of “The
A B C of Finance,” with one hundred and twelve
engravings, and five maps of the Stars. Cloth,
284 pp., 84.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
f:aunn».i
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m_j.

Admiral

of

France,

.n_

Colonel

of

French Infantry; Governor of Picardy
ile de France, Pari* and Havre. By Wal-

Besant,
Paper, 228

ter

Brothers.

Harper’s

M. A.

Half-Hour

Series.

New York: Harper &
Portland: Loring, Short & Hannon.
pp., 25 cents.

The History of Fuglaud from the Invasion
of Juliuii Caesar to the Revolution in
168S. By David Hume. A new edition with
author’s last corrections and improvements, to
which is

prefixed a

by himself.
York:
Harper

short account of his

life,

writ-

volumes.
Cloth.
New
& Brothers.
Portland: Loring*

ten

In six

Short & Harmon.

THE NEWS IN A NUTSHELL.
Iu the Senate

The army bill

indulged

in

W. Blair was sworn in.
discussed and pleasantries (?)
several Senators on the same,
II.

was

by

carrying the session well into the night.
The House went into committee of the whole
the private calendar, and after bearing the

on

majority report of the judiciary committee on
the veto message adjourned.
Prof. Swift, of Rochester, N. Y., discovered
a new comet
yesterday.
Mrs. McLane, an abortionist, was arrested
in Boston yesterday.
It is stated she committed the abortion

upon Jennie Clarke, whose
mutilated remains were recently found jammed
into a barrel.
At 3 a. m. this morning Weston was fortyone miles ahead in the Astley belt tournament
at London.

Prescott, wlio murdored Williams in this
city some time ago, will be sentenced in the
Superior Court this morning.
The New Hampshire Legislature passed resolutions yesterday endorsing President Hayes’
course in vetoing the recent bills passed by
Congress.
Important changes are reported soon to be
made in the Russian government, one of which.
is to allow the freedom of the press and to have

Nihilist ideas thourouglily discussed.
The President has approproved the legislative

appropriation

bill.

He will

sign the

army

bill, but will veto the judicial expenses bill.
METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS

War Dfjt, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
June 21, 1 A. M.)
For New England.

slightly

warmer

southerly winds, stationary or
possi-

lower pressure, including cloudiness and
bly occasional rains.

XLVI CONGRESS—1ST SESSION
SENATE.
Washington, June 20.
H. W. Blair, as Senator from New Hampshire, was sworn in.
A resolution authorizing the committee on
elections to investigate the Ingalls case was
placed on the Senate calendar.
Mr. Carpenter spoke upon the army hill.
Mr. Ingalls followed Mr. Carpenter
by a defense and eulogy of the President's action on
the appropriation bills.
After some debate on the nogro exodus a discussion occurred between Messrs. Jones and
Kellogg in regard to the Louisiana State debt
and efforts at repudiation now
making in the
constitutional convention.
Mr. Logan followed in opposition to the army
bill.
Ho was willing to let by-gones bo by■O
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NEW YORK.
The Hull Murder Inquest.
New York, June 20.—There is continued
interest in the Hull murder inquest.
Humors
of startling developments are again afloat..Officials said today that the arrest or arrests would
certainly bo made before the termination of
the inquest and perhaps before today’s proceed-

ings are

over.

The husband of the negro cook in Mrs. Hull’s
was arrested in Hackensack today and
brought to this city.
New Comet Discovered.
Rochester, June 20,—Prof. Swift discover-

family
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the constellation of Perseus, right ascension
2..'S0 declination north 58°.
It is quite bright,
of a strong condescension and has a Bhort tail.
It is moving about 1° per day east of north. It
Was first seen four nights ago. Perseus is near
the north star and below it at this season of the
year.
_

WASHINGTON.
The Conkling-Lamar Trouble.

Washington, June 20.—The Congling-Lamar
unpleasantness is still the prominent topic of

conversation here,and the Delivers in the dueling code are concocting all sorts of programmes
containing a correspondence, the selection of
seconds, weapons and a'place of meeting and
how shots are to be exchanged. But there will
be no duel.
Mr. Conkling will not offend
Northern public sentiment and violate the laws
of the great State which he represents to gratify the admirers of the last resort when plantation manners ruled society.
Should he be attacked he will show that he is abundantly able
to defend himself.
Mr. Lamar’s friends say
that having done what he conceived to be his
duty as a man of honor he is satisfied. They
say that the trouble between the two Senators
was commenced when there was a
difficulty between Conkling and Gordon in executive session some time since over the New York appointments" That difficulty was then harmonized by mutual friends, but Lamar, who is a
Georgian by birth and a relative of Gordon,has
not spoken to Conkling since.
During the
night session remorks reached his ears which
had
made
about him, and he careConkling
fully studied the language which he used before lie rose to speak.
The Democratic Senators who have for some winced under Conkling’s aggressive policy heartily endorsed the
course pursued by Mr. Lamar.
They say that
Mr. Coukling's opposition to the army bill is
prompted by his hostility to the President, who
expressed Ins willingness to approve it before
it was passed by the votes of a majority of the
Republican representatives, and they recall his
difficulties with Messrs.
Blaine, Burnside,
Schurz and Sumner as proof of his bad temper.
They say that had not Mr. Lamar called him
to account Mr. Bayard would soon have done
so, as he had taken notes of the language used
by him and would have administered a scathing rebuke in reply. They also intimate that
hereafter no Democratic Senator will hold any
intercourse with the Senator from (Now York,
except such as may be necessary for the proper
transaction of the public business.
Minority Report on the Military Interference Bill.
The minority report of the judiciary committee on the veto of the military inteference
bill, says the report of the majority reasons upon the false assumption that the President advocates the use of the federal authority to suIt instances McClelpervise state elections.
lan’s order, sending troops into
Maryland to
protect Union voters in 1861, and shows the
of
Democrats
inconsistency
inveighing against
the use of troops at such times, when they
nominated and supported McClellan for the
Presidency. Claims of interference at other
than war time is a mere unsupported statement.
The report cites the beneficial effect
and peaceful application in the election law in
New York in 1868. It says the majority report
culminates in asserting the pernicious dogma
of states, supremacy In its most ulmoxious
form and in direct variance with the constitution. The minority cannot conclude without
placing on record its emphatic and unqualified
protest against the undignified and disrespectful tone prevailing in the majority report towar d official communications from
tho chief
magistrate of the nation.
The Prospect.
The Democrats are almost unanimous in declaring that they will not pass the judicial bill
in its modified form, but will adjourn without
providing for court expenses.
The President W'ill sign the army bill, having accepted the interpretation put upon the
otn secuuu uy a targe ma.ioriry 01
ItepuDltcans
of the House that nothing in the bill prevents
him from using the army in the execution of
the federal laws or even from keeping peace at
the polls.
If Congress adjourns without
passing the judicial bill the President will call an extra session in twenty-four hours.
If the Democrats
still refuse to pass the judicial bill and adjourn
a second time, the President will conclude that
they do not desire any federal judiciary, and
all the United States courts will be closed at
the end of the fiscal year.
The President Approves the Legislative
Bill.
Washington, June 20.—The legislative appropriation bill was conveyed to the President
at 4 o’clock this afternoon.
The announcement of its approval by the President will be
communicated to the House to-morrow.
The Army Bill.
The army bill having been finally
passed by
the Senate without an amendment will be
sent to the President
early to-morrow. There
seems to be little doubt of its
prompt approval.
The President Will Veto the Judicial Expenses Bill.
The judicial expenses bill it is expected will
also reach the President before to-morrow
evening. It is generally believed tliat it will
be returned to the House Monday vetoed.
Resolutions Approved.
The President has approved the joint resolution relating to a bridge across the Detroit
river at Detroit, and the resolution to print
5,000 cojnes of the report of the centennial
commission.
The Date of Adjournment.
It is reported from the Senate committee on
appropriation that the committee have not been
able to report a resolution fixing the date of
adjournment, but hope to do so soon.
Consequence of a Veto.
Powerful influences will be brought to bear
on the President to veto the
army and judicial
bills.
If this is done the session will probably
be prolonged with general legislation.
The Chicago Workingmen.
Chicago, Juno 20.—Interviews with organizations in Chicago which have arms and ammunition indicate that they intend to comply
with the state law and disband, if unable to
secure a license to retain their arms.
Organizations of workingmen 000 stong, from which
some trouble lias been
intend
to
anticipated,
appear with their arms soon after July, when
the new law takes effect, and allow themselves
to be arrested,that a test ease may be arranged
and the constitutionally of the new law decided. The prospects of trouble on the Fourth
of July at Ch icago arc therefore
nearly removed.
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irritators.
They had endorsed barbariLouisiana Taxes.
ties that would make civilized mankind shudNew Orleans, June 21.—The Constitutionder.
Attempts were made to disseminate al Convention adopted the article
providing
small pox and disease and fire Northern cities.
that the state tax on
Should not exThey were in no position to tell Republicans ceed five mills on a property
dollar.
The
opposition
they must stop talking about the rebellion.
claims that this is tantamount to repudiation,
Democrats must stop talking themselves or we
but the other side claims that enough revenue
will have a solid North, and when the North is
can be produced to support the state governsolid again it will remain so.
ment and pay 2 per cent interest on the tax.
Mr. Thurman said the opposition to the bill
proceeds upon a principle utterly indefensible; !
The President Endorsed.
that it is duty of Congress to mako an approBostox,
June, 20.—In tlie New Hampshire
te
execute
law
on
priation
the statute
every
Senate today resolutions were offered approvbook.
the course of the President in vetoing the
ing
After a running debate on the subject Mr.
recent acts of Congress.
Conkling made a few remarks. A vote was
then taken on Mr. Conkling’s amendment inBase Ball.
serting certain words in section five, and the
Cticas 10, Manchester* 0, exhibition game.
amendment was rejected.
Several
other
Buffalos 8, Troy Citys 3.
amendments by Mr. Conkling were rejected.
Mr. Blaine’s amendment prohibiting deadly
Springfields 8, Yales 0.
weapons at the polls was then
rejected.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Amendments made in committee were nonThe bricklayers at New York on tho new
concurred in.
The bill was then put on its
final passage.
Mr. Conkling again spoke at
wing of the Brooklyn rail, and other laborers,
struck yesterday, each demanding an increase
length against the bill.
of 60 cents per day.
A colloquy occurred between Messrs. Blaine
The revenue cutter Seward has sailed for St.
and Bayard on alleged coercive threats made
by the Democratic party. After a long de- Andrews Bay, to look after tho Spanish
steamers there loading cattle.
bate the bill passed.
S. Sullivan, a seaman, on the schooner H.
Adjourned at 2 a m. till 12 o’clock.
M. Howes, at New York, died of yellow fever
HOUSE.
at quarantine. No more cases have developed.
The legislative bill was signed by the
The Califor nia Republican state convention
Speaker, and the House went into eommittee held at San Francisco, after chosing a state
of the whole upon the private calendar.
central committee, adjourned sine die yesterThe letter
carriers’
deficiency bill was day.
reported back to the Senate and placed on the
Emma Sands, of Burlington, Vt., the misscalendar.
ing girl, arrived yesterday morning in boy’s
The minority report of the
comjudiciary
attire, with Mr. Saulsbury. Her condition is
mittee on the veto
message was ordered
precarious, but physicians say she may recover
printed.
with proper care. She recognized no one.
The Speaker submitted
of
some
John. J. Kelley of Cincinnati, ex-councilapplication
dozen members for indefinite
leave of absence,
man, was sentenced to jail for three months
°'
(alleging sickness) was and a fine of §500 for inducing a man to cast
an illegal vote.
Adjourned.
Dr. Edward Bonaparte, alias Reynolds, of
Cincinnati, a specialty physician for 25 years,
Van dick’s carriage
factory and Grant & Co.’s has hoeu sentenced to the penitentiary for ono
agucultural works at Grumsby,
Out., are year for advertising forbidclen articles through
J
burned. Grant’s loss S35,000.
the mails.
tvere

granted6

EUROPE.
The Official Account of Prince Napoleon’s
Death.
London, June 20.—Tlie official account of
Prince Napoleon’s death says:
The Prince
with Lieut. Carey, of the 90th Regiment, six
men and one friendly Zulu, left the
camp, at
Keletzi Mountains, 7 miles beyond Blood river,
on the 1st inst., for a recouuoissauce.
The party halted and unsaddled when 10
miles from the camp. Just as the Prince gave
orders to remount, a volley was fired from an
ambush in the long grass.
Lieut. Carey and
four of the troopers 'returned to camp and
that
the
Prince and two of the
reported
troopers were missing. From their statements
there could be no doubt that the Prince had
been killed.
A party
of the 17tli Lancers,
with an ambulance, started on the 2d inst., to
recover the
of
the
body
Prince, which was
found and brought in the same day.
A special adds the following particulars: The
body of the Prince when found lay on its
back. There were 18 assegai stabs in it, two
piercing the body from the chest to the back,
two in the sides, one destroying the
right eye.
A locket with hair medallions and
reliquary
were found around his neck.
His face wore a
He
had evidently inplacid expression.
effectually tried to mount, and the leather of
the flap tearing
he ran along the path to
where lie was found.
Two troopers lay near
the body, both having been assegaied.' The
Prince was very adventurous.
Stricken Down by
Empress Eugenie
Grief.
London, June 20.—The death of the Prince
Imperial of France was received hero with a
universal feeling
of regret.
Lord Sydney
to-day tenderly notified the
ex-Empress
EuvAnie of the death of
the Prince.
The
empress received the news with an angonized
and
sank
into
a senseless stupor.
She
cry,
still remains in an insensible condition.
Opinions of Foreign Journals.
Paris, Juno 20.—Most newspapers deplore
the tragic end of the Prince Imperial.
Prince
Jerome Napoleon is expected to-day.
Paul Do Uassagnac’s paper, Lo Pays, appeared in mourning. It says; “The Empire
is not dead.
The Prince Imperial
had
designated as his successor the eldes t son of
Prince Napoleon.”
London, June 20.—-The London journals
while deeply deploring the
Prince’s death
regard it as the end of imperialism in France.
The Fnglish Miners.
London, June 20.—The Birmingham miners’
conference yesterday postponed definite action
two months on the proposal for a general
suspension unless wages are advanced, and appointed a deputation to visit tho various districts. A resolution was adopted inviting the
National Union of Miners to meet the present
delegates in a conference at the expiration of
two months. There is considerable uneasiness
in South Yorkshire and North Darbysliire at
the probability that the mining district is on
the eve of a protracted struggle.
The masters
demand a 12J per cent, reduction of wages.
Tho question has been arbitrated and an u mSome
pire declared against the reduction.
owners declare they are losing money and
must close the pits, while others are giving
notification of a reduction of wages.
The
miners, however, demand adherence to the
award of the umpire.
The Prince Makes His Will.
Paris, June 20.—Before starting for Zululand the Prince Imperial made his will appointing Prince Victor, eldest son of Prince
heir.
Napoleon, his
*
Foreign Notes.
The Canadian government has decided to rescind all permissions to American troops to
visit Canada under arms, alleging that these
visits might lead to future complications.
The neighborhood of Galatez is threatened
with an overflow of the Danube.
Bella Hood of Ottawa, a semi-idotic woman,
30 years old, was found murdered yesterday
morning. No clue of the murderer.
The Pope is endeavoring to bring about a
restoration of diplomatic
relations between
England and Mexico.
A St. Petersbury despatch states that important changes are to be made in the
personnel of the administration; one of |the
changes will be in the Ministry of Instruction.
It is also
stated that one of the Russian
generals proposes to allow the freedom of the
press in his government, and desires to have a
newspaper established in which all ideas of tho
Nihilist journal, “Land and Liberty,” can be
It is said the emperor has
freely discussed.
sanctioned the idea.

AFRICA.
The

Khedive's Resignation Demanded.
Cairo, June 20.—The British and French
consuls, at their interview with the Khedive
yesterday, formally demanded his abdication.
The latter asked a delay of forty-eight hours
in order to communicate with the Porte before replying. The cabinet is now in council.
All ministers except the minister of war favor
abdication.
England and Franco unite in demanding
the abdication of the Knedive. Germany and
Austria givo the Khedive tho alternative of a
full payment of the floating debt or their cooperation with England and France. Nothing
is known of the attitude of the Sultan in the
matter. The Khedive is in conference with
the princes Tewfik and Hassan.
The British Campaign in Zululand.
London, June 20.—The Times special says
the movement of a party of his officers from
Col. Woods’ camp to reconnoitre was his first
Lord
step in the now iuvasion of Zululand.
Chelmsford and stall will accompany Gen.
Newdigate after the main force have pushed
forward as far as possible, established an entrenched camp and secured communications.
Woods’ cammand, with six weeks’ supplies,
will

nnt. Iaado frntn tlio lmcn oml

inaL-o

rl-tcli

o

at Alunti and destroy five large military kraals
there. The plan of operations after this is unknown. Gen. Cradock will advance from lower Tugela simultaneously with Gen. Newdigate, and endeavor to push forward detachments to connect with him at St. Paul’s.

SPORTING.
The Astley Belt Tournament.
Weston 41 Miles Ahead.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Daily Wholesale Market.
The following

Grain, Provisions,

&e.:

PORT OF PORTLAND.

California mining Stocks.
San Francisco, June 20.—The following are the
closing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Hale & Norcross.... 1U%
.20
A Ipha
8
Julia Consolidated.. 4%
Alta
Belcher. «% Justice. 3%
Best & Belcher.17% Mexican..... .301/2
Bullion. 8V4 Northern Belle.... 5%
California. 5% Ophir.31
Overman.11
Choilar. 7 %
Consolidated Va..... 5% Raymond & Ely.... 4%
Crown Point. 5% Sierra Nevada.43%
Eureka Con.15% Union Con.57%
Exchequer. 8% Yellow Jacket.18%
Gould & Curry.11% Bodie.22
Grand Prize. 3% Imperial. 1%
Savage.15% Potosi. 57/s

ENDING JUNE

Corn,
car

lots

CO

49
48
Mixed,
Wheats.7 50@8 50 Oats,
43
WinSacked
Bran..
10
50
Michigan
ter best.5 75@G 00
Mids... 19@21 00
Low Grade
lots..
52
Corn, bag
50
Michigan....4 50@5 50 Meal,
St. Louis Win45
Oats,
ter fair.5 25@5 50 Bran,
20
Winter good..5 75@G 00 Mid’ngs,
20(g22
Winter best.. .G 25@G 50 Bye,
70
Produce.
ProvislouM.
Mess Beef. .10 50@11 00
Turkeys. —@20
Ex Mess ..11 25^11 50
Chickens.
Plate.12 00(a)12 25
Fowl.
Ex Plate..12 50(ol2 75
Eggs.
Sw. Potatoes. .3 25@3 50 Pork—
3 25
Backs.. ..13 25@13 50
New
Irish potatoes.
75@90c Clear.12 2o@12 50
Mess.11 50 a) 12 25
@
Onions, ^ bbl.
Bcrmuda,cratel G0@1 70 Hams. 9Va@ 12
JLard.
Round Hogs... 4V2@ 5
Cheese.
Kegs, p lb....oy8@ 7Vs
Maine.
G@ 8
Tierces, lb p*.. G% ® 7%
Pail
Vermont. G@ 8
8Va@ 9
Bcniu.
N. V. Factory.
6@ 8
Pea.1 50® 1 05
Fruit.
Mediums.1 45(al 50
Oranges.
Palermos,^bx5 00@G 00 Yellow Eyes..2 00&2 10
Butter.
Messina.
Family, p lb.. 15@ 18
Valencia,case
Store. 10^ 15
Lemons.
Messina.
Applet.
..

..

..

..

Palermos.3 50@4 50 Green.3 50@4.00
Dried Western
do Eastern..

Nuts.
Peanuts—

3®

5

3,a) 5

Wilmington.1 G0@1 70
Nilgai1.
Virginia.1 40 a 1 75 G ran ulated....
@ 8 l/a
Tennessee... 1 20@1 35 Extra C.
(a) 7%
C.7 Vs
Castana, ^ lb..
8@ 9c
Walnuts,
12@14c Syrups. 40o45
Filberts,
ll@12c
Pecan,
9@10c

wool to li Lewis & Co.

Railway

Georges Codfish—The market is buoyant, with
offering. We quote prime quality at
83%@$3%$?qtl for large and $2% to $3“for
with
curers
small,
mostly holders for better prices.
Bank cod at $3% and $314
qtl for kench and
pickled cured. Shore cod about all taken; we quote
at $33/8 per qtl.
Mackerel—The fleet arc mostly following the
market fishery, and but few salt are received. One

By

W.

Dully Domestic Receipt*.
bush Cornmeal to G.

water conveyance—1000
True & Co.
Rostou

[Sales

Board,

June

20 ]

New York Stock and money market.
New York, June 20—Evening.—Money market
easy at 3@4 per cent, on call, closing 3% per cent.
Sterling Exchange weak at 487 for long and 480%
@489% for short. Governments are strong and
higher. State bonds—Louisiana consols closed at
4‘i%. Stock market closed firm.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated
127.000 shares.
ine following aro to-day’s closiug quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6’s, 1881, reg.104%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup.107%
United States new 6’s, reg.103%
United States new 5’s, coup.103Vs

or

ten

Green,

Son &

Lynch.

Sch Pennsylvania, Savage, Rondout—cement to
Mahie Central RR.
Sch Elizabeth DeHart, Low, New London.
Sch Willie Martin, Merriman, Boston.
Sch Eliza Frances, Tainter, Boston.
Sch M Sewall, Dean, Boston.
Sch Railroad, Webster, Boston.
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch

Polly Clarissa, Ball,
Nauseag,-, Nit Desert—paving stones.
Gipsy, Handy, Prospect Harbor.
Balance, ltobinson, Calais for Boston.
Mary Elizabeth, Dun ton, Boothbay
BELOW—A deep barque, supposed the Frederic*
from Alexandria, Egypt, with rags.
&

Barque Dou Justo, Jones, Paysandu—A B

FROM OUR

New York.

lamic

6%;

400 hlids Cuba

5%@6%.

MoIusmcm is

quiet and unchanged. Petroleum is quiet, closing steady with no refined for June or July offering;
united 66% ; crude in bulk at 3%; in bbls at 5% ®
7; refined 6%. Tallow steady. Pork ■without
important change and dull; 280 bbls mess on spot
for September 10 30@10 35; old quoted at 9 50.
Beef is steady and quiet. Cut Meat* .firm; middles quiet ana firmly held; long clear 5 25; short
clear at 5 45; long and short clear at 5 35.
Card

opened firmer and closed shade lower and dull; 350
tes prime steam on the spot at 6 42 %; 1000 tes for
July at 6 47y2; 1000 for August at 6 52y2®6 55:
tes city steam 6 30.
Butter steady. Chee*c un-

changed.

per steam

53/4.

Chicago, June 20.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat active, firm and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring
at 1 04% cash; 90% c for July; 913/sc for August;
No 3 Chicago Spring at 80@80%c; rejected at 65c.
Corn in good demand and shade higher at 36%®
36i4c for cash; 36%@3G3,4c for July; 37%@
37% c for August Oats fairly active and t shade
higher at 32%c for cash, 33%c for July; 31c for
August.
Rye steady and unchanged. Birley is
strong and higher at 70c. Pork is steady aid unchanged. Lard easier at G 20@G 22 % cash aid for
July; 6 30@6 32% for August.
Receipts—8,500 bbls flour, 109,50 bush wheat,
317.000 bush corn. 74,000 bush oats, 6,000 bush
rye. 5,500 bush barley.
Shipments—14,000 bbls flour,57,000 bush wheat,
369.000 bush corn, 1,000 bush oats, 6,500 bush
rye, 6,500 bush barley.
The market closed with Wheat in good dunand
and shade higher at 973/8c for July; 91 %c bd for
Aueust. Corn firmer but not quotablyhigher. Oats
dull and unchanged. Provisions are firm aid unSt. Louis. June 20.—Flour dull and
lower; double extra fall at 4 10@4 30; treble do 4
60^4 85;
extra family at 5 05@5 25; choice to fancy »
35@
5 90. Wheat—cash opened higher and closed
lower;
options irregular but in main higher; No 2 Red Fall
at 1 08%'al 09% for cash; 943/8(c£90c, closing at
95%@953,4c for July; No 3 Red Fall *at 1 02%@
1 03. Corn firmer; No 2 Mixed 34%@34?4c for
cash; 34%@34%c for July. Oats higher; No 2
at 323/8@32%c. Rye unchanged.
Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 32,000 bush wheat,
35.000 bush corn,21,000 bush oats, 2,000 budi rye,
0,000 bush barley.
Shipments—4,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush vheat,
31.000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 00 bush bar-

ley.
Toledo, June 20—Wheat—No 2 Red 1 13 asked
cash; 1 11 asked for June; 1 13% for July. Corn
—High Mixed at 39c cash; No 2 at 39%c asked,39c
bid for September. Oats steady at 34c cash.
DETitoiT.June 20.—Wlieat firmer; extra White at
1 09%; No 1 White at 1 09%; June at 109%;
July 1 07 bid; August 1 02; No 1 milling at 1 07
asked; Amber at 1 11% bid.
New Orleans, June 20.—Cotton steady and dull;

Middling uplands 12c.
Mobile,June 20—Cotton dull and firm; Middling
uplands 12c.
Savannah, June 20.—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 12 1-lGc.
Memphis, June 20.—Cotton is quiet and firm;
Middling uplands 12%c.

f
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 20th, steamers Albero, Rio Janeiro; Ailsa, fm Port au Prince; Moro Castle, from
Havana.
Ar at Bremen 1 lUli inst, ship Transit, Hagan, fm
New York.
Sid fm Cardiff 19th inst, ship Iflifus E Wood, Da-

Sch L T Knight, Graham, from St Marys, Ga, for
Rio Janeiro, put into Fernandina 11th inst, leaky,
having been ashore in the river. She was discharging 18th for repairs.
Sch Connecticut, Coombs, from So Yarmouth for
into Vineyard-Haven
Bangor, in ballast, in
17th, went ashore on Canal Flat and remains.

running

FISHERMEN.
Sid fm Canso 17th, sch Island Queen, from North
Bay for Portland.
Ar at Pictou 17th, sch Florence Abbott, fm Pembroke.

1

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 11th, barque Penobscot,
Chipman, Hong Kong.
PENSACOLA—Ar lGth, sch Amos Walker, Poland, Galveston.
Cld lGth, sch Charlotte Jameson, Jameson, for
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 19tli, schs Jce Carlton, from
Rockport; M C Moseley, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld lGth, sch Maud Webster,Chipman, Providence.
Clu 19th, ship H S Gregory,Turner, San Francisco

Below, barque Josie Mildred,

from New York.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 18th, brig M C Mariner,
Collins, Sagua.
Ar 19th, schs Elva E Pcttengill, York, Sagua;
A Richardson. Reed, Bangor; J Slusman, Kennebec;
Ruth Shaw, uo; Henry, Wass, and C W El well. do;
Maggie Todd, Norwood, Calais; Seth At Todd, Norwood, do; Vicksburg, Kendall, do; Rising Sun,
Jones, Portsmouth; Lizzie Carr, Davis, do.
Cld 19th, ship Eliza McNeil, Horton, Portland, O;
brigs l Howland, Mitchell, Boston; Cora Green,Pliilbrook, do ; sobs Damon, Haskell, New Brighton;
Mary E Douglass, Roff, St Pierre.
Slu fm Delaware Breakwater 18th, brig Ilenry B

Cleaves, (from PhiladelDhial for Portland.
Passed up, sell A Richardson, for Philadelphia.
Ar 19th, sch Elva E Pettengill, York, Sagua.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, brigs Elizabeth Winslow,
Locke, Boston; Benj Carver, Colson, Bangor; Ellen
H Monroe, Moore. Providence; schs Grace Cushing,
Moshor, Joggina, NS; Mary B Harris, Crowley, Shulee, NS; Orprev, Crowley, Two Rivers, NS; Pacific,
Look, Musquash, NB; Casco Lodge, Pierce, Gardiner; Garland, Libby, Macliia*; Zainpa, Sanborn,
Machias; John Mayo, Bragg, and Wreath, Hodgkins, Bangor; Forest City, Moon; L L Mills, Armstrong; Charleston, Haskell, and Geo Savage, from
Bangor; Martha Weeks, Belfast; Benjamin, Hallo-

16 for money
London,June 20—12.30 P. M.—American tecurities—United States bonds, 67s, at 104: new 5s.
105%; new4%s, at 108%; 4s, 103%. Erie 28%;

preferred

53.

Liverpool, June 20—12.30P. M.—Cotton firmer
and fraction dearer; uplands at 6%d; Orleans at
G 15-l<Jd; sales 8,000
1000 for speculation and export; receipts 8200; American 7350.

bles,including

London, June 20—4.00 P. M.—Consols at 97 1-

1(1

ninnpv

nnd 071 /a f/ir

aKnnmif

London, June 20—4.00 P. M.—American securities— Unied States bonds, new 6s. at 105V2; new
4Va s, 108.
Liverpool, June 20—12.30 P. M.—Flour, 8 6@
10 3; Winter Wheat 8 O&i) 5:
Spring do, 7 6®8 4:
California average 8 4@9 2; club do 9 1@9 5; Corn
4
2; Peas»
Provisions,
0; Beef
0; Lard, at 33; Cheese at 37;
1 allow 33, at London 35 G.
of wheat for three
days, 2^0.000 centals,
of which 101,000 are American.

14,4

&c.—Pork,“47

Receipts

'Paris, June 20.—Rentes 117 20.
Foreign Export*.

oysters.

heading.

POINT-a-PETRE.

Schr Northern Light—2957
shooks and heads, 30 prs
wheels, 10,175 hoops, 100
bbls paper, 2 masts, 1 desk.
Habitual Coativenc**, the abuse of so many
troubles, Lowness of Spirits, Dizziness of the
Head, Loss of Memory Indigestion, Flatulence
Beating of the Heart, Nervousness, all these are
cured by Giles’ Improved Mandrake Pills.
Sold by all druggists. Send for pamphlet. Dr.
Giles, 120 West Broadway, N. Y. Trial size <>0
cents.
Tli&S

Woodbury,

Putuam, Georgetown

Sid 18th, sch Ganges, Leach, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, schs Ellen Merriman, from New York for Boston; Star, Thompson,
Philadelphia for Portsmouth; Petrel, Staples, Alexandria for Rockport; Addie G Bryant, Stubbs, do
for Bootlibay; Millie Trim, Boynton, do for Bangor;
S E Nightingale, New York for Eastport; May Day,
Elizabethport for Rockland; Cyprus, White, Port
Johnson for Saco; Webster, Goldtliwaite, Hoboken
for Saco; E M Branscomb, Providence for Calais;
Express, from Calais for Providence.
Sul, sens E A Hayes, H Curtis, Virginia, Hampton
and Express.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 18tli, schs Fannie Mitchell,

Boyd, New York for Eastport; Lookout, Ponnoy,
New York for Newburyport.
BOSTON—Ar 19tli, sch Ella Brown, Brown, Perth
Amboy; Gamma, Brown, Hoboken; Helen Mar,

Henderson, Newburg; Concordia, Day, Bluehill;
Sarah Louisa, Lawry, Bangor; A L Fiteh, Fitch,
Bristol; Wave, Cole, Belfast; Empire, Ryan, do;
Sultana, Sherman, Harpswcll.
CldTLuth, brig Eugenia, Veazie, Ponce.
Ar 20th, schs E A Hayes, Wall, Cienfuegos; Ada
J Simouton, Wilson, Weehawken; Junietta, Thompson, Poughkeepsie.
Below, sch Grace Webster.
Ar 19th, schs Two Brothers,
GLOUCESTER
Green, Bangor; J H Miller, Shea, Wiscasset.
Ar 19tli, sch Commonwealth,
PORTSMOUTH
—

Wayne,

In Vassalboro, June 10, Edw. P.
gau and Miss Lizzie M. Randall of

Dexter
Fannie

Page of SkowheVassalboro.

HEATHS.
In

Deering, June 19, Cyrus Tliurlow, aged 58 vrs
8 mouths.
[Services on Sunday afternoon at 2VS o’clock, at
his late residence, in East Deering. Relatives
and
friends are invited to attend.
In Topsham, June 12, Isaac Ward, aged 55
years.
In l'hipsburg, June 18, Jennie I., daughter of Dr.
Irvin and Lena Gilbert, aged 8 years 0 months.

name

from

for

date.

Britanie.New York..Liverpool....June
Italy.New York..Liverpool....June
Bolivia.New York..Glasgow.June
Australia.New York..London.June
Alsatia.New York. .London.June
Nevada.Yew York..Liverpool....June

21
21
21
21
21
24
24

KNIVES

Dealer, Hutchinson,

BANKERS and BROKERS,

York.

Sld fm Matanzas lltb inst, brigs Wauban, Spencer, Philadelphia; 12ih, E H Williams, Tucker, for
New York.
Cld at Cardenas 11th, soli Norman, Hodgdon, for
North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 13th, sch Lcttie Wells, Warr, Calais.
Sld 11th, sell Quoddy, Mahoney, for North of

Hatteras.
Ar at Kington, Ja,
24th, sch L W Wheeler,
Bowman, New York, (and sld June 7 for Cardenas);
25th, brig C S Packard, Ames, do, (and sld June 4tli
for Cardenas).
Ar at Cardenas 10th inst, brigs C C Robinson,
Clark, Havana; 11th, L F Munson, Coffin, do; J F
Merry, Bradley, do.
Ar at Havana 14th, sch Albert W Smith, Loring,
New York.
Sld 12th, sch E S Newman, Moore, Sagua; 14th,
brig H M Rowley, Cardenas.
AratMatanzas 11th inst, brig Agenora, Prince,
Havana.
SPOKEN.
lat 4 N, Ion 28, ship P Pendleton, from
for
Rio
Janeiro.
Antwerp
June 11, lat 31 N, Ion 68 50, barque Jas McCarty,
Strout, from Rio Janeiro for Portland.

May 25,

SPECIAL

AND

SECTIONS

NEW

—

FOll

SALE

BY

—

Kendall &

Whitney.

jeo

snlm

ALL WOOL BUNTINGS
To Close at Greatly Reduced Prices.
EIjEOANT

DRESS
Opened thi* Day
And

a

NEW

The Bottom Reached
2 CENTS EACH

Tlic total debt of Auburn is less tlian 5 per cent
of assessed valuation and has been reduced more
than teii thouMnuil dollars since March 1, 1878.
FOR SALE BY

12 1-2 Cent* Per Yard.

RARE BARGAIN in

GEO.L. WARREN

—

Woodbury <& Moulton,

Formerly Jordan

Cor. Middle k Exchange Sts.
ou.lt/

Only

12 and 15c Each.

Swan & Barrett,

MIDDLE m FEDERAL STS.
jne7

middle

SOAHNE!

A. B.
jnel8

BUTLER,“237

Office

MIDDLE ST.
sndtf

Hours.

undersigned respectfully notify

The

public

the

that hereafter their office hours will be from i) A.
M. to 4 P. M.; Saturdays from 9 A. M. to 3 P. M.
H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
SWAN & BARRETT,
WOODBURY &
SAM’L

MOULTON,

By its use (lie drudgery of W ash
Day is done away with.
It saves Time, Temper, Fuel,
money. Labor and Clothes.
It washes equally well in Hard

Dealers in Government, municipal and Railroad Securities.
IT. S. “Called” Bonds CASHED or
on favorable terms.
sneodtf
ja2

Soft Water.
There is nothing like it to reCrease, Paint or Oil from
machinists' Clothes.
It is the best known compound
for Washing Dishes, milk Cans,
Window Pauels, Floors, Ac., Ac.
Try it and it will surprise you.
For use in the Washing machine it surpasses.all other prep-

or

exchanged

move

Tremendous

HANSON.

Portland, June 1C, 1879.

Street,

(CANAI, BASK BLOCK.)

JUST HALF-PRICE.

Reduction!

jne20sn2w

arations.

ALL OUR GOODS MARKED DOWN.

Steam Laundries, Hotels and
Restaurants, lind they cannot do
without it.
Do uot confound

MARK DOWN SALE.
HATS FOB LIES & MISSES,

Having a large stock of Dress
Goods and Woolens on hand, and
being desirous of reducing the
same I have marked down every
piece of Dress Goods and my entire stock of Woolens for Men’s
and Boys’ Wear to prices which
will insure a speedy sale.
I have an extra bargain to offer
in a job lot of live Marseilles
Quilts, bought from the assignee
of a Bankrupt Importer, and will
retail the same at fully 25 per cent
less than wholesale prices.
A full line of Housekeeping
Goods at Low Prices.
While Piques at 12 1-2 cents,
worth 25 cents.
The best line of Table Linen
and Napkins to be found in the
city.

25 cts, 40 cts and up.
Fayals, 70 cts. Real
French Chips $1.85. Leghorns 55 cts.

All our Prints and Cottons at old

FLOWERS, OSTRICH TIPS AND

»

jlvb

at

a

Remember the place.
Call and
examine before buying, and save
money.

SILKS, SATINSAND GAUZES!
from CO cts.

253 Middle

liberal reduction

Warranted

by the piece.)

other

10 different makes,
and from 35 cts to the finest Embroidered Busk,
extra finished and 150 bones, only DO cts.

Special Bargains offered

AND TAKE

Kendall

MARIBOUT HEADINGS,
a

to select from.

^PORTLAND.d&wtf

a

yard.

K. WILLIAMS,

JELLINO

advance.

539
_Ap22

my22

Street.
eodtf

THIRD.

CELEBRATION.
FIREWORKS !

FOURTH.

Wholesale and Retail.

25 dozen EMBROIDERED INSTEP BALBRIGGAN HOSE, 35c.

Solo Agents for First Premium Fireworks, such as
Rockets, Tripod Rockets, Aerolite Rock*
eta, Parachute Rockets, Roman Candles,
Silver Shower Roman Caudles, Tri-colored Union Candles, Chinn Flyers, Rosettes, Pin Wheels, Scroll Wheels, Triaugles. Vertical Wheels, Colored Fires, Blue
Lights, Bcugolias, Flower Pots, Roquets,

Mines,

Stars and

Serpents,

Shells. Serpents, Batteries,

St.

Exchange

SECOND.
50 dozen GENTS’ CLOUDED
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS, 36c
each.

25 dozen LADIES’ FULL FINISHED UNBLEACHED COTTON
HOSE, with extra tops, 25c.

for tlie next thir-

HALL L. DAVIS,

Fire

dim

Crackers,

Floral

FIFTH.
25
dozen COLORED
SILK
CLOCKED BALBRIGGAN HOSE
26e.

Bomb

DONT FAIL TO EXAMINE THEM AT ONCE.

tirasshoppers,

Crackers, Torpedoes, Japanese Torpedoes, Punk, Paper
Cap Pistols, Paper Caps,
Cniauous,
Flags and Masks. Displays furnished to
Cannon

Owen, Moore & Co.,

Cities nnd Towns.

jnel2

C. DAY, JR., & CO.,
$1.00 and upward, Croquets, Lawn Tennis, Archery, Bicycles, new style Boys’ and Girls’
Velocipedes, Willow Baby Carriages, which are far
superior as regards style, comfort, durability, and
ease to anything in the market.
C. DA1T, JR., & CO.
Jue20dtjy4
Hammock

CHADBOURN &

Is

TROY,

N.

STRAWS !

2d—No other store in this city receives Burt's Boots direct from
Hr. Burt.

the sale of their Linen Collars and Cuffs
are now prepared to offer their goods to tho
trade at Manufacturers’ Prices.
apddtf

SOMETHING NEW!

Sliding

Screen

is the newest and best Screen in the market. It
slides from top to bottom of window independent of
the sash. It is the cheapest as well as the most durable sliding Screen yet invented.
We also sell the' HOUGHTON EXTENSION SCREEN which tits any window.
l^-'Headquarters for all kinds of Screen and
Screen Goods. Orders tilled without delay at

B.

PIKE'S,

Congress Stree*,
Opposite Chestnut Street,

Portland.

tf

mylti

—

Have juet received and ofler

OF

for Male

STORE OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.
Slltf

DOZEN

will

great remedy
discovered by a nussionary in Sodth
America?
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev Joseph
T. Inman, STATION
D, NEW YORK
was

CITY?

sueod&Aiyl

Also

a

Full Line of

HATHAWAY’S SHIRTS
dtf

ap8

Dr. James

M.

Buzzell,

DEERING,

nay be conMulted at the United States Ho:cl in this city every Wednesday, from lO a.
until 6 p. a«i., and at Snccarappa every
afternoon from 2 to 6. The rest

>f the time he will be nt his residence,
florrill’s Corner, Dccriug.
ju2dtf

Milch Cow for Sale.
JERSEY COW, five years old.
J. P. BAXTER,
Apply to
Cl Heering Street.
juelSdtf

PI'RE

We have

Ladies’ Sandal
“

—

“

Fringes

“

reduced prices. Also

corresponding low

A

|

rates.

&

new

and nobby line of

(Derby

autl London

Toe*)

for oewlemevs wear.

or

Davis &
210

eodtf

JOB COT OF

Slippers,

"LOTH TOP CONGRESS BOOTS

reex-

CO.,

529 Congress Street.

of

Low-cut Kid Slippers,
Seamless Kid Button Boots
Side lace Kid Boots.

“

HOSIERY,
at

and for sale at LOW

Newport Ties,
Newport Button Shoes,

“

GLOVES AND SUMMER UNDERWEAR

hand

now on

PRICES, a Large Line

MARABOU HEADINGS

Grass

dtf

Springy Goods.

eodtf

J

AND

Wrt

HI. G. PALMER.
mh5

Cheapest.

package.

Saturday

To aU who are suffering from the errors aud indiscretions of youth, nervous
weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c. I will send a
receipt that
cure you, h RLE Oh CHARGE.
This

the

PERRY,

—

Itpn

In proof of these facts please call
sit 2SO MIDDLE STREET and be

MIDDLE STREET.
245,
uol4

JEW

hAnts tar

uiul Children.

convinced.

N. B.—Our facilities enable us to be in daily
ceipt of New and Desirable Goods, and to offer
tra inducements for quantities—by the piece

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

u.

CARD.

Isirsre line

—

Cheaper than

E. N.

jnel2

OF

si

men

CHILDREN’S STRAWS

at

iaiooniMendall

llilllll l,<1

MANIRIjAS,
in Tan and Slate, and

The Excelsior

4tli—No other store has so excellent an assortment of low and me-

in all the Latest Styles.

MERRILL

SCHLOTTERBECK,

aP22_

CANTON,

Y.,

Screens!

3d—No other store ATTEMPTS
keep a full line of first-class
dock and work.
to

in different Styles and Trimmings.

For
and

screens!

Patronized 1

Generously

so

1st—Customers are SURE to find
such boots as they want, in quality, price and tit.

Have just been appointed

OF

Why

PAETHER’S STORE

FRESH ARRIVAL IV

KENDALL,

Agents for PINE & HAMBLIN,

dtl

Do You Ask

187 Middle Street.

Linen Collai’s & Cuffs

RUBBER

CAPES, perfect goods. $2.55.

4TH OF JULY

ty days.

53

FIRST.
Ladies’ GOSSAMER

LATNER,
Congress

ACENT,,

FIVE BARGAINS

KID GLOVES!
None to excel in Price or Quality!
A 3-button Kid
25 cts., 40 cts., GO cts., 70 cts., and 05 cts. for
Palais Royals: do 4-button $1.25.
Harrisess best Seamless, 3-button, $1.40.
Now improve the opportuu
and don’t delay.

F.

I.

R.

A

PARASOLS !

slight

Manulacturmg (Jo.,

PROVIDENCE,

22 inch Serge 57 cts., and Twilled Silk, 22 inch and
nice horn handle, $1.75. Pearl inlaid

my23___

One of the largest and best selected
stocks in the city, of New and Stylish
Designs. Call and examine.

IT

NO OTHER.

Manufactured Nolcly By

FRENCH AND BRETON LACES,

at

Special inducements

YOUR GROCER FOR

ASK

in

-ki croti

PARASOLS!

ROOM PAPERS!

preparations.

We challenge comparison.

prices!

on

Entirely Harmless.

One trial will couvince all of
its decided superiority over all

CORSETS!-CORSETS!

large stock

Street,

is

yard up. Ribbons for Hats and
Dress trimmings lower than the lowest. 2 inch
Satin Gros Grain, all silk, 15 cts.a yard, (a
a

Look! extra heavy Grass Fringe 25 cts.

STUDLEY,

SOAPINE

small advance onfeost.

IVUIIU ■■■

iiivuvj

city.

with other preparations, many of
them worse than useless.

FANCY FEATHERS

75 cent Corsets marked down to
50 cents, making it the best Cortlic

Soapine

Stock of

Our Extensive

We beat the world

prices.

NOTICES^

Apothecary, 501 Congress Street.

dtf

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
186

Warren,

&

JI \( TIO.\ OF

—AT—

loo

This Tooth Powder is as pleasant in its application
as it is efficacious in its action.
The Meuical and
Dental Profession acknowledge that only those who
use a Deutiflce containing a Saponaceous ingredient
are free from auimal and vegetable parasites
upon
the teeth and gums, hence the above
preparation is
recommended to all those who desire to be exempt
from this trouble. Prepared by

lauutlry your Collar* and Cuff* like
new good*.

will

....
l’oDiilut ion
0000
Assessed \nluation
85,150,000
....
Debt
$218,751 47

—

I.annuli) Work.

In Fiur

FUNDING 5’s.

TORCHON LACE COLLARS !

Saponaceous Tooth Powder.

A

LOAN !

_JCS__

MUSLINS,
nt

eodtf

CITY OF AUBURN
MUNICIPAL

Price*.

Schlotterbeck’s

A. G.

Vu nil Ihr New Fight Spring Nhadfa,

Portland.

FOREIGN POUTS.
Sid fm Tralee 10th inst, barque Xenia; Foster, for
Baltimore.
Sid fm Montevedio May 12th, barque T F Wliitton, Nichols, Cape of Good Hope.
At St Pierre May 30, schs T A Stuart, Lipby, from
Portland, lust ar: J W Sawver. Orchard, from New
York, just ar.
Ar at St Jago 5th inst, sell W G Moseley, Bellaty,
Baranquilla.
Sld 5th, sell Nellie Sliaw, Cates, Casilda.
Sld fm Havana 12tli inst, barque Olive Tburlow,

Corbett, New

IBM,

H.M.PAYSONACO.,

kiu;l* of Mower* nt Manufacturer’*

For all

Sid 19th, schs Annie Bliss{ Wiley, Washington;
J B Marshall, Dizer, do; Bessie E Dickinson, Standish, Charleston.

REPARTFRE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool....June

—ALSO—

Cld 19th, sch H Prescott, Swett. Sag Harbor.
BATH—Ar 18tli, schs Sami Fish, Teel, Virginia;
Bowdoin, Randall, New York for Gardiner.

In Gorham, June 19. by Rev. II. S. Huntington,

and Miss Maria Paine.
In
June 1, Dr. Chas. W. Brown of
and Miss Alice Garcelon of Livermore Falls.
In Kingtield, June 5, A. W. Landers and

—AND—

Nellis’ Double Harpoon Horse Pitchfork

Pushaw, Alley,

_MARRIAGES.
Stephen IHnkley

BULLARD’S IMPROVED HAY TEDDER,
Yankee Horse Rake,

PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th. schs Denmark. McMahon, Bath; Express, Murphy, Calais; Union, Dix,
Calais for Pawtucket; Oliver Jameson, Candage,
Yew York.
Sid 19tli, schs S P Brown, Tinker, Philadelphia;

E

FOR 75 CENTS EACH.

Government Bonds or for other
investment securities,
or
most
favorable terms.

STON1NGTON— Ar 18th, sch Dexalo, Brown,

dleton, Bangor.
Ar 19tli, sch S

or

exchange them for other issues of

Bangor.

May

P AYS AN I)U. Bark Don Justo—34
spruce poles,
20 spars, 475,080 ft
lumber, 40 sewing machines, 12
boxes glass, 50 hales oakum, 40 boxes
lobsters, 80
do
1 bale hops, 4 cases
ootton, 10 boxes
pickles, 12 doz shovels, 020 lihd shooks, 37 pairs

We will casli flic above bonds

CUFFS,

WORTH 919.00 PER DOZES!,
ATI. TAl'SiDHf ED PEFECTTV,

HAVE ALL BEEN CALLED IN.

Boston.

New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 19th, sch Ariel, Candage, Weelia wken.
W1CKFORD—Sid 19th, sch Thames, Robbins, for
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18tli, sch Hannibal, Pen-

l.! \K\ BOSOM AM)

°

well. Calais; Josie, Hatch, Jonesport; Lizzie, Frye,
Addison; Carrie W, Hillyard, Eastport; Commerce,
Hodgdon, Deer Isle; Allie Oakes, Pillsbury, Shelter
Island; Lake, Gray, and Sunbeam, Heal, Fall River;
Agenora, Hutchinson, Providence.
Cld 19th, barques Harriet S Jackson, Bacon, for
Cienfuegos; Samuel B Hale, Haven, Portland via
Perth Amboy; brig Leonora, Upton, Halifax; sells
Jennie Beasley, Libby, St Domingo; Yreka, Drisko,

and Fair

97 3-

U. S. 10-40*,

Exchange Street FOR 1.25 PER PAIR.
New Model Buckeye Mower, 32
aplO

MEMORANDA.

—

European Market*.

under all climes. Manufactured by J. CRISTADORO, No. Oil William St..New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by all llair Dressers.
sneod&wlm
jeG

Davis, Bombay.

Market.
Cudworth, Rockland.
Havana, June 21 .—Sugar market firm and fairly
Sid 19th, sch Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, for Bridgactive.
with
an
Exchange
upward tendency; U. S.
water, NS.
60 days gold 7% @7% prem; short sight 8%@8%.
BANGOIt—Ar 19th, schs Mary Willey, Williams,
j
Havana

a valuable adjunct to the Dye, in dressing and promoting the growth and perfect health of the hair and
of itself, when used alone—a safeguard that protects
the fibres from decay under all circumstances and

for

CALAIS. June 1G—Ar, barque Estella, Poole, Boston, to load for South America.

July.

ceipts 26,700 bush; opened dull and closed shade
stronger; sales 74,000 bush; 37y2c for No 3: 38®
38%c for do Wrhito; 38®38%c for No 2; 38%, for
No 1; 41% ®42c do White; Mixed Western at 36%
@38y2c; White Western at 38@42c; White State
at 40®4iy2c, including 14,000 No 2 Chicago Sugar firm with fair inquiry; 1300 hhds French Is-

Ropes, Pike,

50 DOZEN GENTS’

—OF—

DEFECTS !

CRISTADORO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE,

Morton

June 18—Ar, sch Clara Jane, Allen, with the dismasted schr Maud Malloch in tow.
Sid, schs Charlie Morton, Laithwaite, Philadelphia; Clara Jane, Allen, and Ada S Allen, Dudley,
New York.

Spec-

43%@43y2c. closing 41%c bid, 43%c asked; July
43% c, closing 43% c bid, 44c asked. Oni»—re-

A

U. S. 5.20s

Dnya

1867 and 1868,

11 counterfeits the richest blacks and browns, producing an instantaneous and enduring change from
any obnoxious color, without staining the skin or
impairing the vitality of a single fibre.

CORRESPONDENT.

LUBEC, June 17—Sid, sch C

25;"”fancy

NATURE’S

SPECIAL BARGAINS !
For (hr urxt 30

—

The Natural Means by which the Animal Chemistry of the system produces Color in the Hair is discovered in

Sons.
Barque Daring, Anderson, Boothbay, to load ice
for Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Northern Light, Edwards, Poiut-a-Pitre—J II
&

TO

Haverhill.

Cleared.

Domestic Market*.
New York, June 20—Evening—Flour—Receipts
10,058 bbls; market dull; sales 14,800 bbls; No 2
at 2 40®3 25, the latter an extreme; Superfine
Western and State 3 40® 3 80; extra Western and
State at 3 90@4 10; good to choice at 4 15®4 50;
White Wheat Western extra at 4 55@5
do at 5 30@6 50; extra Ohio at 4 00®6 00; extra
St. Louis at 3 90@6 00; patent Minnesota extra at
6 00®6 90; choice to double extra at 6 95@7 75,
including 3000 bbls City Mills extra at 4 90®5 25;
1300 bbls No 2 at 2 40® 3 25: 2800 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 4 60@6 75; 6900 bbls Minnesota
extra at 4 00@7 75.
Southern flour steady. Rye
flour unchanged. Cornmeal quiet; Brandywine at
2 55. Wheat—receipts 104,400 bush; %@1%
higher and strong with a fair export and good
ulative business; sales 639,000 bush,including 231,000 bush on the spot; rejected Spring at 74c; No 4
do at 85c; No 3 do at 90y2@93c; No 2 do at 1 04
@1 05; ungraded do at 85c®l 03; ungraded Winter
Red at 1 05@1 17; No 2 do 1 16%@1 17%, closed
1 17y2; Mixed Winter at 1 15; ungraded Amber at
115; No 2 do 1 15; No 1 White,9,000 bush 1 14y2;
extra do, 10,200 bush at 1 15® 1 16; White State
1 15%: No 2 Spring for July, 40,000 bush at 1 03;
No 2 Northwestern for July. 32,000 bush atl 04;
No 1 White for June, 8,000 bush at 1 14y2, closing
1 14 bid, 1 15 asked;
48,000 bush at 112y2
@ 113, closing at 1 13 bid, 1 13% asked; August,
48,000 bush at 1 10@1 10%, closing 1 10% bid,
1 10% asked; No 2 Red for dune, 8000 bush 1 17.
closing at 1 17y2 bid, 118 asked; July, 128,000
bush at 112@1 13, closing at 1 13; August, 40,000
bush at 1 09, closing 1 09 bid, 1 10 asked; September, 56,000 bush at 1 07y2@l 08, closing 1 08 bid,
1 08y2 asked, Rye is dull; Western at 60@6iy2c;
State 65c; Canada at 64y2c. Corn—receipts 164,000 bush; opened quiet and closed a shade firmer
with fair export demand; sales 41,000 bush, including 210,000 bush on the spot; ungraded 40®43y2c;
No 3 at 41c; steamer 42%@43c; No 2 at 43@43%,
latter in elevator, closing 43 y2c; Yellow 45c; No 2
White at 49@49y2c; steamer for June at 42c bid.
43y2c asked; do July at 42%c: No 2 for June at

CURE

Co.

Chicago Cattle Market.
Hamlen & Son.
Sch Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Annapolis, Md—D W
Chicago, June 20.—Hogs—Receipts 23,000 head:
& Co.
Clark
!
shipments 6,000 head; opened strong and closed
Sch British Tar, (Br) Evens, Chester, NS—Portquiet and weak; mixed packing at 3 7o®3 80; light
land Packing Co.
at 3 30®3 95;
butchers at 3 95@4 00; choice
Sch Lewis R French, Andrews, Damariscotta—
heavy 4 00@4 05.
Sch Caro Belle,-, Franklin—S W Tliaxter.
Cattle—Receipts 2,500 head; shipments 10,600:
Sch Commerce, Gray, Bangor—S W Thaxter.
active and 10 higher; 4 butchers steady; Cows and
Schs Mary Brewer, Tollman, and Bob, Walsh, for
Bulls at 2 00@2 35.
Rockland.
Sheep—Receipts 700 head; market is steady.

First Call.
4 Boston & Maine Railroad.112%
25 Eastern Railroad. 15
Second Call.
$4,000 Eastern Railroad %s. 74%

eight

Sch Louisa A Orr, Orr, New York—coal to Boston
Maine RR.
Sch Maggie I) Marston, Blackington, New Y'ork—
iron to Rolling Mills.
Sch J M Morales, Hume, Elizabethport—coal to

fare of 260 bbls sold $2V4 per bbl in pickle.
Fresh Halibut—In good receipt with last sales at
lb for white and gray.
4% and 3%c
Shore Fish—We quote at $1% and $1 $> cwt for
ior nauaocK ana 87y2c
BteaK ana marnec coa;
for cusk. Fresh mackerel, 1% to 13a
Halibut Fins §10 bbl; Fins and Najies §4%; Halibut Heads §3%; Tongues and Sounds §8 to §10;
Pickled Tongues §5; Swordfish §7; Pickled Codfish
§5%; Pickled Haddock §3y2; Cusk §£%
qtl;
Haddock at §2; Hake is Pollock at §1%®§2;
Smoked Halibut at 8%c
lb; Medicinal Oil 90c
P’gall; Tanners’Oil 32c; Porgie Oil 26c; Scaled
Herring at 20c
box; No 1 at 15c; Pickled Herring §2@$2% ^ bbl for Eastport round, $3% for
Newfoundland round, and $5 for Labrador split:
Shore split §4; No 1 Salmon at §14; Boneless and
prepared tisli 4@6c p1 ib.

Bfickford.

Stock market.

of the Broker’s

board

on

—

&

Receipt* of IVIainc Central R. R.

Portland, June 20.
For Portland, 20 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, 40 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Has

consul’s men.
Sch Sophia Kranz, Smith, Baltimore—coal to Me
Central R R.
Sch Gov J Y Smith, Berry, Baltimore—coal to Me
Central RR.
Sell B F Lowell, Finkliam, Philadelphia—coal to S
Rounds & Son.
Sch Nellie Chase, Randall, New York—coal to G T

but few cured

..
..

13.

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Barque Jamas McCarty, Stront, Rio Janeiro, to R
Lew is & Co.
Barque Rachel, Norton, New York—coal to Sargent, Dennison & Co. Vessel to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Barque N M Haven, Ulrick, New York—coal to
II I, Paine & Co. Vessel to J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Venilia, Allen, Cape do Verds, with hides and

19, 1879.

P. M.—Consols at
and 97 5-16 for account.

uram.

00 Yellow
25
50 H. M.

FRIDAY^ June

41(1 tfl 41 nnn I In''«“ed in Wall st. Stocks makes
tP IU IU tpIUUUI fortunes every month. Book sent
free explaining everything.
Address BAXTER & CO, Bankers. 17 Wall St, N. V.
fel4
TTh&S&wlyit

NATURE’.** NECRETN APPI.IEH

CRISTADORO'S HAIR DYE

Arrived.

OloiiccNtiT Fish market.

London, June 20—12.30

*■ tour.

Superfine.3 50@4
75@5
25@5

Extra Spring. .4
XX Spring....5
Patent Spring

NEw^

MAJRIj^E

HOW,

The subscriber may be found at his office N«. 6^
Exchange Ntreeti where be will be happy to meet
bis old Friends and the Public.
Will insure all
classes of Insurance
property in the leading companies of the United States and foreign companies at
current rates. Please call and see me.
JOHN E. HOW.
juulCsntf

|

•Ex-div.

THE WEEK

E.

MISCELLANEOUS.

_FINANCIAL.

INSURANCE BROKER.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JUNE 20.
Sim rises.4.10 I High water.12.00
Sun sets.7.47 Moon sets. 8.44

Quincy.115%

FOR

JOHN

20

City

Milwaukee & St. Paul. 53%
St. Paul preferred. 92 V2
Chicago & Alton. 82%
Chicago & Alton preferred.113%
C.. B. &

Portland, June£20.
to-day’s quotations of Flour,

are

75

87
Northwestern. GG%
Northwestern preferred. 96%
New Jersey Central. 52 Vs
Chicago & Rock Island.138%

SPECIAL NOTICES.

25
25
28
20

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.June 28
of New York.New York, .llav & VCruz. Jne 28
Helvetia.Neiv York. .Liverpool.June 28

Erie preferred. 51%
Michigan Central. 75%
Union Pacific*. 75%
Lake Shore.
Illinois Central.

25

St Laurent.New
Moro Castle.New

Stocks :
Western Union Tel. Co*.... 95
New York Central.117%
Erie. 27%

changed.

London, June 20.—At noon Weston had
scored 418 miles and was going vigorously.
Brown had made only 321 miles, being obliged to take frequent rests.
The latter is considered as virtually out ef the race.
3 p. m.—Weston has made 428 milas and is
going well. Brown’s score is 400 miles.
4 p. m.—Weston has increased his score to
433 miles. Brown is off the track, his score
being 400 miles.
5 p. m.—Weston has made 438 miles, Brown
400.
8 p. m.—Weston 450, Brown 407.
10 p. m.—Weston 400, Brown 414.
The contest for the Astley belt nears conclusion and barring accident, Weston is victor.
He is in splendid condition, notwithstanding
effort he has been making, and feels
thejgreat
confident of 550 miles before the close of the
contest. The excitement is intense, and at
every lap both Weston and Brown are cheered
lustily. Brown shows traces of suffering and
his swollen leg appears to trouble him greatly.
The vast hall is filled with an enthusiastic
concourse who shout and cheer and seem almost wild with excitement.
June 21., 3 a. m.—Weston 471, Brown 430.

Bothnia.New York.. Liverpool... .June
York. .Havre.June
York..Liverpool... .June
Claribel.New York. .Kingston, J. June
Celtic.. .New York..Liverpool... .June
Gellert.New York..Hamburg....June
Sardinian.(Quebec.Liverpool... .June
Helvetia.New York..Liverpool... .June
City of Berlin.New York. .Liverpool.June
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow_June
Weser.New York. .Bremen.June
Niagara.New York..HaVana.June
Ailsa.New York.. Aspinwall... June

United States new 4% *8, rcg.105%
United States new 4%’s, coup .105%
United States new l’s, rog.101%
United States new4’s, coup.102%
Pacific C’s of *95 .122
The following were the closing quotations of

Cartland,

MIDDLE

STREET.

rhc Bent Repairing of all Kind* done
mh22eodtf

! ♦tore.

nl

SHIRTS! Good
The best bargains ever offered
Sizes 13 1-2, 14, 44 1-2,15,
15 1-2. Come and sec.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf
myo

Bargains In
FURNITL1E, CARPETINGS,

(

ROC KERY & PLATED W ARE

Adams &

Robinson,

140 EXCHANGE ST.

mil'-'..___

TRY ALLEN

dtf

G0W’S~

FARMERS^NOTICE. PURE CANDIES,
Avoid POTATO BU«S by planting
Cucumbers for
the Portland Pickle
Works.
E. D. PETTEN'OILL,
jel0d&w2\v

8 MARKET 8TREET.

Fresh Every Day and Ntrictly Pare.

1 to.

566

a[>28

CONGRESS
PORTLAND

STREET.

ME.

dly

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY, MONRING,

Religious Notices.
Bethel Ciickch.—Services 10Vi a. m., 3 aiul 7y2
p.m.; also Monday and Thursday eveuings at 7%
p. in. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
First Lutheran CnuRcn, Elm St.—Rev. N.
Elestad, pastor. Preaching at 10V2 a. m. and 3 p.

JUNE 21.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of N. G.

m.

Young Men’s Christian Association, Congress Street, corner Elm.—Open day and evening.
Union Gospel
every evening at 7% o’clock.
Sunday at 0 a. m. and 7 p. m. All are invited.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. Wilbur F.Berry, pastor. Preaching at 2% p. m.
Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m. All are invited. Seats free.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sundayschool at 2 p. m.

Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armstrong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden, Waterhouse, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all

Meeting

trains that run out of the city.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. H. Marrett.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Rev. W. Hutchinson, pastor. Preaching at 10y2 a. m. and 7 p. m.
School immediately after morning sermon,
eats free. All are invited.
Batside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pitchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10% a. m., 2 and G n. m. Sabbath
School at 11.45 a. m. and 1 p. m. Social meeting at
7% p. m.
Ferrt Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and
2y2 p. m. Sabbath School at 1 p. m. Prayer meeting at at 7 30 p. m.
St. Paul's Church, corner of Congress and Locust St.—Rev. C. .1. Ketehum, rector.
Services at
10% a. m. 3 p. in. Sabbath School at 2 p. in.
Gospel Temperance
Mission.—Meetings will be
held in the rooms, Mechanic’s building, at 7%
o’clock this evening, and at 9 a. m., 3 and 7
p. m.
to-morrow. Services conducted
by S. F. Pearson.
All from laud and sea are welomed
ParkSt. Church, Corner Park and Pleasant Sts
—Rev. E. C. Cummings will preach at
10Va a. in
Seats free.
B3F"The Disciples of Christ bold services in Mer-

Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
New York, Brentano’s Literary Emporium, 39
Cumberland Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.
Gorham, G. Augry.
Post Office.
Saccarappa.0.atC.the
Andrews and E. R. Spear.
Rockland,
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vin&lhaven, B. Lane.
Bliss.

Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlct.
Yarmouth. C. E. Coombs.
Auburn. V. R. Foss.

Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Hallowell, D. K. Jewell.
Augusta, E. H. Pike.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

cantile

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Base Ball.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Coe—3.
You Can Find-^Bailey.
H. I. Nelson & Co.—3.

Merry—5.

Maher—2.

Sunday School Concert at which a beautiful and
artistic piece entitled the “Floral Altar" will be
given.
First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs,
pastor. Children’s Sundav.
Christening Service at 10% a. in. Sunday School

Merry—2.
Bargains—W.

E. Plummer.
Henry Rines & Co.

or

me islands.

Concert 7 y2 p.m.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Kev. Jas. McWhinme, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday

J. D.

Cheney & Co.
Insolvency Commission—Chas. W.
Canal National Bank.
Merchant* National Bank.
Casco National Bank.
Good Kent Cheap.
To Let—A. E. Eaton.
Boarders Wanted—(S3 Spring St.
By Auction at Woodfords.

Strout.

awiuiE

Elder A. A.
nnd 7 p.

Templar Gauntlets 81.00 to
These goods were formerly sold for
pair.
Maher, Under Falmouth.

them.

see

p.

Merry.

We advise all buying clothing to examine
the.stock of G. W. Rich & Co., to.day, Store,
175 Fore Street.
Coe has Manilla Hats in all colors.
Jouvin Kid Gloves at
are elegant.
H. I. Nelson & Co.,
our

ju21d3t

street.

We can show the finest line of Nobby SumSuits in Portland. G. W. Rich & Co.,

mer

173 Fore Street.
Read

Merry,

F. O. Bailey & Co., sell at 12 in. to-day on
the premises the valuable real estate Nos. 231,
3 and 5 Fore street; also at their rooms this

jewelry,

Straw Hats 15 cents.
You

can

find

a

Merry,

the Hatter.

fresh assortment of

Tackle at Bailey’s, 48 Exchange street
Finest assortment of

Light

Hats.

credit upon the accomplished young ladies and
their teachers.
St. Catharine seems to be
gaining yearly in popular favor. We give the

Fishing

Merry.

day:

F. O. Bailey & Co., sell this morning at 11
o’clock
prompt at Mart on Plum street
horses, now and second hand carriages,

....

Mountaineer’s

The Misses Eastman.

French Essay...Les Etudes rl’ime Annee
Miss F.mnm. OeWitt.
Dialogue.........The Chickens
Senate pour deux P ianos ..Mozart
The Misses Wetmore.
Recitation.Ballad—The Beggar’s Daughter
Miss Grace Lufkin.
Piano Solo—Polacco Brillante.Weber
Miss Carrie Emmons.
Recitation .. A Rose Song
Miss Georgie Robinson.
Recitation.Dame Duck’s Lecture on Education

F. O. Bailey & Co. .sell

to-day by order of C,
valuable house and lot on the
side of Montreal street.
a

Coe sells Straw Hats for six cents.
Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Fills are prepared expressly to cure Sick

Miss

Parsons, Bangs & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.,
General Agents.
may23dtf

There were

may28W&S4w

last

committee to appoint preachers to serve
during the meetings. A prayer meeting was
then held until 8 o’clock, at the close of which
Elder J. L. Darsie of Danbury, Conn., preachsd an effective sermon from Bomans i, 8, il-

Miss

Sawyer’s Salve, the original and
25 cent size, beats all others.
eod&wOm
myl3

lustrating the power of the word of God.
Today the meetings will be as follows:
Prayer meeting at 10 a. m. Preaching at 11
a. m. by Elder Lobirgier
of
Philadelphia.
Business meeting at 2 p. m.
Preaching at 3
and 8 p. m. by elders not yet appointed, and
irayer meeting at 7 p. m.
The following are the visiting members:
Miss Sophia Blaisdell, Geo. Clark, wife and

genuine,

Chew Jackson's Best Sweet

Navy Tobacco
de28S&Wwly

Bargains in Parasols at W. E Plummer’s,
455 Congress Btreet, Clapp’s Block.
,iul9-3t
For local intelligence from Biddeford,
Saco, Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Rockland
and Lewiston see fourth page.

ion, Mrs. Allen, Worcester .Mass.; Elder HowMlirroar

were

discharged finally.

This

set-

Theremorn-

Probate Court.

Thursday.—Hearing was had upon the petition
Sophia W. Green, widow of Levi Green, late of
Portland, deceased, testate. The personal estate of
the deceased amounted to about $25,000 and the
real estate to $8500, and he left a widow and grandchild, a daughter of a deceased daughter. These
were the only near relatives.
In his will he gave

afterwards removed to this city and became
associated in the flour business with Mr. Amos
S. King, under the firm name of
King, Thurlow & Co. Some six years ago Mr. Thurlow
retired from business and established a
very
large market garden in Deering, which he
managed up to the time of his late illness.
Mr. Thurlow had been a selectman of Deer-

ing.

in the real estate.

Burglary.
afternoon three men in a chaise
drove up within a few rods of Mr. E.R. Shaw’s
house, situated at the Marr farm, Scarboro.

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Friday—Michael Burke. Single sale. Fined $30
costs, and in default of payment, thirty days in
county jail at labor. Committed.

One

~”

■

Brief Jotting's.
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 48° at
sunrise,
72° at noon, G2° at sunset; wind west then
Several boys who ran away from home and
came to this city, were arrested last
night.

Chandler’s Band serenaded MrJStubbs, their
lately wedded member, last evening.
The High Street Sunday School will celethe church

to

Tickets on the Grand Trunk railroad to the.
Masonic celebration will be good to come to
Portland on the 23d and 24th, and to return on
any time during the week.
The Deering High School exhibition came
off yesterday afternoon. The Press report was
sent in time, but not delivered according to

order,

without a report this morning.
Messrs. Enos C. Soule & Co., of Freeport,
are

launched their splendid new ship, the Paramita, yesterday at noon, in the presence of a very

large audience. The yachts, Clarence, Twilight and Rambler went down from Portland.
Charles Elias Prescott, the murderer of Harry Williams, will be sentenced at 9 o’clock today. It is is reported that Prescott will repeat
his confession published in the Press a short
time ago.
•

jumped

from the carriage, forced an
entrance into the house and stole a valuable
gold watch and chain, and then returned to
the carriage, when it drove off. Mr. Shaw and
a friend were returning home at the time and
saw

man

the men

sduthwest.

so we

individual

leaving

in the distance.

Base Ball.
Tho Re solutes play the Bowdoins at Brunswick this afternoon.
The nine they will take
with them is very strong and a good game is
expected. The train will leave the Maine
Central depot at 12.30, and return at 6.25.
Fare for the round

trip *1. All friends are
The Resolutes will play the Brockthe Park Tuesday afternoon.

invited.
tons at

The Glen Excursionists.—The Glen Excursion party returned
yesterday much delighted with their trip.
The train was run
into the Grand Trunk station and when the

guests,via the Boston

& Maine left the station,
a grand torpedo salute
was fired.
The Portland & Rochester train
then left with the
guests for Worcester, Springfield and New
Haven.
Irish American Excursion.—At a meeting of the Irish American Association it was
decided to hold their annual excursion the 16th
of July, at Old Orchard. The association is in
a

the audience.

Below is the

score:

Briggs—22 miles,
Taylor—25 miles,

C laps.
1 lap.

flourishing condition, Jiaving

over

bers and about *7000 reserve fund.

300 mem-

paper

small

Miles.

18Ve
18
7
22
16
17
7
17
0
1

Durgin.25
Percival.20

Edwards.25

22
16
3
4
20
14
12
2
13

145

10

gray.28
Reed.21
Stevenson.18

Durgin.24
Cadger.23
.Grover.27

sum

i'lay.
Prof. I). A. Gardner, the original Bohemian
Glass Blower, will give an exhibition in
glass blowing for a week or more at the store
formerly occupied by Win. H. Marston,
situated near the Grand Trunk depot. He

_5

251

Massachusetts.
Edwards .24

will exhibit tho steam engine “Centennial”
built by himself at the Centennial exposition
at Philadelphia in 1870.
Every person visiting
the entertainment
gets a beautiful glass
ornament as a present free.
The Catholic fair at Masonic Hall was well
attended last
came from

evening.

A goodly number
who
contributed

Portland,

materially to the evening’s enjoyments. Mr.
Doherty, Miss Mary Scanlan, Miss Hill,
Miss Maggie Doran and Miss Rogers took
part
in the exercises. To-morrow
evening the band
Ed

Delegates to the State Convention.
GRAY.

W. F. Lovejoy, W. H. Vinton, Edward
Cobb, Clias. H. Doughty, Jr.
Unpledged and uninstructed, but doubtless
for Anson P. Morrill.

unpledged

and

unin-

structed.
DEERING.

The

following delegates were chosen to attend
Republican State Convention at Bangor,

June 26th:

Andrew Hawes, Geo. Libby, Pitman Pulsifer, Geo. M. Stevens, Henry A. Hart, Edw.

Sargent,

James N. Reed.

High School Excursion.
Members of the botany class at the High
school in charge of their teacher, Miss Gould,
went to the Ocean House
yesterday. The object of the excursion, namely, securing specimens and observing the natural condition of

plants,

was

successfully accomplished.

Members of the zoology class, in charge of
their teacher, Mr. Morrill, visited Jewell’s
Island for the purpose of studying various
forms of marine life, land shells and insects.
Pleasant and profitable w'ork was done. The
following is a statement of specimens secured.
Protozoans—Sponges, 2 species.

Radiates—Sea urchin; sea Anemone; star
fish: serpent star; aurelia;sertularia; eucopia.
Mollusks—Buccinum and eggs; purpura and
eggs; littorina, 3 species; limpet; mussel, 2
species; crepidula; astarte; macoina; laricava;
helix, 5 species; succinia.
Articidatcs—Crab: barnacles; insects, 10
species.
The class desire to tender their thanks to Mr.
Fuller of the Natural History Society, who accompanied them and with his usual kindness
rendered them much assistance.
Personal.
Messrs. Horace Hewes and E. G. Champney,
the well known artists, are sketching in this

vicinity.
The many friends of Capt. Benj. J. Willard
tender him their best wishes on the occasion of
the happy event recorded in another column.
The Fraternity Club were received by Mr.
John G. Whittier at the residence of S. T.
Pickard, Esq., of the Transcript.
Among the graduates at Phillips Academy,

Andover, were H. W. Taylor, Portland; D. S.
Knowlton, Biddeford, and F. Parsons, KcuneMessrs. George A. and C. W. Thomas sail
to-day in the Bolina, of the Anchor Line, on
tlie

lourjee excursion party.
Rev. B. D. Peck was installed pastor of tlie
Free Baptist Church in Auburn last evening,
with appropriate exercises.
Rev. Charles V. Hanson, of this city, has accepted the call from tlie Baptist Church at
Damariscotta, and is expected to assume the
duties thereof next Sabbath.
Accidents.
Mr. George H. Walker, employed at the
Boston & Maine, hurt his shoulder slightly
while shackling cars yesterday.
A fireman wont out on a Boston & Maine

train, yesterday morning, who

was

standing

in the baggage car when the train left the
station. In passing from the baggage car to
the locomotive tender tlio train passed over a
switch and
he
was
struck by the switch
handle in some way and pretty badly hurt.
A number of boys were playing about the
house of Mr. L. A. Wade on Spring street
yesterday afternoon, when a little son of Capt.
Kilby fell from the front balcony, quite a disnew

tance,

striking on

pile of lumber.

A nail
in the lumber tore his face badly, and he *was
severely injured otherwise. He was carried
home.
a

Grand Menan.
While parties are looking for summer resorts away from the dust and heat, Grand Menan offers great attractions.
For grand rugged
scenery it is unsurpassed on this coast. Good
roads abound and low charges for horses and
carriages and board prevail.
Grand Menan has been a favorite resort for
artists for many years. There are at this early

Considerable

Some parties have just returned from there
and speak in the highest terms of the
scenery,
the many comforts and the low prices.
Ancient Order of Hibernians.—The Ancient Order of Hibernians will celebrate their
anniversary with a grand picnic to Pownal on
Wednesday next. The grounds selected for
the occasion are very beautiful and admirably
adapted for all kinds of games. Among the attractions which will be offered will be ladies’
archery, sack and foot races, target practice
and jumping matches. There will be hand-

prizes. The price of tickets, and arrangement of trains, will be found in our
amusement column.
Chandler’s Band will
some

furnish excellent music for the
tlinun n.:il

er

I.a

k.11

.:_

dancing,
_1

1

and

.f

>i

amusements.

Music Reading.— Our readers who

are

in-

terested in music will see on reference to another column that Mr. W. S. Fitch is now
ready to serve those who are of the opinion
that it would he an advantage as well as a
he able to read music at sight.
pleasure
Music reading is a branch to which Mr. F. has
devoted his time very largely for several years
past, and we have no hesitation in saying to
those who are disposed to avail themselves of
this opportunity that they will make no misto

take.
Central

Iowa Railway Company.—The
Company of Iowa” is no
The final act in the first year’s struggle

to

get possession of this road by the first mortgage bondholders was consummated on Wednesday last by the delivery of the road with all
its equipments, rights and franchises,
by order
of the Supreme Court at Washington, to the
company lately organized
and called “The Central Iowa

new

pany.”

in

New

Railway

_

York
Comj.

Portland Encampment.
Portland Encampment, I. O. O. 1’., elected
the following officers last night:
C. P.—F. E. Haskell.
H. P.—W. H. Ohler.
Scribe—E. A. Gray.
Treasurer—A. D. Smith.
S. W.—W. S. Armstrong.
J. W.—W. A. Allen.
Everything looks favorable for the Burlington excursion on July 22d, 23d and 24th.

excitement,

wnc

create,!

n„ nm

streets Wednesday by au affray between Asher
D. Horn, a policeman,and a
young man named
Kingsley, a minor, who has been stopping in
town.
The
latter drew a pistol upon
the officer, but claims that he did so in
sels-defeuse; that Horn’s actions towards him
justified tlio deed. Opinion seems to be divided, some claiming that the officer overstepped
the bounds of his duty.
Work is progressing finely on the narrow
guage railroad from here to Phillips.
Sixty
men are employed, and the road bed is now
graded beyond Fairbank’s mills, about four
miles.
The Greenback croaking campaign cry is,
“Hard times, men out of employment and no
money to be

obtained,” &c.

Greenbacker, send about

Please,

Mr.

hundred and fifty
find plenty
to do.
The contractors have advertised now
for several weeks for 200 men to work upon the
Sandy River Railroad, but have thus far been
able to obtain only about sixty.
The pot of gpld said to have been found
while grading on the new railroad has not yet
been seen by outsiders.
Mrs. Grundy styles
the report a wicked dodge of some land speculator.
The Wendell Institute closed its spring term
yesterday with its annual exhibition and graduating exercises, which took place at the Methodist church. A large number of citizens were
present during the examination of classes at
the school room Thursday, and the church last
evening was filled by the school, former graduates and friends. The exercises were very interesting, and the Misses May spare no efforts
to
make the annual
exercises attractive.
Miss Hattie Newman, the only young lady
graduate this year, delivered an essay which
did herself great credit.
Our cornet band discoursed excellent music during the evening.
A large number of Masons and others will
go
to Portland on the excursion next
Tuesday to
take part in the celebration of St. John’s
Day.
The train will leave here at 5 a. m.,and returning arrive at 8 p. m.
men

at

one

to

one

Farmington ;they can

Sebago Lake.
This is what the Springfield Republican
says
of Sebago Lake:
One of the prettiest little fresh water trips in
New England is across Sebago
Lake,through
the crooked Songo river and then up
Long
lake to Bridgton.
The foot of Sebago is
reached by rail over the Portland & Ogdensburg road, 17 miles from tlio former city, and
two new steamers ply the lakes for the
conveyance of tourists.
Spots by the way are Naples,
Bridgton, Nortli Bridgton, and Harrison’s
Landing, and Mount Pleasant and Waterford
reached by delightful stage rides from the
head of the lake.
There are good hotels and
uuammg-nouse accommodations at these points,
while the White mountains loom in the distance inviting the traveller after sufficient rest
and enjoyment either to an exhilarating pedestrian trip to them or a resful stage ride.
Lake Sebago and its adjacent waters have received considerable attention from the poets,
and Hawthorne found them congenial haunts
in his boyhood. Longfellow says of the
Songo:
Nowhere such a devious stream,
Suvo lit fttitcy or Irt dronm,
Winding slow through brush and brake,
I.inks together lake and lake.

And AVhittier musically whispers of
Sebago:
The solemn pines along its shore,
The firs which hang its gray rocks o’er,
Are painted on its glassy shore.
The

looked o’er with hazy eye,
The snowy mountain-tops which lie
Piled coldly up against the sky.
sun

granted to residents of Maine. Reported for
the Press by C. E. Foster, Patent Solicitor
500 7th street, Washington, D. C.:

Corsets

!

the best
found in

Portland, including
3 SPECIAL

STILES

AT

Atwood

Crosby, AVaterville,

50c,

75c ami

These Goods

are

^VEs*

STATE NEWS.

ABE

ALWAYS

Man’s Mackinaw Straws,
50c, 75c, $1, $1.25, $1.50

without excep-

COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The 3d Maine regiment, in accordance with
the vote passed last year, will hold its reunion
this year at AVaterville in September.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The AVhig says Steadman, the imposter,
claims that the charges against him are caused
by mistaken identity, hut when informed that
lus first wife had written Miss Gray, the young
lady whom he married in Dover, that his sister Carrie had died of grief at his conduct, he
remarked that he did not know she was dead.
Mr. George Saunders of Orland, lias recently
presented the M. E. church at N. Penobscot
with a new pulpit.
During the past year, the
pew-owners of the church have modernized
the pews and the church is soon to he painted.
AVhen Neglectful of the Duty assigned
to it by nature, that of secreting the bile, the
liver should be disciplined with Dr. Mott’s
Vegetable Liver Pills which will speedily
remedy its inaction and stimulate it to a vigorous performance
of its secretive function.
Constination. which is ail invariable aemm-

paniment of liver disorder, is always overcome
by this great anti-bilious cathartic, and indigestion, chronic and acute, is completely cured
by it. All Druggists sell it.
Oxygenated Bitters cure Dyspepsia.
julC

dlw

lll^UNT’S
If
W

KE.TKE//All I Wk
l>v*
t he
Cirenl
ud
Liver
Kidney
Medicine cures Pains
■
mM ■ ■ ■ |W|
"
"
in the Back Side or
Loins, and all Diseases
■K m
MM ■ ft A of the Kidneys, Bladder
ard Urinary Organs,
■ ■ BM
V /
1
Ml I n
Dropsy, Gravel, Diabetes, Bright’s Disease of
Mm mm
the Kidneys, Retention
or Incontinence of
Urine, Nervous Diseases, Female
Weakness, and Excesses; HUNT’S REMEDY
is prepared EXPBenni.y for these diseases.
Providence R. I., June 10, 1878Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir: A member of my
family had neen troubled for several years with
Kidney Disease, and had tried numerous remedies
without relief; she used HUNT’S REMEDY and
was completely cured.
S. A. Aplin, 3 Exchange St.

"fflllJVV ftl
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1 IH
ID H
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HUNT’S

CLAPP’S

jo21

Light

.nurn

Ulw

LIGHT

CLARKE, Providence,

R.

I.

and Domestic

spring

OVERCOATINGS
Anti will

ap8

Suitings,

oiler them to the trade

or

I.OW

FOR

PRICES

at

retail at
CASH.
dtf

%p0

15, 20, 25,

50 cents and

™n™^.?.oks
jtt .00 and up: Linen Robes 75c
Carriage Umbrellas f^.Bo w»d up, Trunks

up,

for Sea

As “i
;•

jnel9

CARRIAGESBY AUCTION
SATURDAY, .Tune 21»t, at 10 o'clock A. M.f
we shall sell at Store No. 18
Exchange Street,
about 20 Carriages, from the celebrated manufactory of Louis Cook, of Cincinnati, Ohio, consisting
of Phaetons, Extension Top cut-under
Carryalls,
Piano Box Top Buggies.
Gunboats, Open Buggies,
&c. Every carriage will be warranted for one
year
by the manufacturer. Sale positive and without reserve.
Can be seen on day before sale. This will
be the best chance to buy a carriage this season.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

ON

HATS

pocket40C»

FOR

J®19

to the license and order of Hon. Nathan Cleaves, Judge of Insolvency Court withPURSUANT
and for

in
the County of Cumberland, Stale
Maine, the undersigned, Assignees of the Estate
Royal Williams, of Portland, in said county, an

sion.

m\ SILK HAT
can

237 Middle
je20

an IMMENSE stock of Men’s
Manillas, Mackinaws and French
Braids, trimmed in all colors, which he is almost
giving away. Hammocks $t.OO. Tranks
7«5c up to $20.00. Broadway Silk Hats
only $3.00.

Fine

$3.50 !
Without any exchange

OF THE CONDITION

REPORT

$1.00 IfjVDER PRICE

MERRY,
THE

HATTER,
237 Middle St., Sign of Gold Hat.
je20

d3t

Shawls!

PRICES $1.00 LESS than EAST TEAR.
All Wool Capes and Shetland Shawls just received
in the latest New York styles.
If you want a good bargain enquire for our “Contract Shawl” which we must sell to close out all we
have contracted to take.

—

Tire

of

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
—

AT

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to
U. S. Bonds to

$557,090

circulation_

secure
secure

Ulsters every day. Perfect fit guaranteed.
Price $1.95 to 1.75 lower than ever before.
and

«uge auu
verJJ fast.

Ulsters

wo

are

selling

one lianas

OUR BLACK SILK at
$1.29 is just being appreby purchasers of

gatfd

l HENRY RUNES &

CO.,

Bry C3-o>ocaLsi,
No. 241 Middle Street.
j«21

eodtf

FOR THE ISLANDS

els).

61 47

cer-

tificates).

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.

National Bank notes

on

trips daily

••

9.00
10.30
2.00
3.30
0.15

9.20
10.50
11.30
2.20 P. M.
5.30
*•
0.35

P.M.

9.35
11.10
2.40

P.M.

5.10
0.50

STEAMER MARY W. LIBBY,
CAPT. J. A. K/.VO,
will on and after Monday, June 23d, 1879, run as
follows from the end of Custom House Wharf
to WHITE HEAD, PEAKS’ »u<l
CUSHINGS ISLANDS!
Leave
Leave
Leave Leave Cushinqs'
Portland. Peaks'Isld White Head. Ottawa Land'd.
G.OOA. M. (1.20 A.M.
(1.30 A.M.
7.15
7.35
7.45
«
9.10
10.00
9.45
10.40
11.30
11.15
2.10 P.M.
2.30 P.M. 2.40 P.M.
3.40
7.00
5.15
G.20
(1.50

outstanding

Total.

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER.
reserved the 24th for the great Masonic Excursion. The 25th she will go on the route to Peak's
is

$1,093,321

Subscribed and
June, 1879.

ORGANS
W. M. Furbush &
SOLE

Farrington Block,
Organs sold

Son,

AGENTS FOR MAINE,

on

Portland.

Installments of 25 cts. per day.

Catalogues mailed fVee.

KRANIGH & BACH

CHAS. O. BANCROFT, Justice of the Peace.
Correct—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,)
GEO. S. HUNT,
J Directors.
W. S. JORDAN,
)

REPORT

TIIE

OF

OF THE

CONDITION
—

CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
—

AT

FRANK C. PAYSON.
Portland, June 21, 1870.

( Commissioners.

ju21dlaw3wS

Arciioiv AT WOODFORD'S,
New Two Story House,

jne21

d4t

To Let.
pleasant house to let,

AVERY
water. Rent reasonable
54 Brown Street
Enquire at
Merrill Street.

jne21

Rooms, Sebago
to responsible parties.
or of A. E. Eaton,
5
10

2w*

largest

Portland,

in stock

and

one

of

complete

most
ever

offered in

which we are

Parties about purchasing
kind of Furniture will

SAVE

any

3,413
50,000

95
00

2,250
urer^ per cent, of circulation_
Total.$1,949,306

00

els)....
Specie (including gold Treasury certificates).
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas-

paid

Manufacturers of aud Dealers

NO. 46 EXCHANGE ST.
my28_

00
00
00
00
87
73
82

Total..$1,949,306

48

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss.
I, Win. A. Wiuship, Cashier of the above named

Bank,
is

do

solemnly

swear

that the above statement

true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP. Cashier.
#
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 20th day

of

June,

1879.
WM. T.

SMALL, Justice

of the Peace.

il4w

REMEMBER!
You Can

Buy

FARRINGTON.)
(

JOS. WALKER,l
JAMES BAILEY,

)

jne21_

We Have Now in Stock

a

OF

STRAW HATS.
Job Lot Shaker Bonnets, 25c,
Zulu Hammocks, $2.00.
Tt/r a urD
JLTA. JljL M.M. MJk XL

216 11 id die

“THE CANAL NATIONAL BANK

discounts..31,013,938

533*000
175,350
17,401
9,245

U. S. Bonds to secure circulation ..."
Due from reserve agents.
Due from other National Banks...
Real estate.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Chocks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional currency,
nickels and

7,105
9,232
22,451

27,987

cents....
Specie—gold coin.
Specie—silver coin....
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund.

81
77
03
54
93
09
00

41 21
00
00
00
00

2,900
2,525
20,000
23,985

05

272.G14 43

Circulating notes outstanding.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.

475,150

00
431 5y
338,396 82
3,335 64
2,887 34
52,413 83

Due to other National Banks.

$1,865,229

65

STATE OF MAINE, Ct'MUEKLAS L>, ss.
I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of -‘The Canal National Bank of Portland’’ do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief,
B. C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th (lav
of June, 1879.
G. C. PETERS, Justice of the Peace.
Correct—Attest:
W. \Y. THOMAS,
)
1VM. HAMMOND, [ Directors.
JOHN N.

LORD,

(rood Rent

)

d3t

Cheap.

Six pleasant Itoouis, in
good repair, with Scbago water, all ou
at
No.
8
floor,
Ilayo Street.
" 'il *•«' let
very lowr. Inquire of

GEO.FJIINKINS,
JUC2X

N®. -'10 Exchange Street.

READING.

W. L. FITCH, Teacher.
Private instruction given during the Summer in
MUSIC READING to pupils, either singly or in
classes, at rooms No. 559 Vs Congress Street. Persons desiring to avail themselves of this opportunity
to become ready readers of music, will address at

GOODS
extra

charge.

LADIES’
Side Lace Boots a specialty. Uly stock of MIDK
LACK BOOTH will compare hn to quality and quantity with any Store in Portland. I keep all widths and sizes. Call and examine the Side Lace Boot that I am selling for $3.00

MEN’S
w * ■%a tr

B, C and I), and
warranted. The
custom made at

nnur.n

in

an

an

wiains,

a,

1,2, 3, 4 and 5, and a perfect tit
celebrated Newark (N. J.) Shoes,

Congress Street,

Sign

Street,

LADIES

27
<)()

eod2m

M USIC

9

JeO__jel7TT&Stf

1819.

RESOURCES:
Loans and

je3_

421

Under the Falmouth Hotel.

OF PORTLAND,” MAINE,

PORTSMOUTH,
H., reopen Sept. 24. Thorough instruction in all English studies; and special
opportunities for French and German by native
teachers who reside in the family. Send for Circular

by Mail without

MACKINAW,
MANILLA,
CANTON,
SENNATT,

—

At Close of Business June 14th,

Day and Boarding School
for Young Ladies,
AT
N.

Pull Line of

REMEMBER THE PLACE !
d3t

dtf

MISS MORGAN'S

CHEAPER at the FALMOUTH
HOTEL HAT STORE than at
any other store in the State.

Directors.

REPORT OF TIIF CONDITION

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

113 Brackett Street, Portland, Me.
aatteodtf
jnel9

Correct—Attest:
I. P.

J. W.

once

HATS

48

$800,000
Surplus fund.
400,000
Undivided profits.
76,178
National Bank Notes outstanding...
45,000
Dividends unpaid.
772
Individual deposits subject to check.
531,680
Due to other National Banks.
95,674

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

Geo. A. Whitney&Co.

78 26

in.

jc7eodlwtdtd

Grass Land al Auction.
THURSDAY. June 2Gth, at 6 o’clock P. M.,
we shall sell tne Haskell lot, nearly
opposite

jan24_

LIABILITIES.
stock

Am,JL.

the residence of Cvrus Thurlow’s, meadow road, East
Deering, Me. 17ns lot contains about 4Va acres, in
the highest state of cultivation. Will cut H or 9
tons of hay this year. This is one of the best lots in
this vicinity. Sale positive. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dlw
je20

MONEY

by calling on us before purchasing

CIo»e of BusincNa June 14th, 1S79.
93
00
00
55
98
00
83
98
00

ON

}

EDUCATIONAL.

in all kinds of Furniture,

RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts.$1,612,369
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
50,000
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages..
7,750
Due from approved reserve agents...
91,685
Due from other National Banks.
34,758
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
5,000
Current expenses and taxes paid.
7,437
Checks ami other cash items.
07,060
Bills of other Banks.
17,501
Fractional currency (including nick-

June 7,1879.

Sellii at Great Bargains.

Portland, in the State of Maine,
At the

BY

OP. M., June 25th. See adv’t in this paper.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

now

stocks of Furniture

—

Capital stock. $000,000 00
Surplus fluid
120,000 00

THE

PEABODY,

jnc21d3t

31,805,229

us to receive and
decide on
the claims of the
general creditors
against the insolvent estate of
Charles W. Strout, late of Portland, in said county,
we have appointed for our meetings to
receive proof of and act on such claims the office of
Frank C. Payson, No. 30 Exchange street, Portland, and the following days at 3 p. m., to wit:

the

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
to before me this 20th day

UIAB1LI TIES:

Commission on Estate
of Charles W. Stront.
Hon. Judge of Probate for Cumberland
County, having on June 3, 1870,commissioned

BUT

CimUITIlDC I
runm i unt;
We have

extending

Clapp,

TO

sworn

of

—

(■■NIBSMITH
SQBHHBfilZESEfAMERICAN
lCSflHHHHHBOHBBnI

RARE OPPORTUNITY

86

MAINE, County of Cumberland, s».
Chas. Payson, Cashier of the above-named
do
bauk,
solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to the best of ray knowledge and belief.

Island,

Whitehead and Cushing's Island, leaving
Portland at 9, 10.30 a. in., 2 and 3.30 p.
m., returning after each trip.
Wlieu either of the steamers are oil' on an excursion, or with picnic parties, the steamer “Mary W.
Libby’s” time table will not he iu force except' the
0 and 7.15. a. in., and (1.20 p. m. trips.
After July 1st, a 7.30 p. m. trip will he made returning from the island at 9 p. m.
The steamer “Mary W. Libby” will not leave from
Ferry slip as last season, but from the end of Custom House Wharf.
Fare down mi.l back 20 cents, Mix tickctM
for $1.00; Children IO cts. Arrangements for
Picnics or Excursions can be made with
J. 1. Id (111 Y. Manager,
Office, end of Custom House Wharf.
jne21
dtf

00

I,

Capital

STEAMER-GAZELLE,

13,500

♦

STATE OF

(1.40 A.M.
8.00
9.30
11.00
2.65 P.M.

5.30
0.40

—

Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.
8. rMRhnrRlnar officers.
xtapoaTlrf
Due to other National Banks.

—

to PEAKS’ INLAND nail

00
00

$300,000 00
60,000 00
145,184 27
266,000 00
210 81
199,163 86
48,500 00
3,248 22
10,036 00
27,756 99
31,119 OO
2,102 71

Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.

STEAMEBEXPBESS,*

EVERGREEN LANDING, as follows:
Leave
Leave
Leave
Portland. Peaks' Tsl'd, Scotts' Land'tj. Evcrareen.
5.45 A.M.
(1.30 A.M.
(1.10 A. M.
7.00
7.4(1
7.25

5,150
15,500

forty-eight
formerly

18*3,

Total ....••••...$1,093,321 86

CASCQ BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
CAPT. X. HASKELL,
and after Monday, June 23, 1879, make

52

00
48
05.803 09
445 07
33,220 34
3,716 75
4,485 55
8,851 99
8,414 00

JDue trom other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Current exrienses and taxes paid.
Checks and other cash items.
Exchanges for clearing-house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional currency (including nick-

New

a iuciv is

myl7

75,000
2,022

Other stocks, bonds,
mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...

Specie (including gold Treasury

197

HATTER,
Middle
Street,
eodtf

300,000 00

deposits.
and

notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

Linen Ulsters!

THE

Close of Busiuctw, June 14th, 1879.

southerly

southwesterly

—

Portland, in the State of Maine,
At the

following

forty-two,

COE,

—

Legal tender

v/u*

WEDNESDAY,

He has also

be bought for

Shetland

CENTS!

Hat.
St., Sign of Gold codtf

of
of
in-

Debtor, will sell at public or pritate sale on
the 25th day of June, A.D.1879, at
three o’clock in the afternoon on the
premises, subject to all incumbrances, all the right, title and interest which said Williams had on the tenth day of
April, A. D. 1879, the date of the tiling of his petition in said Court, and all our right, title and interest
as
Assignees as aforesaid, in and to
the
described
real estate, viz:
Lot
of
land with the buildings
thereon
numbered,
44
(old Number),
on
the
southwesterly side of State Street, in said Portland. Beginning at a point on said southwesterly side of State
street at the end of an imaginary line drawn from
said State street through the centre of the
partition
wall of the block of two
three-story brick dwelling
houses numbered (old Nos.) 42 and 44 respectively;
thence running southwesterly by the line of said lot
numbered
one hundred and forty-two feet
more or less; thence
eight feet more or less
to land formerly owned by Mrs. Wheeler;
thence
forty-one feet more or less by said
Wheeler land to land now or formerly of Wm. B.
Hayden; thence northerly
feet more or
less by land now or
of saiu Hayden and Luther E. Frost to corner of land of Samuel Kolfe;
thence northeasterly forty-one feet more or less by
said Rolfe’s land; thence northerly two feet more or
less by said Rolfe’s land; thence northeasterly one
hundred and forty-two feet by land of said Rolfe to
State street, striking said street at a point forty-one
and one-half feet from the point begun at; thenco
along said street forty-one and one half feet to point
begun at; being the same premises conveyed to said
Royal Williams by deed of .Joshua Converse, dated
recorded in Cumberland RegSeptember 17
istry of Deeds, Book 415, Page 377; and also a certain lot with the buildings thereon, situated on the
Southerly side of State Street in said Portland,
numbered, (old Number), 42 on said Street,
boundod North-westerly by house and land formerly belonging to .Joseph Adams deceased; Northeasterly by said Street, South-easterly by land now
or formerly owned by Nathaniel Ross and
another,
and
back from said Stieet about one hundred and thirty feet; and being the same premises
conveyed to said Royal Williams by deed of Charles
dated November 29, 1838, recorded in
Q.
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 160,1’age 207.
HENRY C.
I
AMi«neMl
GEORGE E. BIRD,
solvent

HATTER,

ENTIRE NEW STOCK

d3t

Assignees’ Sale of Real Estate.

SIX

TIIE

Inducement* Extraordinary for thi* Occa-

d3t

LARGE SALE OF

and

Celebration C

Sale of Real Estate.

SATURDAY,

ON

cents and up.

Shore to fold and put in your

AUCTION.

SATURDAY, June 21st,

the 21st day of .June, at 3 P.
M.. I shall sell the Real Estate belonging to
tbe estate of Daniel K. Reed, situated on
northerly
side of Montreal Street. Said
property consists of a
2Vz story House and Stable, with Lot of land 40x
90 feet. Full particulars can be found iu Portland
Daily Advertiser of this date. Terms easv.
CLARENCE HALE, Assignee of 1>. K. Reed.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

STRAW

and

Top Carriage, trimmed with brown
cloth, quite light; must be sold to close consignment.
One New Ton Buggy, light and
stylish.
One Second-hand Phaeton.
One Second-hand Carryall.
Three New Harnesses.
juel 9d3t

Assignee’s

Boys’ White & Mixed Straws
Something New, Light Band and
Binding, 75c, 87c, $1.00, $1.25.

sound and kind.
New Extension

ON

BOYS’

up.

Celebrated Coucortl Harnro

at 12 o’clock, wo
shall sell the Block of 3 three-story Brick
Stores and Tenements situated on the
northerly side
of Fore street, and numbered
231, 233 and 23&.The
lot has a frontage on Union street. The above property is well rented and will be sold to the highest
bidder. Terms liberal ond made known at sale.
V. O. BAILEl' A t'O., Auctioneers.
junlG
dl w

YORK.

Children’s Straw Hats

Me.
10 A. H.

•Saturday, June 21, at II A. HI.,
Bay Horse, 9 years old. will weigh 1000 lbs, good
driver and good worker, kind in all harness
work,
double or
single; safe for any one to drive, good
reliable family horse, warranted sound and kind.
9
Gray Mare, years old, will weigh 900 lbs, good
roadster, safe for any oue to drive, not afraid of
anything, will work anyvfhere, will make good
mare for livery business.
Bay Colt, 5 years old, will weigh about 925 lbs,
good roadster,safe for anybody to drive, very stylish,
sound and kind, and warranted.
G/ay Colt, 4 years old, will weigh 900 lbs, sound
and kind, good roadster, will
step quite sharp, afraid
of nothing, safe for
any oue to drive, warranted

AT

SELLS

HATS

THE BOSS HAT

Insolvency

Will open this day a very Fine Line of

VERY

SOFT

FROM NEW

Bags 87

Saturday, July 12th, 1870, Saturday, August 10th,
1870, Wednesday, December, 3d, 18.0.
Said
HENRY W. SWASEY, (

And.

units//jr

the

Saturday at

Valuable Real Estate

COE

m

Undivided profits.

for

Foreign

nmi

mm run

BLOCK.

physicians.

WM. E.

my28td

O. I. c.

Hats for Large Men.
and Dark Trimmings
ou all kinds of Straw Hats.

•

Congress Street,

REME-

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

new

according to plans and specifications to be found at
the office of Mr. John B.
Straw, Lewiston, will continue to be received at said office until June 25th.
The committee reserve the
right to reject any and
all bids.
Per order Building Committee.
Lewiston. May 20, 1870.

AND SPECIAL.

DY is purely Vegetable, and is used by the

CONVINCE YOU.
Send for Pamphlet to

for furnishing materials for and putPROPOSALS
roof of
ting
Trinity Church, Lewiston,

Manilla Straw Hats and a
assortment of Straw

W. E. PLUMMER

Dropsy

advice of
It
has stood the test of
time for ,‘JO
and
years,
the utmost reliancemay
be placed in it.
ONE
M ILL
TRIAL

*_

PROPOSALS.

largo

$2.00 PER PAIR !

a case of
with perfect sucI did not treat the patient, but four attending
physicians had given up the case as hopeless.
HUNT’S REMEDY was then used with perfect success, and the patient is well. I shall give HUNT’S
REMEDY in Dropsical and Kidney Diseases.
C. H. Bleckkn, M. D.
cess.

PPEASANT

Fancy Mixed Straws,
7oe, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

AT

Minneapolis, Minn., April 7, 1878.
Clarke,—Dear Sir: I saw HUNT’S

REMEDY used in

Boarders Wanted.
Rooms with good board, can be obtamed at No 03 Spring St at $3.50 per week.
jne21
2w*

and up.
Men’s

Abdominal Corsets

seven

ANDROSCOGGIN

!

Street, Portland,

Auction Sale Every

"imiMwmn—Ti—

on

PREFERABLE

Plum

the best

ALSO

will

The shipments of the Auburn shoo factories
show a decided revival in that branch of business.
The total number for the week ending
AVednesday, was 1,114. and -weight of leather
received 131,301 pounds. In the corresponding
week of 1878, there were shipped 400 cases and
74,537 pounds of leather received.

see

PROPOSALS.

Good Hats.

,

AKTlOAEEHS,

Agenh for

■-'

TOUR

tion the best bargains ever offered
at these prices.
Be sure and examine before
purchasing if you want to save
money.

455

F. 0. BAILEY A CO

CONSULTATION

258 Middle Street, over II. H. Hav’-s.

Good Goods at Low Prices

per PAIR !

pocket, 21G,-

ax

principles

If you want to be astonished .call and
Organ in the world for the money.

ii
Money
$1.00

deceased,

Hospital Sunday.—It may be well to remind our readers that tomorrow is Hospital
Sunday, so that they may not fail to put their
It is very desirous
purses in their pockets.
that a generous and cordial response be made
to the appeal of the directors of the Hospital
for the support and encouragement of this
large and practical charity.

on
scientific
FREE.

jne-Jl

I have uow iii stock
hue of Corsets to be

AUCTION SALKS.

J. D. CHENEY & CO.

1ST

005._

Wm.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

have opened n Hospital for the cure of
Mick and Diseased Nlusienl Instruments of
nU kinds. Organs and IHelodeons troubled
with short breath or wheeziness treated

Weekly List of Patents

Machigonne Encampment.
The following officers have been chosen
the ensuing year:
C. P.—Chas. M. Henry.
H. P.—Henry C. Skillings.
S. W.—Fdward A. Chase.
J. W.—Chas. H. Ball.
Recording Scribe—Chas. F. Plummer.
Treasurer—Stephen K. Dyer.

BARGAINS

Availed with woods or sandy shelf,
Ever doubling on itself.
Flows the stream, so still and slow,
That it hardly seems to flow.

day five

of them and others are on the way,
two from Philadelphia and three from Boston.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Farmington.
Friday, June 20.

gor, the 26th inst.:
Marshal Cram, chairman; J. L. Chamberlain, S. J. Young, Benj. Greene, J. B. Booker,
Frank Adams. John I
Swift, John Furbish,
F rank E. Roberts.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

will discourse some fine music.
The fair
closes Monday evening with a grand concert.

BRUNSWICK.

At the Republican caucus held here Thursday the following delegates were elected to attend the Republican state convention at Ban-

B.

W.

of money taken and some drawers
containing valuable papers.
A young son of Augustus Storer cut an ugly
gash in his leg Thursday by jumping on to a
pieco of glass or broken crockery while at

Laps.

Dunkerson.26
Small---.24
Barry.25
Rounds.23
Gay.25
Parker.20
Collins.26
Chapman
.23
Briggs. .22
Taylor.25

the

to

Yarmouth.
Boring’s flour mill was entered
by thieves, sometime during
Wednesday
night, and the safe flown open, but only a

Grover—27 miles, 2 laps.
Edwards—25 miles, 13 laps.
The total score is as follows:

The delegates go

attributed

were

Mr. Ansel B.

MASSACHUSETTS TEAM.

Maine

Wednesday’s

m

Respectfully yours,
Portland, June 20, 1870.

MAINE TEAM.

more.

Yesterday

and

morrow

Miss Balkwell.

as

“Central Railroad

___

Executor.

Court.

anniversary at
evening, at 7.30 p. m.

ill-

the
Mr. Thurlow was about 55 years of
age,
a native of
Westbrook, and was for a long
time settled in trade at Abbott’s Corner.
He

the net income of his real and
paying expenses of administration and a few small bequests, and appointed trustees to manage his estate and pay his widow her
proportion of the income. She waived the provision
in the will and petitioned for allowance out of the
present estate.
The court entered a decree allowing her $10,000
and appointed commissioners to set out her dower

brate their 46th

walkers as well

A 11-

liver.

after

Municipal

_

Deering Thursday night, after a long
ness.
His disease was enlargement
of

his wife one-third of

BEFORE

A

in

of

Locke,

T

Death of Cyrus Thurlow.
Mr. Cyrus Thurlow died at his late residence

before judge cleaves.

Webb & Haskell.

Pn«nn

Elder H. S. Lobirger, Philadelphia; Mr. Allister Harlow, Milton, N. S.; John A. Hnaey,
Bostonr Elder Andrew Linkletter, Mrs. M.
E. Reynolds, Mrs. J. G. Reynolds, Mrs. Marston, Lubec, Me.; Henry McLaughlin and wife,
Mrs. B. F. Abbott, Mrs. Geo. Littlefield, Albion, Me.; Frank O. Ellis, Swampscotj, Mass.
A number are expected to arrive
today.

ng sentence will be imposed upon Charles Elias
Prescott for the murder of Harry Williams, and
John Goddard for an assault and battery.
Notice to Counsel—Court will adjourn Saturday
afternoon and all unfinished business must be completed before that time.

personal estate,

\fioa

Mmard, Milton, N. S.; Elder Clias. Drake
and wife, Mr. Brewer Wing and wife, Albion,
Me.; Elder J. L. Darsie, Danbury, Ct.; Elder
J, W. Bobbins, Lexington, Ky.; Elder D. O.
Thomas, St. John, N.B.; Mrs. Solomon Mcionald, Miss Augusta McDonald, Miss Jennie
Giles, Miss Ida Webster, Haverhill, Mass.;

Superior Court.

jury

Block,

evening at

as a

find children’s Colored Silk
Mitts at W. E. Plummer’s, 455 Congress St.,
Clapp’s Block.
jul9-3t

upon the

Benediction.
this year.

7 o'clock.
Elder Murray of
Portland opened the meeting, after which
Brothers Price,Haney and Minot were selected

can

was

graduates

worship, Mercantile Hall, Farrington

Extra Bargains in Grass and Silk Fringes
at 37c, 50c, 60c, 75c, 87c, $1.00 and $1.25 per
yard at W. E. Plummer’s, 455 Congress street,
Clapp’s Block.
jul9-3t

'Jibe civil
tled bjr the parties after the morning hour.

uo

Disciples of Christ.
The New England yearly meeting of tlie
Disciples of Christ opened at their place of

Colors.
Strongest, six-cord, full length, no
knots. Gold Medals.
Pronounced best. Sold

BEFORE JUDGE BONNET.
oftse assigned for trial yesterday

Child.

Hymn.

Ladies’ use Coat’s Cotton.—Best Thread
for Sewing Machines.
White, Black and

Ladies, you

Mary

Piano Solo—Cachouclia Caprice.Raff
Miss Florence Wetmore.
Essay .St. Catharine's Centennial
Miss Carrie Emmons.
Duo—Grande Marche Triomphe
Kuhe
The misses Putnam and Emmons.
Giving of Testimonials.
Address.

Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts, postage free.

everywhere.

Sunbeams

Florence Wetmore.
Buctte—Polka Brillante. Licliner
Miss

500 different Styles Straws. Merry, Hatter.

Hale, assignee,

Song.Tryolerwelse

Essay.

Masons all take their old Silk Hats to Coe
to be renovated.

itself; the onlyhas to make is that the
friend who secured a copy from Miss Balkwell
and brought it to this office stated that the
the Press

excuse

lines were original:
Mr. Editor, Dear Sir:—If you will bo kind
enough to read the last part of Jean Ingelow’s
P°®ni “Honors,” you will find the lines, which

bunk.

Prayer.

Marche tiree du Capriccio, Op. 32
Mendelssohn
Tlie Misses Hill and DeVeber.
Recitation.St. Anthony’s Sermon to the Fishes
Mies Florence Kanada,

harnesses, &c.

northerly

m.

St. Katharine’s Hall.
The annual closing exercises of St. Catharine’s Hall in Augusta, were observed Thursday afternoon, and there was the usual good
attendance.
The exercises
were of
the
most interesting character, reflecting great

and

watches

7%’

■Sunday evening meeting at Congress Hall. Commencing at 7 % o’clock. Hon. Benj, F. Kingsbury
and others, will address the meeting. All are invited.
_'

the Hatter’s New Ad.

morning diamonds,
silver plated ware.

at 9 a. m.
Scats fietj,

Preble Chapel, Corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday School to-morrow at 2 p. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m.
A Temperance meeting at 7% p.m.
Free to all.
Williston Church, Cor. Thomas and Carroll Sts.
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10%
a. m. by the pastor. Sabbath School at 3
p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 % p, m.
Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A.S. Ladd, Pas
tor. Preaching at 10% a. nv and 3 p. m. by the
pastor. The Sermon in the afternoon will be the
fourth in the series to young people.
Sunday School
at 1%. Social meetings at 0% and 7% p. m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
the park—Rev. T. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor. Sabbath School at 1.45 p. in.
Preaching by the pastor
at 3 p. m. Social meeting at 7 Vi p. m.
Pine St. Methodist Church.—Rev J. F. Hutchins, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. in.
Prayer meeting 7 % p. m.
E^“First Parish—Rev. E. C. Guild, of Waltham,
Mass, will preach tomorrow.
EyThe Origin and continued prevalence of Evil.
Moral, Social and Physical, will be the theme of
Rev. Mr Dalton’s discourse
at St. Stephen's
uhurch tomorrow morning, being Hospital Sunday.
U3r"The Temerauce Union willhold their regular

Young Men’s Nobby Straw Hats only 75
cents, former price 81-00.
Maher, Falmouth
Hotel Hat Store.
ju21d3t

81.00; they
Congress

Phelps Prayer meeting
ui.

Sabbath School at 10

New Jerusalem Church, New
High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Services to-morrow
morning at 10% o’clock. Preaching by the Pastor
Sabbath School at 12 m.

Unsurpassed the assortment of Bretonne
and French
Laces, and Rucliings with
Bretonne Edges, which H. X. Nelson & Co.,
are selling for 25 cents per
ju21d3t
yard.

443

m.

following explains

A very fair audience was in attendance last
evening, but nothing of especial interest occurred until the latter part of the race when
the excitement was intense, both among the

y, ill.

“What must we do to be saved?” An able TheoNew York will address the
meeting.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching Services at 10% a.m. and

opened this morning.
G. W. Rich & Co.,
175 Fore Street.

Large and Finest Stock Straws.

Have you tried

u.OD

logian from

d2t

Lots of nice suits

uicaiiiK

Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday school at 1% p. m. Young people’s meeting at
0%., and prayer meeting at 7% p. m.
High St. Church.—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching at 10% a. m. Sabbath School at 12 m.
Sabbath School anniversary at 7%.
t^-There will be a Liberal meeting at the Sons
of Temperance Hall, Sunday at 2%
p. m. Subject-

Knights

Come and

o

Carter of Lawrence Mass, will preach tomorrow.
collection will be taken in the afternoon in aid of
the Maine General Hospital.
Second Advent Church. Union Hall. 87 Free
St.—Preaching Sunday at 10% a. m. and 3 p.m., by

year.

close.
83.00 a
ju21

w^ic

A

Rare Chance to
buy a carriage will be
offered to-day at the Auction Sale at Store
13 Exchange street,
20 new and
stylish
carriages from the celebrated manufactory of
Louis Cook will be sold without reserve at 10
o’clock. Every carriage will be warranted for
one

a

Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m.
Second Parish Church, Congress
St., Corner
Pearl.—C. A. Dickinson, pastor elect. Rev. Mr.

Correction.

Maine Still Leads by 5 Miles and 19 Laps.

a

Co.—3.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

G. W. Rich &

Shawls—J.

Library Hall, Farrington Block, CongresglSt.,

every Lord's Day as follows: Preaching at 10y2 a.
m.
Observe the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of bread and to prayer at 3 p. ni.
Prayer meeting at 7y2 p. m. All are invited.
India St. Universalist C’HURCn.—Rev. C. AHayden, pastor. To-merrow will be observed as
Children’s Sunday, at 3 p.m. the pastor will address
the Childreu, in the Evening at 7% there will be

TOURNAMENT.
Tho

tabbath

Uhipn Square.

Waldoboro, G.

THE BEAN POT

of Gold Boot.

BROWN,
The

Shoe

Dealer.

my29

eodtf

HiVIKO SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
Can have it Permanently Removed.

MRS. DR. FARRINGTON,
a

PIANO COVERS.

student of Mrs. Dr. Lozier. Dean of the New York
for Women, who will remain for a short

Opening

Fresh Stock, in
Beautiful Designs.

College

time at

20 Brown

Street,

near

Congress.

She has the only unfailing remedy for removing

radically

and
all annoying disfigurements from the cheeks chin, brow, arms etc., without
or injury to the skin.
Ladies who in vain
tried the various Depilatories in use may apply with
a certainty of perfect success to Mrs. DR. FAR-

permanently

STOOLS

pain

UPRIGHT PIANOS

RINGTON.

ORGrANS

Acid*, C'nuMtic, Uim* or other iujuriou* Ingredient* used.
nil's. Dr. Farriugtou Removes
the Worst Cases of Freekles, Moth, Patches, Sallowuess, Tan, Pimples, Black Heads, Flesh Worms,
Salt Khcum, King Worms, Premature Wriukles
&c-, &e._joSOdlw*

No

FIRE

3 Free St.

Block,

PORTLAND.

Samuel Thurston,
je5

tf

WORKS,

FLAGS AND

LANTERNS,

FOR JULY 4T1I.
England Laboratory, C. E. Marten, Pyrotechnist, Factory, Boston Highlands, Mass’ as
manufacturers, offer to the trade, to the public,
and private committees, clubs or individuals, the
largest, best and most complete line of goods at the
The New

lowest prices.
For City, Town or Individual
Display*,
our work enunot be excelled.
Our
Box Collection*
of
Firework*
are.

unequalled.
We offer a full stock of
connected with
the trade at low rates andeverything
of the best quality. Send
for our Price List and Descriptive
Programme for
Public and Private Exhibitions.
B. T. WELLS, Hole Agent,
Halesrooin, 18 Hawley St., near Milk Hi.,
Boston.
j»el4
dlaw3wS&w3w

FANCY HOSIERY.
The choicest styles. We sell at
the Lowest Prices.
You

can

always rely

on our

goods.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
my9

493 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

I

MAINE CITIES.
Steamer Mount Desert, the new boat,arrived
Sullivan yesterday at 4 o’clock p. m.,
] oaving that place at 8 o’clock a. m., touching

Press Correspondents.

rom

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

Thursday, June
E. T.

Gile, Esq.,

lias one

it Gouldsboro and also her regular landings,
lancock, Lamoino, Bar and S. W. Harbors
>eer Isle, having about 200 excursionists on
ioard, all of them declaring that it was one of

19.

tlie finest

of

residences in Auburn.
A party of carpenters started to-day for
New Jersey, where they will erect a set of
buildings for C. M. Bailey, Esq., of Win-

llio best occasions

Slarine Railway, have her rigging refitted, botom coppered, be
painted and receive other
leeessary repairs.
Steamer Hercules went out

value, and all of more
merit, were presented the happy
pair, and congratulations were received
from all present. The evening passed very
pleasantly, and the occasion will not soon
be forgotten by the participants.
An invitation having been tendered to
the Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of
Maine, through our two local lodges, to lay
the corner stone of the new Trinity church
with Masonic honors, in the Episcopal
form, we understand he declines. The G.
M. however, will consent to officiate if the
them of considerable

absence.

on

The machinery for the lake Auburn
steamer has arrived.
The opening, Monday, at the Lake Auburn Hotel will be a brilliant affair.
Ara Cushman & Co. are placing a lathe
and other machinery in the front basement
of their factory.
Owen Ryan, a Portland runaway boy,
was captured on the in train last evening,
and to-day was conducted home by officer

Heath.

Hon. J. P. Swasey of Canton, was at the
Elm House yesterday.
We are under obligation to Brother Nelligan for another token of his good will. It
is placed in a convenient nook in our home;
burglars beware; ’tis a staff of mighty pro-

portions.

Police News—Mary J. Ryan made busi-

for the officers last evening. She entered a contplaint against Thos. Robinson
and John Conley for single sale of liquors.
Warrants were promptly executed, and officers quickly dispatched for the alleged offenders. Tom and John toed the mark before his honor this morning, but Mary was
not to be found, and so another case
It would be well to
slumped through.
keep these complainants in durance vile
until they are wanted to testify.
Matthew Sweeney, Mark Kenny and
John Buckley (no claim set in for any kin
to the Apostles) snoozed off another drunk
in the lock-up last night.
They came before the court with radiant smiles, which
softened the severity of His Honor in a
marked degree, and the offenders were released on the payment of $1 and costs.
Matthew couldn’t raise the necessary, and
was placed in
charge of the Colonel until
his friends come to his relief.
Hotel arrivals—DeWitt, 27; Marston, 15;
Elm, 25.
ness

SACO AND BIDDEFORD.
June 20.

Schooner Richmond is at Snow, I’carson &
Co’s, wharf being repaired.
Schooner Nellie Cushing lies at Snow’s
wharf waiting for a freight, and Carrie L.
Hix at Railroad wharf in same condition.
The H. D. Holstead lies at Atlantic wharf
receiving new rails and hatches.
A large number of people were on board the
steamers Cambridge and Lewiston upon their
The most of them were
irrival last evening.
bound west.
The Univcrsalist pulpit will be occupied
next Sunday afternoon by Rev. Mr. Vinal
'Unitarian), of Kennebunk, in exchange with
Itcv. W. T. Stowe, regular pastor.
Mr. A. Ross Weeks is fast recovering from
lie severe cut he received upon his arm last
week.
The high and grammar school scholars relcarse their entertainment entitled the “Great.
Republic.” which is to be presented to the pubic at Farwcl Hall on the evening of July 2d,
ruder the management of Mr. J. H. Hagar of
S'ew York, almost every evening after school.
to
Braliam’s Vaudeville Company failed
put in an appearance at Farwoll Hall last evesome
means.
ning as per bills, by
At a Republican caucus held at City Hall
ast evening the following delegates
were
diosen to attend the State Convention to be
reld at Bangor next Thursday: Ward 1, A. I),
bird and G. M. Hicks; 2, It. C, Rankin and R.
[). Wooster; 3, Davis Tillson and T. P. Pierce;
1, W. J. Wood and II. M. Wise; 5, O. A. Kalloch and D. W. Mortland; ti, E. It. Glover and
l’liomas Colson; 7, S. M. Bird and Timothy
Williams—14.
Fifteen alternates were then
vliosen, and the delegates were authorized to
till vacancies.
The bill poster that wears brass buttons
should coniine his statements more strictly to
truth. The Haines affair has brought enough
of grief upon our people without him reporting
untrue murders about our streets.
Sailed yesterday, schooner Sunbeam for Bangor to load lumber for the West.
Arrived yesterday, schooner Empress from

Portland,

to

repair.

One intention of marriage has been entered
the city clerk’s book this week.
Rev. G. R. Palmer is quite ill with erysipelas
in his face, and probably will not be able to ocHe has not yet
cupy his pulpit next Sunday.
engaged anyone to fill his place.
Revs. J. J. Blair, E. G. Eastman and W, C.
Barrows will occupy their respective pulpits as
usual Sunday.
Hotel arrivals—Lynde 29, Thorndike 30, and
Lindsey 19.
One real estate transfer to-day, Hattie B.
Bean to Abbie S. Sawyer, land and buildings
on the corner of Pacific and Linden streets.
Mr. James Butler refuses to pay his $3 and
costs imposed upon him by Judge Hicks for
drunkenness, and still remains in the city den.
Mr. John Thornton was taken before Judge
Hicks this morning and fined $1 and costs for
being found on a fence last evening drunk. He
was released and the fine will be remitted if he
pays the costs.
WATERVILLE.

Boston and Maine station, last night ten
kegs of hop lager marked John Walsh, Biddeford, and two barrels bottled lager with
a private mark.
A quantity of the above
keg lager was taken to the State assayer in
Portland for analysis to-day.
They also

lager

at the East-

depot in Biddeford on the arrival of the
freight this morning.
The walls for the new building back of
city building, Biddeford, are being laid ;
the job is fast approaching completion.
Sunday services in Saco morning and
afternoon, except at First Parish, the after-

ern

2 o’clock

Rev. Mr.
service is discontinued.
Bean of the M. E. church and Rev. Mr.
Parsons of Storer street Baptist will exchange one service; Main street Baptist
will be supplied, by whom the committee
are unable yet to decide.
At the Second Congregational church,
Biddeford, next Sunday, will be given to
the 51st anniversary of the Bible School.
At 10.30 a. m. there will be a historical
sketch by Dr. Thomas Haley, followed by
In the
an address by Hon. E. H. Gove.
evening, the pastor Rev. Mr. Merrill will
preach to Bible School workers to be followed by a prayer and conference meeting
noon

Ill me interest ox lixe

scuuux.

x in;

music

will be appropriate for the occasion under
the management of Prof. E. A. Gowcn.
The graduating exercises of Saco high

school will occur Monday evening. The
programme will be published Monday.
Joe Place, at Smith’s Corner, was visited

sheriffs this noon, and a small quantity
of the ardent found upon his person. Joe
can be interviewed at Biddefurd Police
Court to-morrow morning.
A new piano for the Goose Ilock House,
was delivered from Andrews' music room
to Mr. Arthur Hamilton, to-day.

by

AUGUSTA.

Friday, June

20.

The walking match between Shea and
off

Murphy came
Granite Hall, before
and

a

last

large

evening

at

excited

and

audience.
rapid
gait, making the first mile in 7m 47sec.
Murphy left the track after walking two
miles and seventeen laps, on the ground
that Shea stepped on his (Mr. Murphy’s)
heels, which is very often the case in every
race.
The trouble is Murphy can’t stand
and take his medicine with the Shea boy.
Both men started off at a

After the walk a man offered to bet five
hundred against three that Shea could beat
Murphy in any spot or place.
Will walking ever cease? There is prospect of a match between two leading hors*
merchants of this city, Mr. James Keegan
and Byron Savage.
Jimmy proposes to
run six miles while Byron walks four and
one-half miles, said walk to take place in

Cobweb Hall one week from signing
articles.
Mr. Rice, who was run over by the In-

sane Hospital team Barnum’s
in a critical condition.

day,

is

lying

The stable connected with the Central
House is being repaired.
The Augusta House under the new pro-

Millikeu,
prietor,
the travelling public.
Mr.

Ex-Gov. Coburn

is

was

day. The Governor

is

filling

the wants of

in this city yesterlooking remarkably

well.
Rev. Isaac Meed will preach at the
Mr.
Universalist church next Sabbath.
Mead was a resident of this city for many
years.

Friday, June 20.
Rep ublican caucus Saturday evening.
T)
$50 bill which was passed on Ed. Kelley f Fairfield, and pronounced counterfeit,
piv ves to be genuine.
Pickets for Barnum’s will be sold at J. S,
Carter's at a slight advance,to those wishing to
*

A

special

train will

run

tonight

from

West
to attend

Waterville to bring those who wish
Pinafore.
A concert will be given at North Vassalboro

Saturday evening for

the benefit of the Catholic church at that town. Some of the best talent from Waterville will take part.
The entertainment will close with a farce entitled
“Aunt Betsey’s Beaux.”
It is reported that Braham’s troupe has disbanded.
They were advertised to play here
Saturday evening. Quite a disappointment to
those holding complimentary tickets.
Th© students ot Colby University. bold tWoir
first annual meeting for contests in athletic
sports today. The weather was fine and great
interest was manifested by the students.
In
the morning a game of base ball was played on
the campus between the Scare Crows and
The players wore students
Pumpkin Vines.
who had never played ball before. It afforded
But two innings were
great amusement.
played. Next came a game between the Colbys and the Conglomerates of Waterville,
which resulted 18 to 6 in favor of Colbys. Taking into consideration that this is the first time
the Conglomerates have played since their organization, they play a good game. In the afternoon tlioso participating in the contests assembled at the trotting park, where the following programme was successfully carried out:
Five mile go-as-you-please, throe'entries, won
by J. E. Chase in 34m. 14s.
Putting shot
(weight 34 lbs.) won by Worcester, 18ft 24in.
Hop, skip and jump, won by Collins, 37ft. 3in.
Standing long jump, w'on by Worcester, 10ft.

night.
City mortality

Gunning long jump, won by Worcester,
Throe standing long jumps, won by
29ft. 7in, One mile walk, won by
Clark, 9m. 23s. Throwing hammer (weight 13
pounds) won by Bailey, 62 ft. lOin. One hundred yard dash, five entries, won by-,
lOJscc. Standing high jump, won by George
won

won

base

ball,

by Phillips,

Throwing

lmiu. 2sec.

run,

Threo legged
by Judkins, 287ft.
race, won by Crawford and Dennison. Potatoe
race (4 entries) won by Worcester. The tug of
war was omitted.
Referee, A. L. McFadden.
won

W. A. R.

preaches

at

Damariacotta

The click of the lawn mower is

heard since

Mr. Fred Mcl-ellau’s steam yacht America
is lying at Moulton’s.
The Bowdoins play the Resolutes on the
Delta Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Win. H. Fogg, the stylish clothier, lias
accepted the agency for Oak Hall, Boston, in
this eitv.
Mr. Fomr’s line of cent's furnishing goods shows great taste in selection.
of
A party
three nimrods, yesterday, at Wiscasset, were in a boat on the pond when one of
the number tired at an eagle, standing in the
boat as he did so. The discharge knocked him
overboard but the eagle was uninjured.
Columbian Hall was crowded last night at
Dunrez & Benedict’s minstrel entertainment,
and in the audience were many of the best
people in the city. The stars were heartily
welcomed and they kept everybody laughing
through the evening. The clog dancing was
especially fine.
The Republicans hold a caucus for the election of delegates to the state convention, at
City Hall Monday evening.On the steamer Mt. Desert,
Thursday, a
meeting of the excursionists was presided
over by Rev. Mr. Chase of this city, Mr. Morse
A resolution of
of Boston acting as secretary.
congratulation was unanimously passed and
tendered to the officers of the company.
The influenza is prevalent.
Sail boats and yachts are in demand.
Are we to have
band
concerts on the
At Grace church Sunday Rev. Mr. Gregson
lectures morning and evening on “Confirmation.”
Bath now has a G, A. R. peanut stand.
Five runaways havo occurred during the
last 24 hours.
The cold weather
has greatly
damaged
plants and early vegetables hereabout.
Mr. Henry Carter, while sailing through the
reach this afternoon was capsized, and rescued
by two boys in a row boat.
The train for the Republican State Convention will leave Bath at G o’clock
Thursday
morning instead of "Wednesday as published
in the notice of the general arrangement of
trains.

series of burglaries perpetrated last
night. The thieves enter ed Mrs. Sarah
Hagar’s house on Ploasant street, by way of
the cellar, and carried off about $100 worth of
silver ware.
They also obtained entrance to
Mr. McFad den’s boarding house on Center
street, went into his sleeping room and took
his pants into another room to search but
Mr.
found only a knife which they took.
John Perkin’s house on
Front street was
visited: entrance was effected by forcing the
door. They took his watch and the contents
of his trowsers pockets going to within three
where he was sleeping to get the
feet of
articles. When they retired they put one of
Mr. Perkin’s stockings under the door to" prevent it squeaking.
Capt. Jas. Theobald’s
li ouse on Front street was also entered. Capt.
Theobald and wife were out to an entertainment during the evening and on returning
home at a late hour found the doors open but
Odiorne's
missed nothing.
Mr. Samuel
family were awakened by hearing some one
down
but
stairs,
moving
investigation failed to
find anybody.
A young man
returning home from the
strawberry festival at a late hour reports
two
men
returning from Mrs. Hagar’s
seeing
to two
yard, and some suspicion attaches
men who were put off the down Pullman last
night, but aside from those no definite clue to
the burglars has been obtained.
r. vv. e. jsiancnaiu or ims place is going to
run his
steamer Una from Skowhegan to
Norridgewock to connect the Maine Central
two
Rrilroad;
trips to bo made each way
over a

Willard of Dresden fractured two ribs
■while wrestling with Frank Call, Wednesday.
John
Sidney, well known to Squirrel
Capt.
and Capital Island sojourners, was in town

the

culvert

Wanted.
to take

SITUATION
competent lady.
M. li.
a

jnel8

care

of

an

invalid wanted by

Enquire of
PALMER, 230 Middle St.
dlw

Partner Wanted.
old established paying business, with a capiital of from live to six thousand dollars. Address
P.O.Box 1015, “BUSINESS.”
dtf
my20
an

IN

BOARD.
Country Board.

Excellent

IN

pleasant location, only
railway station, on the Grand

a very healthful
one mile from

Trunk.

Address

jne‘20dlw*

and

F., Portland

H.

Boarders Wanted.
board alone or hoard with lodging can be
obtained by applying to
NO. 104 FRANKLIN STREET.
jnelOdtf

TABLE

Sunday

as

follows:

J. C.

Rev.

HAS

LOCATED AT

(Near the G. T. Depot.)

J. P.
All

SM&Wtf

WESCOTT,
AND

Masonry, Jobbing

ly attended to.
anteed.

and Boiler Setting promptPerfect ventilation in Sewers guar-

Office and Residence No. 0 Hill Street.
128 Exchange St.. Portland.

Order Box

my!3

dBm

and from Boston.

Also per Star of the East.
patterns and other articles, reliably and
satisfactorily attended to in person by one of the
proprietors, Mr. Little, who acts as the Company’s
messenger on the “Star.” Terms reasonable. E. II.
Turner, Agent; W. H. Field, Teamster.
Office Front St., under Coluinbinn House.

jne!4

FOR SALE.
SHOE STORE, iu

a

good location,

of

the

A best thoroughfares in Portland, and doing
good business.
Apply at 565 Congress street,
Portland, Me.
one

a

MANIJREFOR SALE.
C. L.
m}22dlf

Ntable

JEWELL,

1££ Center Street*

FKONT ST.,

BATH,

ap2

eodtf

C. W.

References:—S. C. Gordon, M. D., C. W. Bray, M.
J. H. Kimball, M. D.
dee23

D., J. Swan, M. D.,

Llewellyn Kidder,
Attorney

and

CounseUor-at-Law,

51 1-2 Exchange Sit., Portland, Me.
je2
d3m

FRONT
<ne5

d3w

SMITH& SON,

STREET,*1BATH,

ME.
d3vr

iaeu,

fanic

quality,

on

Respectfully yours,
ALEX TRIPPET, Chemist,
FRANCIS E. ENGLEHARD, M. D.
UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON A CO.,
18 Beaver St., New York,
my 31
S,T&ThGm

WTMTwi!

OR. C. .f. CHENEY,
Dentist

HOUSE, No. 5 Oak street, with 11 good
Rooms, Double Parlors, airy and pleasant,
with Cornices and Centre Pieces, Rath Room, Alas
and Sebago. This house is centrally located; well
situated for a business man. Will be sold at a great
bargain to close an estate, if applied for at once to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,

BRICK

Exchange Street,

No. 93

COTTAGE

FOR

Sale

J. W.

ap29eodtf

THE

the Maine

on

office, &c. This is known as the Win. Buxton property, and is one of the best farms in the County; will
sell the whole or a part as desired, and any parties
will do well to examine this properas it will be sold at a
for further particular call on
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
35 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

bargain

ty before purchasing
to close the estate,

on

Cedar St. will

s

a remedy which will cure Consumption and Dyspepsia, and should therefore attract the attention of

is

the entire world.
PHOSPHATINE
is a great boon to nervous people. Hundreds of business men in Boston and elsewhere are loud in their
praises of what it lias done for them.
PHOSPHATINE
is the true tonic for women afffeted with weakness
and uterine diseases of whatever character.

be

I>c Lei

MORRILL’S CORNER.—Do
Room and Kitchen
At ing
Good stable,

l)le Parlors, Dinrst floor and five
large ot. Rent §300.

CONSUMPTION,

by leading physicians.
PHOSPHATINE

carpets

A Nice lirick lions;

lor

The
chemical food is not a nauseous medicine
hut is as pleasant to the taste as a glass of good wine.
It can be and is taken at meal time in the same way
as the juice of the grape.
Its use is recommended

a

if wanted. This is one of the most cosy and desirable houses in the city at a moderate
L. TAYLOR,
Apply to
Real Estate Dealer, 385 Congress st.
tf
i.iy2P

ir

|

PHOSPHATINE
immediately benefits puny and sickly children, and
that most terrible disease, Rickets, is speedily cured
by it. PHOSPHATINE is fully described in our
Pamphlet, which shows that many diseases hitherto
considered incurable, come within the easy range of
this valuable Food-Remedy. jjg^*Send for a copy.
Prepared by Dr. <«co. E. Au*tiu A Co.,'
90 milk Ml.. Boa toil.

■%VIiolc*ale Agent*—John W.Perkin* A Co.
W. F. Phillip* A Co., Portland.
Sold at retail by all druggists throughout the State.

CORNS.

my29tf

At Woodford’s Corner.
Class 2 story new house For Sale Very Low.
Enquire of T. H. MANSFIELD, or NEWELL
EPSON.my24tf

DR. CARLTON has returned and will be at his

1ST

office,

16 MARKET
HU; until June 21st.
Corns, Bunions and Bail
Nails removed without

pain, and

satisfaction

given.

myl7eodtf

SUFFERp HUMANITY

THE

JOY to

the Thornton Mansion, and belonging to the
estate of the late Emery Moody, deceased.
The
above is>one of the most attractive and desirable locations in this vicinity for a Summer Residence,
commanding a fine view, and being within a few
minutes walk of the P. S. & P. R. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland. Saco, Old Orchard or
Ubby’s Beach. For terms ana particulars enquire of

Let the sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
glad that there is ONE that can CURE all your diseases, or greatly modify vour sufferings, without the
use of POISONOUS DRUGS.

large two-story House with ell and stable attached, about twenty acres of tillage land with
young orchard, situated at Oak Hill, Scarborough,

near

P. J.

mli24tf

LARRABCE, Administrator,

199 1-2 middle HU

FOR SAFE.
both of the elegant Brick Dwelling

or
Houses on

MOne

the

corner

Streets, in this city.

-The Houses are now
open for inspection.
For particulars apply to

of Pine and Carlton

being

finished and

are

STATE OF MAINE.
June 13, A. 1). 1879.
Cumberland ss.
mills is to give notice that, on the Tenth day of
X June, A. D. 1879, a Warrant in insolvency was
issued by Nathan Cleaves, Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of

GEORGE W. BOWERS and JONAS 1. BOWERS,
individuals and as members of the firm of Bowers
both of Portland, in said County, adjudged
to be Insolvent Debtors, individually and also as copartners of firm of Bowers Brothers, on petition of
of June, A.
said debtors, filed on the seventh
D. 1879, to which date interest on claims is tube

day

computed;

That the payment of any debts to or by said debtors, or either of them, and the delivery or transfer
of any property by them, or either of them, are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtors, to
prove their debts, and of the co-partnership creditors
to choose one or more assignees of their estate, will
be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at the
Probate Court room in Portland, in said County,
on MONDAY, the seventh day of July, A. D. 1879,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said Comity of Cumberland.

dlaw2wS

Dr. R.
The Natural

T/WILDE,
Magnetic Physician,

Located at the IJ. S. Hotel, Portland, Me.,
has had unparallelled success in ALL Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human tiesh
is heir to, for the last five years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and 6ee for yourselves. Consultation Free. Patients from out of town can be furnished with board at reduced rates. P. O. Address
BOX 1953. Portland, Me.
ap23d3m

CITY

je!4

dlaw2wS

__

June 13, A. 1). 1870.
Cumberland, ss.
is to give notice, that, on the tenth day of
Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Nathan Cleaves, Judge of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of
a

CHARLES W. HAYES of Portland,
in said County, adjudged to be an insolvent debtor
his

OAK SHIP TIMBER AND PILES
B.

C.

Car and
Wtock.

Carriage

I shall continue to run the Biddeford mill and thus
be able to fill all orders at shortest possible notice.
Large stock always on hand.
P. O. Address—Alfred, He.
oddly

VAULTS

CLEANED

taken out at short notice, from §4 to §0 per
cord or $3 por load, by addressing
A. LIBBY & CO., Portland P. O.
nov24dtf

AND

DRUG STORE FOR SALE

"JORDAN

baa removed to Alfred where he lias improved facilities for the manufacture and sale of

to the ill-health of the Apothecary occupying the Drug Store corner of Middle and
Franklin Sts., I desire to sell the entire stock of
Drugs, Medicines, &c., at once. Inquire on the

OWING

ABEL CHASE.
dlwteodtf

premises.
myl5

$20,000
On

LOAN

TO

First C'Ihhn ifforlgngei

or

Good

febG

urnnnmra

Special arrangements will ho made
arriving at Bangor at 0.30

passage

Examination for High School.
for admission to Portland High
EXAMINATIONS
be

I

School will
held at High School Building,
Friday, Saturday, Holiday uud Tuesday

afternoons, June 2?th, £Sth, 30th and
July ltd, at o’clock. All candidates for that
school for next

year, residents of the city, and not
attending the public schools, must ho present.
THOMAS TASH, Supt. of Schools.
|
Portland, June 19, 1879.
je20dtd

now

~CITY

OF PORTLAND.

Is Board

Mayor and Aldermen, )
June l(Ith, 1879.
J
That the liberty of the
be and
hereby is extended to the Masonic visitors oil
the 24tli of June inst.: and further:
Ordered, Tnat the following streets, viz: Confrom Congress to
gress, from Pearl to State;
Deering; Deering, from High to State; State, Free,
Middle, from Free to Exchange; Exchange, from
Middle to Congress; Pearl, from Congress
to
Commercial, and Commercial to Franklin wharf, l»e
and they hereby are set apart for the exclusive use
of said visitors in procession, between the hours of
and
IOV2 A. M. and 12Va o’clock P. M. 011 said
the passage of Horses, Carriages and other vehicles
over or through said streets during the time said
procession is passing through said Btreets are hereby
of

city

ORDERED,

High,

Attest:

H. 1. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dlw

ALLAN

for the supply of Coal for the Pauper Department for the year ending July 1st,
will
be
received
at the office of the Overseers
1880,
of the Poor until TUESDAY, July 1st, at noon. I11
making proposals please state prices for Broken and
Stove Coal on the wharf and delivered at the Alms
House or residence of persons receiving aid from
the city. Further information can be obtained by
calling at the office from 11 to 12 A. M. or 4 to 5 P.
51. The right to reject any or all bids not considered for the interest of the city will be reserved.
CHS. D. THOMES,
Address all proposals to

PROPOSALS

Chairman Purchasing Committee,

jnel9dtd

The

Greely
Hospital
1
...Sll
K,-.

fax every

milE Committee on Examination of Candidates
A for Teachers of the Public Schools of Portland
will hold a session at the High School Building, on
the seventh day of July next, at 9 A. M. Applicants
for positions as teachers in tlio public schools must
pass a satisfactory examination in all the following
branches, viz: Arithmetic, Elementary Geometry.
Physical and Descriptive Geography, English Grain-

including Composition,

ogy,
Free-IIaud

Teaching.

Music
Drawing, and

History, Physiol(Mason’s), Elementary
Theory and Practice of
U. S.

STEAMER TOURIST
leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Jones’ and Trefethen’s ami Hog Island Landings at
6.45. 8.30, 11 A. M., and 1.45 and 5.15 P. M., leaving tue Island immediately. Fare for the round trip,

2ifct8.; Children,

o’clock p, m,

For Circulars, with maps of Routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Oltice, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
mhldtf A. R. STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

Washington

HOPKINS,

tttenmtthips.

Clam

WM. CRANE,
GEORGE APPOLD.

direct every TUESDAY
SATURDAY.

53 Central Wharf, Boston.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS,
Middle
PORTLAND,
Ja22

WAY,

at 6 p. m., week days, connecting at Allyn’s Point
9.15 p. m. with steamers City of New York or City
of Boston, arriving in New York at 6 a. in.
Returning, steamer leaves Pier 50, North River,
at 5.30 p. m., arriving in Boston 6 a. m.
Stateroom* at u*nal price*, llerth* Free.
Supper 50 cent*. Drawing Room Chair*
50 cent*. 83 mile* without a *top, the longc*t ruu made by auy train in New
JEuglaud.
Connecting train makes no stop at any station between Boston and the boat. No stop-over allowed.
Tickets good only on
of sale for continuous passage and by connecting boat.
CHARLES P. CLARK,
A. C. KENDALL,
General Manager.
Gen. Pass. Agent,
eod3m
my 17

A N C HOR

LINE.

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS,
Sail from New York for
GLASGOW,
every
SATURDAY,
And REGULARLY to LONDON direct.
Passage to Glasgow, Londonderry, Belfast, Liver-

pool.

SALOON CABINS, $68 to $80, CURRENCY’.
SECOND CABIN, including all requisites, $40.
STEERAGE, $28.
TO LONDON BY DIRECT STEAMER,

Steerage.
SALOON CABINS, $55 and $65.
No

Excursion Tickets at Reduced Rates.
for elegance and comfort. All Staterooms on main deck.
For Books of information, Plans, &c.,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
7 BOWLING GREEN, NEW YORK,
or to TERENCE UIcCiOWAN, 139 Cond3m
grt*** 8t., Portland.
my24

Passenger accommodations unsurpassed

MACHIAS.

REDUCED^

FARE

$4.50

The Favorite Steamer LE WISwTON, Capt. Chas. Deehino,
aj&SBft Master, leaves Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every Tuesday and
lO

at

o’clock,

or on

good only on day of sale for continuous
on train leaving Grand Trunk Depot, Portat 1 P. M. daily
excepted) and steamer from New London connecting therewith.
Tickets and Staterooms secured at Grand Trunk
Depot and Preble Street Station.
No Carriage Transfer*.
Mure Connections
Baggage checked through.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
mhldtf
Tickets

passage

CommencinG: INIav 20.

arrival

of express trains from Boston, for Rockland,Caatiuc, Derr Isle, Ncdgwick, Ml. DESERT,
(So. West aud Bar Harbor,) Millbridge,
Jon«'N|»orl n ml 1Un«'H ill «,»or I.
Returning, will leave Macniasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at 4.30 o’cl’k.
Mt. Desert at 10.00 a. m., arriving in Portland
same evening,
connecting with Pullman Night
train for Boston.
July 1st the Lewiston will leave Portland at 11.lS p. ni.
Steamer SEA FLOWER will leave Bar Harbor every Saturday, on arrival of Steamer Lewiston, for
Hancock, JLuuioinc and Sullivan.
(Stage
from Lamoine for Ellsworth.) Will also leave every
Wcducsday, on arrival of Steamer Lewiston, for
Winter Harbor, (Gouldsboro.) Passengers ticketed through aud are sure to arrive early in the day.
Connections made coming West.
Commencing May 2. CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.
Wm. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Train from Boston, for Rnngor, touching at

evenings,

Rockland, Cnuidcn, Lincolnville, Relast,
Senrsport, Sandy Point, Rucksport, Winterport, aud Hampden, arriving in Bangor
about 10 o’clock the next morning.
Returning will leave Rnngor every Monday.
Wednesday aud Friday Mornings, ut 6
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 5 p. m., connecting with Portland and Boston
Steamers, and Pullman Night Train and Early
Morfting Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

E. CUSHING, General Manager
Portland, May 17th, 1879.

(Sundays

New
Australia.

Zealand

a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
8.00 a. m. for Gorham (Miaced).
12.25 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal

West.
6.30 p.

greatly

C. L. BARTLETT & CO.,
16 Broad 8t.« Boston.

mh25dly

STOAIAGTOA
FOIl
A HP. A Th

LINE

NEW YORK.
OF

All.

ATIIFRil

Tins is

Only Inside

the

Avoiding

Route

Point Judith.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, evtry
and
and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advuucc of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads, and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co.’s, 49V2 Exchange
Street.
L. W. F1LK1NS,
1). S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, New York.
President,
dtf
octl

Friday,

STEAMERS.

BOSTON

RAILROAD.
and after Monday, Feb. 17,
rains will leave as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 9.20 a. m.
Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.06
in. and 3.15 p. in., Lewiston at 1.50 p.
m., Portand at 1.30 p. m.

_— _

febl7tf

GAUBERT,

Street,

MAINE.

Proprietor.
dtf

1. WASHBURN, JB., President.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
A SPECIAL PASSENGER TRAIN
will leave Portland

FOR W IXTIIROP, JUNE 24th,
at 7.20 A. M., to accommodate those wishing to attend the CougregationaliNt Mtate Conference.
Returning by Regular Trains.
Reduced Fare for the Bound

m.

for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.
ARRIVALS.
from Lewiston and Auburn.

OGDENSBURGR.lt

MONDAY, Feb. 3, 1M79

Passenger trains leave Portland for
Upper Bartlett, Fabyan’s and inter-

""

7.15 a. m., and
4.30 p. m.
7.15 a. m. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, for all points on
Concord & Montreal R. R.; at St. JohnsBoston,
bury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Sherbrooke, &c.; at East Swan ton with Central Vermont R.R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swan
■"

mediate stations at

ton with Central Vermont for Ogdensburg via
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain R, R.
p. m. runs to upper liartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper Bartlett and
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermont 8.45 p. m.
J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.

Portland, Jan. 31, 1879.

74

EXCHANGE

TIC SETS
KTew York
•IA

Boston A Maine R. R.
OK-

Eastern

Railroad,
AND

ST.,

STONINGTON LINE,

—AND—

$4.50 !

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Coni*, Omaha, Maginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and

all points in the

Northwest, West
fel5

and

Southwest.

Fall

River, Providence
wich Lines,

$6.00!
Providence and Norwich Lines.
Ntnterooiu*

Engaged

On and after Monday, February 17, 1S79, Train* will
LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR
BOSTON at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
m., arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30, 8.00 p. m.
eturning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
p. m., arming at Portland at 12.10, 5.10, 8.00 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford anil
Kennebuuk at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45 p.

ALL

RAIL

Including transfer

across
ns

6

m.

Berwick, Malmou

Advance.

VIA

ARRANGEMENT.

Dover, Newmarket,

in

TO NEW YORK

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

For Well*, No.
Great Fall*,

and Nor-

Including transfer across Boston in any carriage stationed at the depots. Trains leaving Portland at
8.45 A. M. connect with Stonington Line for New
York, and the 1.00 P. M. trains with the Fall River,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
dtf

SPRING

febldtf

EXCLUSIONS.

PASSENGER OFFICES:

Fall*,
Exe-

1.00, 3.30 p. ni.
Rochester, Farmington,Alton Bay and
Wolfborough at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.
For Centre Harbor, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays at 8.45 a. m.
For Hanehester and Concord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. m., (via New Market Junction) at 3.30

For

p. m.
The 8.45 A. M. train connects with tho
Stonington Line for New York, and the 1.00 P. M. with
tho Fall Itiver .Providence and Norwich Lines.
The 3.30 train from Portland connects with all
Rail lines for New York.
Through Tickets to all Points Mouth and
West at lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers ruuning between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastporfc, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for rofreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to .all points West and
South may be had of HI. E. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Allcu’s
Union Ticket Office, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
felo
dtf

LINES,

Boston in carriages,

above,

$8.00!
Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.45 a. m.* 1.00, 3.30 p.m.; via Eastern R. R. at
2.05, 8.45 a. m., J.00 p. m., connecting with all rail

lines.

ter, Haverhill, North Andover. Lawrence, Audover and Eovvell at 8.45 a. in.,

Maine Central

TICKETS

TO

Washington, Chicago,
St. Lonis, San Francisco,
-AND—

All

Points South

Principal

RAILROAD.
MONDAY,
Monday, March 31,1870, the Steamers
JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will alternately

WHARF, Portland, and INDIA
WHARF, Boston, daily, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line arc reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Kir* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines fipr sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
JT. II. COYLE, Jr., General Agent,
dtf
mb 31
leave FRANKLIN

MAY

5,

For Nnle

OOices in

at

Depot*,

C'ouimercia

Street, and at Allen’* Fnion Passenger Office, ‘AS Exchange St.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODA
TIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.
JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’fc B. & M. R. R.,
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.

janl8

dtf

STTMMKR

RKKORTS

SEASIDE

.gat*

RESORT.

i^ioTTAWA HOUSE,
Cushing’s Island, Portland, Me.
This Popular Resort will re-open July lit, 1870.
Lots for Cottages for sale or to let. Apply
to J. I
*
J
LIBBY, Central Wharf.
iiKOR(2il ALLEN) Proprietor.

Trains

leave

Train- leave at 12.30 and 5.15 p. m.
leaving at 11.45 p. m. also has a passenattached, connecting at Cumberland Junc-

AND—

Steamship Line.
Leaves eaeli Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.

Philadelphia,
insurance

season

at 10

a. m.

one-half the rate of

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pannage Eight Dollars.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. HAMPHON, Agent,
de31tf
10 Long Wharf, Boston.
_

ger car
tion with

Lewiston,

mixed train for
Auburn,
Wiuthrop aud Wnterrille. The 12.30 p. m.
is the day train and 11.45 p. m. is the
Night Exwith
Train
Pullman
press
sleeping car attached;
making close connection at Bangor for all stations on the E. & N. A.
and for Mt.
John nnd Halifax. The 11.45 p. m. train
makes close connection at Bnugor for all stations
on Bangor dt Pisentuqiii- B.
K., Boulton. Wood stock, Mt. Andrews, Ml.Mlephea.
Frederickton, Fort Fnirlleltl, nnd Anribou.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from August?!, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowheean, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
P. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath,
K. & L. R. R. at 0.25 p. in.
From Lewiston at
5.55 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at
a

Railway,

1.55

TUESDAY,

ME.

resort will open for the

JUNE 17.

This wag greatly enlarged the last seatsou, and is now one of the llandaom-

!«l

*on

visitors

ou

the

anti Beat Appointed Houses
the Sea t ou t. Closed to transient

Sabbath.

jncl6d2w

8. B. (2I NNISON.

GLEN HOUSE, N. H.,
Open

W. & C. R.

June 18, 1879.

MILLIKEN,

PROPRIETORS.
jnel3

dim*

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
SCARBORO BEACH.
favorite sea-side resort will be open
the reception of guests May 30, for
season of 18711.
OTIS KALEK,
Wfcfjfoffltlie 27 dlra
my
Prop’r.
Afau

a

Tliis

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed
* T

a. m.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t
Portland, May 1st, 1879.
felotf

IIILL,

favorite seaside
of 1870 ou

Pamen$er
The train

PHILADELPHIA

Yo

This

Augusta,

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Eewiston via Brunswick, at
7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For Rath at 7.00 a. in., 12.35 and 5.20
p. in.
For Farmington, lYIoumoiith, Wiuthrop,
West
Watervillc
and
WaterReadfield,
ville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

HOUSE,

Scarboro’ Beach,
OAK.

in.

For Lewiston ami Auburn.
—

tjylO

ATLANTIC

1879.

PortBangor. Dexter. Belfast and Watervillc nt 12.30,
12.35, and 11.45 P. M.
For Mkowhegan at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.45 p. in.
For
llullowell, Gardiner aud
Bruuswiek at 7 a. in., 12.3o, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

Passenger
land for

and

West,

my22

On and after

Trip.

Sale of tickets commence 23d, and made good for
return trip until 28th.
Portland, June 17, 1870.jnelSdlw

TO-

and

8.30 a. m.
Passengers from Gorham connect with this train at
Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Aubnrn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (MLxed).
6 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

and

Steamers sail from New York on the L «.th and 30th
of each month, carrying passengers and freight for
San Francisco, as below:
S. S. Colon, June 20—S. S. Acapulco, June 30
Connecting at Panama with steamer for San Francisco. The Passage Rates by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING ACCOMMODATIONS, MR LS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Zealand and
Australia sold at
reduced rates. Circulars
giving full information regarding the climate, soil
and products of all the above countries and the prospects for settlers, sent free.
For freight or passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,

Ruinford Falls & Huokfield

7.10

JAPAN, CIA,
Islands,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates at Depot ticket office. Commercial street,
and at Allen's Union Passenger Office, 28 Exchange
street.
Meats
and
Pullman Car Tickets foi
Berths at Ticket Olilce.
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
fel4dtf

On and after MONDAY, Feb. 17th,
1870, passenger trains will leave
Portland as follows:

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

Sauilwich

RETURNING,
Leave Boston at 7.30 a.m., 14.30 and 7.00
p. ni., connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N. A. Hallway for Ml. John and
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

ml7tf

FOR CALIFORNIA

in.

Commencing

$4.50

land,

ff&rt&vB'*

1.00 p.

Night Express with Bleeping Car, for Boston, at ‘4.05 a. in. every day (except Monday#).

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Portland & Worcester and Norwich Lines

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Friday Evening

17, 1879.
ARRANGEMENT.

SPUING

PORTLAND &

RAILROADS.

—VIA—

STEAMBOAT CO.
AMD

FEB.

day

Portland, Bangor & Machias KTewYork.
DESERT

Railroad.

Eastern

wick, Conway Junction, Eliot, Kittery,
FortMiuouth, Newburyport, Mnlem, l.yuu,
ChcUea anil Boiitou, at 8.45 a. m. and

FOR

Sold only at 205 Washington st., at depot foot of
Summer st., Boston, and at Pier 40, North River,
New York. Train leaves Summer st. depot, Boston,

For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,

JIT.

—

PAHNEKCEH TKAIAM leave Portland
for Mcarboro, Maco, Biildeford, Keane*
bank, Well*, North Berwick, Mouth Ber

ONE DOLLAR.

Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.

no2dtf

,
p<
Leave Preble St. Station ai 7.40 a. m., 1.12 and 5.30
p. m.
7.TO A. m. Accomm.Klatlon tor Worcester, with
through car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Rocbrnter at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads). At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.lt>p.m.. Bo4tbn 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m.. Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
Wteainbont Express for New
1.00 P.1I.
London.
Through Car for Lowell and
Ho*tou. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Great Falls, at Epping fur .Tlaochenter and Concord, at Na«hua for
Lowell and Benton, at Ayer Junction
for Fitchburg and the West, via Hooeac
Tunnel Line- at Worcester with Boston
& Albany Railroad lor New York, at Put“Boston & Philadelphia Express
ii ii in with
Line" for Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, at New London with Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40,
North Hirer. New York, at 0.00 a. m.
From Preble Street.
Mixed for
3.TO p. in.
Koeheater an
Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 0.45, 11.00 a. in., and
8.50 p. in., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m.,
1.15 and 11.00 i*. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains rf Me. Central K. R., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Ti nnk R. R.
Through tickets to ah points South and Weat, at
ins & Adams’, No. 22 ExDepot ottices and at
change Street.
,J. M. LUNT, Supt.
oc7dtf

H. KNOWLTON.

NEW YORK,

ST]EAMI*,IIIP CINE,
First

at

as

ALLYN’S POINT LINE.

EITHER

On and after Monday, March
3d, the Steamer New Brunswick.
Capt. D. S. Hall, and City of
Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every
and
Thursday, at G P. M., for Eastport and
Monday
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same
days.
Coimections made at Eastport for Rohbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I.; Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
G3^**Freigbt received day of sailing until 4

Baltimore &

follows:
Trunk
7.TO n. u

run

Lraud
t ,,
--mil,
-i—.

10 cts.

C.

1878.

18,

'Plains will

will

TWO TRIPSPER WEEK.

juel3dtd

In a thriving village 40 miles from
Portland. Saleable stock, modern fixtures, and good paying business. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Inquire of
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.
jnoXT
d2tv

J. H.

Tue«-

asSSa FOR THE ISLANDS

ARRANGEMENT.

INTO

THOMAS TASH,
Superintendent of Schools.

Drug Store for Sale.

Notes.

Houses and Stores For Sale and To Let. Apply to
W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate Broker, 180 Middle
sep24-eodtf
Street, Up Stairs.

of

Portland, June 14, 1878.

237

alternate

Baltimore every
alternate
Wrilnewilny.
From Quebec every Mnturdny, to Liverpool
via of Londonderry.
Only Five (lays actual ocean travel via Quebec, and
hut Seven via Halifax.
Cabin Passage, $70 and $80 according to location
of Room; Intermediate, $40;
Steerage: to British
Ports, $28; London, $31; Hamburg, Bremen, Paris
and Scandinavian Ports, $32. Ret uni and
Prepaid
Tickets to and from all parts of Europe at reduced
rates.
For Maps and Sailing Schedule
apply to WM.
ALLEN, Jr, 28 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or
LEVE & ALDEN, Gen. Pass. Agents for New
England and Middle States, 271 Broadway, N. Y.
ap20
eodtf

the Overseers of the Poor until

Examination of Tcaclicrs.

Elements

COMBINED.

diuy for Liverpool via St Johns,
N. F., and Queenstown From

for

fice. The right to reject any and all bids not considered for the interest of the city will be reserved.
Address all proposals to
CHS. D. THOMES,
Chairman Purchasing Committee.
jnelOdtd

mar

COMFORT

&

The tirst-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from
Hali-

LIMITED TICKETS BETWEEN BOSTON AND

S3? RI

NOVEMBER

Corned and Fresh Meats

supply
for the Almshouse and
PPOPOSALS
at the office of

SAFETY

New York & New England R. R.

PROVISION DEALERS.

to

Nhortest Possible Sen Route Betweeu
the Uuited Htnte* auil Fuglauil.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
NOTICE TO

LINE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, V. II., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Monday. Wednesday

NOTICE TO COAL DEALERS.

a
quick
following

ROCHESTER R. R.

PORTLAND &

tf

day,

forbidden
Read and passed.

for
the

morning.
E3P*One fare for the round trip from Portland
and all the landings.
E. CUSHING. General Manager.
(ltd
je20

ap28dtf

12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia.

and Worcester Line.

30th.

TUESDAY, July 1st, at noon. For information as
to quality and quantity desired please call at the of-

STATE OF MAINE.

THIS
June, A. D. 1870,

11_1A Mr

No.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

jnel8

WALTER C. MURDOCK, of Cape Elizabeth,
in said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor
on Ins own petition, filed on the thirteenth
day of
June, A. D. 1870, to which date interest on claims is
to be computed;
of any debts to or by said debtThat the
or, and the delivery or transfer of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
J hat a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
be holden at the Probate Court room in Portland,
in said county, on MONDAY, the seventh day of
July, A. D. 1870, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

DELEGATES

Commencing

Wm. H. Jer

Residence for Sale.

n

_

To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Washington
street, Boston.

"

And All Nervous Diseases.

sold at
ONE
bargain if applied for at once, is nicefurnished and will include furniture and

ly

Lino, Quick Time, Low
Kates, I'sequent Departure*.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Steamer*. Nailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charle*tou, S. C.. Washington, D. €., Georgetown, D. C., Alexandria, Yn., and all Rail
and Water Lines.
Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadelpm
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
190 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake. Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston.

new

SALE.

residences

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and

PULMONARY

d&wtf

RAIL-

Heini-YYcekli

From Boston
and

An almost certain cure

A story and half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blaeksinltli
Shop, all in good repair and nearly new.
Lot contains about one acre, excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland on the Gray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for $675.00,
and is the best bargain in Deering.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOHN C. COBB, 31 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but §200 can remain on Mortgage.

of the finest

COLONY
ROAD.

OLD

WM. LAWRENCE,

i

FOR SAFE

I UII

BOSTON,

connection with

JOHN

1

jnelSd2w

mh25

in

Norfolk,

FOOD-KEMEDY,

if
If

North Yarmouth,

schools, church, post

desiring farms

Hay’s.

*3

SALE.

Walnut Hill

STEAMSHIP LINES

PHOSPHATINE!

FARRS

within 12 miles of Portland,
SITUATED
Central R. R.. convenient to

II. II.

^

on

FOR

over

Residence, 2S High, corner Pleasn nt St.
oc!4dly

LOTS

VALUABLE
at

25S MIDDLE ST.,

All operations in dentistry performed at prices to
suit the times and warranted lirst-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and always have on hand fresh.

Peaks’ Island. Enquire of
BRACKETT, at Greenwood,
Peaks’ Island.

To Let

or

No.

Centennial Block.
eod2w

jnelO

j>uv. -oui.

have found the same free from all organic or inorsubstances more or less injurious to health.
'rom the result of our examination we consider the
article one of superior
healthful as a beverage and effectual in its medicinal qualities.

first class Real Estate
lAf XI "\T
XT’
JtJ X Security, in Portland, or ViRents
taxes
cinity.
collected,
paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379V-J Congress Street.
no5eodtf
to loan

iurit,

jxuw

UdolphO Wolfo, Esq:
Dear Sir—The undersigned have carefully and
thoroughly analyzed a sample of your “AROMATIC
SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS” selected by ourselves, and

N. S. CSARDIIVEK,
C'riateuuial Block.

to

jnel4&2l

Ship Timber, Pile**,

A profits on 30 days investment of A -|
in West'll Union, June 7-1UU
^ 1" till
Proportional returns every week on Stock Options of
$20,
$50, &100, $500.
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address,
T. Potter Wight A Co, Bankers.
35 Wall St. New York.
BEmhldly
A"

Apply

own petition filed on the seventh day of
A. I). 1870, to which date interest on
claims is to be computed; That the payment of any
debts to or by said debtor, and the delivery or transfer of any property by him, are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will bo held at a Court of Insolvency
to be holden at the Probate Court room in said Portland, on MONDAY, the seventh day of ^July, A. D.
1870, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
E. R. BROWN,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

Revolvers,

W.J.

Chemical and Technical Laboratory, 18 Exchange

June,

ME

Nickel Plate, $1.50.
Fish Rods 30c—$10.00.
Cigars $1.35—9.00 per lid.
Tobacco 45c—$3.00 per lb.
Pocket Knives 5c—3.50.
Best Made Razors 50c—$3.00.

TERMS.

Fine trees have been left on the lots, which will
add greatly to their attractions. It is intended to
beautify this avenue with double rows of shade
trees, and to make it the most beautiful site for suburban residences in the neighborhood of Portland,

on

STAND,

,

EASY

payment

Horses Conditioned for the Track.

jnell

offered for sale

give

Boarding, Feed and Sale Stall0
OLD

important remedies in chronic catarrhal
affections, particularly those of the genito-urinary
apparatus. With much respect, your obedient serCHAS. A. LEAS, M. D., New York.
vant,

Street,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

PERRIN,

BROTHERS’

the most

rrilllS is to
notice that on the thirteenth day
JL of June, A. D. 1870, a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued by Nathan Cleaves, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of

d3w

BROWN

Pleasant

to

are now

ON

diseases for which you recommend it, having a
natural tendency to the mucous surfaces, with a
slight degree of stimulation. I regard it as one of

Clinton Avenue,

on

Parallel

‘‘HCHNAPPS” in a remedy iu Chronic
Cartarrhal Complaints, etc.
I take great pleasure in hearing highly creditable
testimony to its efficacy as a remedial agent in the

DEERING,

STATE OF MAINE.

Orders for

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from the
Wine district of France.
Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. A
pound can be mailed to anv address, postage free, on
receipt of 60 cents. ROVAL BAKING POWDER
CO., 172 Duane St., New York. Most cheap powders contain alum; dangerous to health; avoid them,
especially when oftered loose or in bulk. ap30dly

Situated

—
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SACCABAPPA, MAINE.

Boston Express.

GOULD &

CENTER

IN

Brothers,

BUILDER.

BAILEY, M. D.,
ADVERTISEMENTS! Physical! and Surgeon,

LITTLE & CO.’S
©AILY to

—

Mr.

That Fat Person Cannot be Found.
Not'even Edison, with all his inventive
genius and extensive research, can find a fat
person that Allan’s Anti-Fat will not reduco
at the rate of front
two to live pounds per
week. Those having uselessly tried different
anti-fat prescriptions, including “ttarvation,"
“horse-back” and “saw-horse” “riding” may
he skeptical, hut a fair trial will convince them
that Allan’s Auti-Fat is a genuine medicine,
and that it will speedily fuliill all prom ises.
Sold by druggists.
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Baptist,
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use

beg leave to eall the attention of the reader to testimonials iu favor of the
BCIIXAPPS.
1 feci bound to say that I regard your SCHNAPPS
•is being in
every respect pre-eminently pure, and
deserving of medical patronage. At all events it is
the purest possible article of Holland gin, heretofore unobtainable, anti as such may he safely prescribed by phvsieians.
DAVID L. MOTT, M. I).,
Pharmaceutical Chemist, New York.

THE
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to the
Republican Convention
.Juno 2<»th, and the Democratic Convention
.July 1st, can take the steamer City of Richmond
leaving Portland on tne evenings of the 25th and

SPEED

Bpliia &. Yew
England

FROM

1
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GANNETT, M. D.,

HOMEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,

Stover, who lias been supplying the pulpit at
Gardiner; Congrcgationalist, Rev. Mr. Whitney of Augusta; Methodist, Rev. Francis Grosvenor; Episcopal Free Will Baptist, Rev. Mr.
Munson; Catholic, Rev. Father Murphy.

BATH

of Mr.

FAfUSETT, Architect,
Centennial Block, Exchange Street.
1878.
dtf
Portland, Aug. 5,

Conservatory of Music.
The funeral of the late B. G. Page was quite
generally attended Thursday afternoon.
Schooner Olive Elizabeth, arrived
Thursday
afternoon with a cargo of coal for Currier &
Son.
on

Park, Old Orchard. luJOSIAH CUMMINGS,
Washington Street, Boston,
Whittimore, Builder, at Old Orchard,

F. II.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Portland
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COUNTERFEITED,

a:i<l t’lirchascis will Have K>
Caution in Purchasing;.

Grove

Press Office.

the Boston
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SALE

No. 001

or

Ag*t,

Schiedam Schnapps

AT A BARGAIN.
T\TO. 8 Cottage
ll quire of

Portland, every MONDAY' and THURSDAY, at u
P. M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY', at 4 P. M.
These steamers are litted up with line accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer mouths these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New Y'ork. Passage, including
State Room, ?4; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New Y'ork forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY' FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES,
Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
doclGdtf
Exchange Street.

CLYDE’S

WOLFE’S

_dlw

FOR

sleeping rooms.
Apply to C. E. Morrill, next house,
ris, Real Estate Ageut.

WANTS.

formerly

will

steam and horse cars.
at seven
hundred dollars down, balance on mortgage
of years it desired.
per cent, interest, for a term
This property will be sold to the highest bidder, rea rare chance
gardless of price. Therefore, affords
l'or any one to procure a home, or a good chance
in value
increase
must
for investment, as property
every year on account of the line location and
of
the
place.
rapid growth
p. o. IS All.EE' A' CO., Auctioneers,

COTTAGE

Aperient,

on

MASON

We notice the name of Miss Nettie Wall,
of tlifs city, among the graduates of

live

price.

it is that the
Dr. Dull’s
Baby Syrup oTercomes-so qmcfcly tbetlisorders
of babyhood,

conquers—and hence
gentle yet positive influence of
Mildness

on

Mr. Frank Weymouth, well known in this
city and Gardiner, was buried from the Epis.
copal church Thursday afternoon with Masonic honors, he having been quite prominent in
that body.

only

Terms very easy

Capt.

to-day.

Tarrant’s Seltzer

which I keep always in the house.” Wise loan, and
economical as well. He does not resort to violent
means for relief. He uses Nature's remedv, dn
the shape of this aperient,
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
eod2w
jel 8

and L very
rnilE above is a new two-story house
X convenient, made of good lumber and good
work, all ready to occupy, handy to stores, churches,

daily.

Fbiday, June 20.
on

At Six O’clock P. M., June 25th; if
Stormy, next «lay at 3 P. M.

RICHMOND.

Friday, June 20.
excitement was created here to-day

A mnu of uoU-il lira 1 eh was asked how it was
he seemed to be always well. “X am not particular
iu my meals; I eat what I like; and whenever I feel
under the weather, I resort to my-

DEERING, MAINE.

jcl4eod3m

park?
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HALLOWELL.

Pearl St, Woodford’s Corner,

juolu

until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.

Will

ON

LOCATED

today.

Quite an

Line lo >’ew York.

Semi-Weekly

Steamers Eleauora and Franconia

the rain.
Mr. Mel. Hodgkins leaves next week to take
charge of a nursery in New Hampshire.
The Glide took a raft of 800 logs to Wiscasset from up river Thursday.
Hotel arrivals—Sagadahoc .'SO, Shannon 14.
At a special meeting of the Board of Aidermen yesterday, the necessary documents were
made out regarding Mary Clark and Hattie M.
Coombs, insane.
An old wagon with a broken axle was this
morning piled up by the road side at the bridge
over Lemont’s creek.
Somebody had a bad
tumble.
At a recent meeting of Post Sedgwick G.
A. R it was voted to purchase the fifteen
yard American flag owned by Comrade Alex
Mulligan and formerly used on the grounds of
the army hospital at Washington, 11. C. The
flag was given the lost nurse who left the hospital, and this was Mr. Mulligan. It was flung
to the breeze from the Post flag-stall
for the
first time today.
The valedictorian of the class of ’75), B. II.
S., is Mr. E. A. Preble, not Pratt as printed

RAILROADS.

_STEAMERS.

Maine Steamship Company.

on

YARMOUTH, M*E.,
Repairs have commenced
Wintlirop street.

STEAMERS.

last

l'alais

Boothby

and D. Blinn Fuller acted
and gave general satisfaction in their
decisions.
The admission to tlie grounds being but 15 cents quite a number of people and
carriages were present in the afternoon and all
seemed very much pleased at the inauguration
of Field Day at Colby.

judges,

as

the

the past week,two deaths.

Father O’Brien

15ft. llin.

Andrews, 4ft. 2in. Running high jump,
by Geo. Andrews, 4ft. 74in. Quarter mile

at

Sunday.

4iiu.

Worcester,

lodged

Two fishermen

on

Marr and Stuart seized at Saco

seized five barrels bottled

new

V'nrV

be used.
The graduating exercises of tire Edward
Little high school occurred at High street
Congregational church this evening. The
auditorium was occupied to its fullest capacity by an appreciative and refined audience.
The parts were all well rendered,reflecting much credit upon the instruction
afforded at this school.
The valedictory
by Miss Rowe, was especially commendable. Music of a high order was furnished
by Ballard’s orchestra.
Friday, June 20.
Old Sol hasn’t lost any heat during his

Deputies

a

launchid to-day.
Seven ear loads of boxed granite from Hurricane went west per Knox & Lincoln Railroad
ihis morning.
Schooner Emma L. Gregory was launched
trom South Marine Railway yesterday morning, and has chartered to load lime at A. F.
Urockett & Co’s wharf on Monday for New

can

Friday,

South Marine

on

Railway yesterday morning, received
:oat of paint and speed wheel, and was

less

Colbys vs. Bates to-morrow afternoon
the Androscoggin grounds.

She also

8 o’clock.
Schooner D. B. Everett arrived from Boston
resterday, and S. M. Bird from Portland. The
atter is immediately to go out on South

The nuptials of Mr. Thomas H. liemick
with Miss Nellie M. Davis, were celebrated
last evening, aHd a reception tendered the
couple by their friends at the residence of
the bridegroom.
Many presents, some of

masonic form

enjoyed.

ever

a

trday morning at

throp.

ro

they

considerable amount of freight. She
,vill leave this port upon her regular trip Sat-

brought

MEDICAL.

Friday, June 20.

Friday, Juno 20.
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All
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order,
address-

GIBSON, 68 Congress St.

